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"Perhaps for the first time, since'the need for vision 5 I 
have become aware of the-relationship between the environment 
and ,myself o A relationship .characterized by the II Self-Concept" 
in which I have more certain.ty. in realising the distance, 
speed and grandeur of objectsu moving or otherwise~ Due :to 
this -factor, ;r find myself concentrating more on my own 
physical plane when moving through crowdso Previouslyr it was 
necessary to concentrate on_ the position· of people .and what 
they might doo But with the use of the USG*u I can obtain 
this information we.11 in advance and therefore, am able to 
consider which for me would be ,the most suitable mode of 
bypassing-as it were, grace£ullyo" 
*ultra-sonic glasses 
7th October, 19690• 
from the daily training notes of 
Io Pivac, a blind university 
student, during training with the 
binaural mobility aid described 
in this thesiso 
iii 
ABSTRACT 
The problem of designing an auditory display for a 
binaural mobility aid .for the 'blind· is investigated. The 
basis for the project was· ,the, binaural linear F. M. echolocat:-
ion, mobility aid proposed by1 Prof. L. Kay. The sciences of . 
engineering and psychophysics are freely intermixed to define 
the optimal.. form of the azim'uthal_dimension of an auditory 
spatial display". 
It is.shown that to. take advantage of the frequency domain 
range coding.it is necessary to use interaural amplitude 
difference (IAD) •· as the localization. cue .• , A series of experi-
ments confirmed -this .and suggested/ a modification to the 
system concept. 
An extensivepsychophysicctl investigation·of auditory 
localization with IAD determined the parametric-form of ·the 
localization function, from· which the a'zimuthal dimension· of 
th~ display was s~ecified and analysed. · Th& problem of 
I 
generating this display from an edholdcation system is dis-
cussed. 
Measures of the resolution.capability of the auditory 
system in a static .. two object environment are :presented. A 
computer simulation of the 'auditory display was .use'd to 
justify the use of d~ta d~rived. fro~ dichotic experiments to 
specify a display for use with head movement~ Adaptive 
strategies for estimating the localization function are des~ 
cribed. 
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CH A.PT ER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
lol. The Nature of the Problem 
The advent.of modern technology, ·particqlarly the develop-
ment of so.lid-state circuit elements, brought.with, it. many 
proposals of electronic devices to aid. the mobility problems 
o~ the blind1 ' 2 ' 3 • Many of these.devices were tried,but then 
rejected by the.blind population because they allowed.only a 
marginc;tl improvem~nt-in mobility. The emphasis in-the devel0p-
' 
ment of many of.the early devices was placed u,pon the engineer-
ing and technology of the aid itself, with ~ittle thought to 
the- psychophysics of the mobility. function or th,e. sensory 
modality rised for the display •. Unfcirtunately, the state of 
the art in the science of mobility -aids is still such that the 
designer must resort to intelligent try.:..it-and-see.methods, 
with both laboratory and field evalu~tion of proto~type aidso 
Nevertheless the.need for greate~ underst~nding of sensory 
processes and percept formation is nowrec:ognized as essential 
for a successful visual prdsthesis in the human mobility 
funct~on, a?d much current research is directed toward an 
understanding .of the_nqn-visual modalities. 
It has commonly been statede.g. 4 , 5 that the engineer 
should take care in his ftesign-not to confuse the blind user 
with too mucn inf0rmation~ This type of reasoning has ledto-
the proposal of many devices with~simple binary state displays 
2 
of the 'stop-go' type, usually with tacti.l,e c:>r auditory 
. . . e.·g. 6,7 . h d . . . . communication • However, t-e efinition of information 
is "that which increases the organization of a system",·which 
implies that too much information cannot, in fact, be given 
to the"blind person. The informational content of the 
sensory display must be defined relative to the human 
observer, not an idealised signal analyzer. Carefbl consid-
eratiQn must be.given to the system design to ensure that the 
signals at the display are matched to the behavioural 
characteristics of the sensory modaJity choseft. The. 
dimens_io1;1s of a display must be chosen with, regard to 
absolute identification of stimulus magnitudet differential 
dis-primination sensitivity of-each~dimension and masking. 
ef,fects in a complex stimulus situation. 
The.project describe~ in this thesis was _concerned with 
deriving the characteristics of an optimal binaural display 
of information .. from a two cha_nnel. echolocation system. The 
basis of the research was- ,the binaural u:L trai;;onic mobility 
aid as proposed by Kay 819 ,lO,ll,l2 and which is covered by 
British.Patents Nos. 978471, 978472 and .3366922. This devicei 
and its monaural counterpart the.Kay-UJ,tra- 'torch 1 , differs 
from the majority of p: .evious mobility. aids in that they are 
true environmental sensors, witl:l no information reduction 
before· the auditory display" In the·research·de~cribed here 
the sciences of psycpoph:ysics and engineering were freely 
combined in order. to use the behavioural characteristic,s of· 
binaural audition as· the basis. for. the system, specificationo 
Although extensive literature exists on the psycho-
phy$ics of binaural he~ring there has been an. emphasiscin 
) 
the past on qual.itative·descriptions·of localization 
phenomenao It was therefore necessary to. re-examine 
experimentally some of the well known aspects 9f localization 
reported by e~rly investig~tors (circa 1920) o In these 'ex-
periments the emphasis wa_s on deriving quantitative· data to 
3 
be '-µsed in. an engineering design;.· with estimates of the spread 
of individ~al differenc~s of the localization coefficients 
over- the population. This data.was used to define the two 
channel eaholocation systema Other experiments were designed 
to estimate t_he resolution capabilities of the aµdi tory dis-
play in. a static environment. Simulation· studies usir1,g an. 
idealized computer generated display were used to estimate the 
localization function in conditions of free heaq. movemento In 
these psychophysical experiments extensive-use was.made of on-
line computing techniques I using both analogue and hyb:dd 
computerso· The particular forms of. stimuJ.us and response pro-
cessing used are belie:vedto be new and could. be adapted for 
use in psychophysical studies related to other modalitiesa 
1~2 Project History 
The concept of a binaural mobility aid using a linearly 
frequency modulated echo.location wave.form was developed. by. 
L. Kay in 1959i but active~rese~rch on it was deferred for 
some yeaJ:"s because of the system complexity.· During the 
intervening period research was concentrated upon a monaural 
hand-held version.of the aid; which after preliminary 
evaluation proved· to be promising enough for a commerc.ial 
version to be produced by Ultra Electronics Ltd, England. 
Although. it has been found that training is nec~ssary to use 
this aid to its full advantage the 1 torch~ is in active use 
by blind people throughput the.world and·is without doubt the. 
most supcessful of any electronic mobility aid to date. 
8 9 In early papers ' Kay hypothesized·that the sonic 
navigatiqn capabilities of some echolocating bats could be 
explained onsimila:i;,- principles to his proposed binaural· 
mobility. aid. In these papers the localization phenomena 
asso.ciated with such a display were stated to be dependent 
only uppn propagation path length differences" In 1965
11 
tne 
additional use of the binaural intensity ratio, commonly 
denoted in logarithmic units as an interaural·amplitude 
difference (IAD), was ·suggested~ It is shown in tijis thesis 
that IAD is- the only active localization cue in, the. display. 
Early experiments on a prototype system confirmed that there 
1 1 . t· h . d ' h h d' 1 
12 
were oca iza ion p enomena associate wit t e isp ay , 
but the first quantitative measures of these·effects were 
carried out by the:author (see Chapter 3}. 
Upon Professor Kay's arrival at the University of 
Canterbury in 1966 an-extensive programme commenced with 
research based in.three areas. 
i) The requirements and control functions.of human mobility 
4 
5 
ii) An investigation of the binaural displi:iY of echolocation 
returns 
iii) . The' ,technology of•. the device (ultrasonic transducers and· 
electronic development) o 
The\investigation into the difficult area of mobility did.not 
13 
reach.fruition but the work of Martin · v associated with the, 
technology of the.device, resulted in significantly improved 
prototype .. models that have· been· used in field evaluations o. 
The second category of resea,rch ·is -reported here o 
A peripatologist, R.Wo Pugh, was appointed to the 
programme in late ,,196 80 Working with· devices. developed· 
during th~ programme he has b~en able to ~how that the 
binat;tral aid. can I be of benefit to non-visual mobility o · 
L 3 The· Role of the Mol:;>tlity ,!\id , 
Little is-known of human control ft:1nctions in the 
environment. A working hypothesis on the role of the·mobiiity 
aid was , derived from. a qualitative model. .which embodied. the 
behavioural features of .mobi.li ty o · The model is shown in Fig o 
lol and is briefly described here from. an introspective view-. 
point. 
All actions of the mobile •mechanism are ~efined as being 
based upon a mental. image of the·environment, derived from 
the perceptual -processes and a-priori informat.ion. · Mobility 
may be e~plained by the effect of a finite set of effe~ent 
motor actions upon the integrated set of re~afferent sensory 
CONTROL EFFERENT 
TASK 
POLICY - MOTOR ENVIRONMENT -,, -
PERFORMANCE ACTIONS 
EVALUATION 
I I I SENSORY 
AID 
' . ', i 
SPATIAL SENSORY - SYSTEM 
PERCEPT -
F i g . 1.1 Qua litative model s howing the role of t h e 
sensory-mot or> f e e dba c k loop in mobility. 
















Fig . 1 • 2 Er.ihc1 nce ment of perc e p tion with a senso Py a i d -
t he e lement s of the information processing. 
6 
stimuli across all modalities. . The formulation and.· 
evaluation of,a control -policy in the execution of a task. 
(or set.of sub-task~) is therefore dependent-upon the 
efferent/re-afferent transformation of the sensory stimuli 
pattern by each action.· Clearly the model resembles a basic 
feed.back mechanism but it -is· defined. to: exhibit predictive 
and adapti v.e J:;,ehaviour. The se_nsory stimuli need not be 
derived from a terrestrial environment; 'the.role.of a 
simulator in the training of complex control tasks is·to 
substitute ,the re-afferent effects of a real environm13nt by 
an artificial set so that new control -policies may be 
developed•. 
7 
The blind person's l9ss of re-atferent contact with the 
environment severely restricts the formulation_andevaluation 
of control -policies; and awkward movement :pesults. Satis-
faction, from interaction with the"environment, and 
motivatton are reduced. Furthermore the involuntary nodding, 
rocking or ungainly headmovements all. classed- a.s 'blind:i:sms' 14 
result directly from the.s~verely limited efferent/re-. 
-afferent kinaesthetic feedback loop. 
' 
The rqle of the mobility aid is to restore the. percep~ 
tion of spatic:1,l relations; that ,is. to reconstruct upon so.me 
display the spatialnature of the.immediate,environment in a 
form, that may be readily assimilated through some .non,-. 
visual modalityr The failui~ of the obstacle detector may be 
seen immediatel.y._ Although a measure of con:f:idence_may be' 
given,the user, the basic problem has not been solved for 
the binary state. display allows only two possible actions: 
"stop" or "go". The •per9on using the obstacle"·detector is. 
still forced.to use •his remaining senses to communicate 
with the environment. 
The elE;:!ments of the·spatial perception process using a 
sensory aiq are shown in Fig. 1. 2. Objects in the environ-
ment• perturb a spatial energy distribution. A receiving 
aperture •is used, to sample _the perturbed .field and. afters sub':'." 
sequent signal processing a multi-dimensional display is 
pre~ented at the man~machine,interface. 
decoding.is necessary to form a percept. 
Further. sensory 
Tanner17 ; in a 
speculative paper, proposed .. that visual type of experience 
may be'derived from stimulation of non-visual modalities •. 
His arguments were based -upon signal detection theory a.nd · he 
defined the requirements ,fo1; spatial ·perception as a on,e:..to-
one mapping.of the,environment on to a non-yisual sensory 
display. Optical imaging.techniq1,1es have .been used.to 
generate ·-a two dimensional tactile display16 which allows --
the.- recognition of simple forms 15 • The pres.ent study is con-
cerned with signal processing of the returns from an active 
echolocation system, for coupling to. human audition. -
1~4 Thesis Organi~ation 
In Chapter 2 characterization of' the environment from. 
echolation signals and-the'.restrictions imposed upon the 
8 
disP,lay form by the auditory system, are discussed. It is 
shown that the disp:).ay used,in the,FM aids is one of the few 
that will allbw perception of multiple,objects. In Chapte~ 
3 a brief.description of the prototype system. is given and 
experimental studies of binaural localization phenomena 
associated with the display are described. The· results of 
these experiments enabled the, system to be defined and 
redUn~ant binaural-cues ~liminated. 
Chapter 4 is devoted to the psychophysics of,_ the. 
binaural localization of tones using IAD. Experiments are 
described which were designed, to meai,mre .. the effects of 
stim1,1lus parameters upon the_ localization function;· and to 
estimate the spread of individual:differences,in the-blind 
and, sighted populations. 
In Chapter 5 the parametric form of .the localizati0n 
function is used to define the-idealised display in 
engineering terms~ In analyses of the petformance of this 
display it was nec~ssary to use simpli.fied models of the 
azimuth estimation process. The emphasis _in this -particular, 
chapter is upon, properties of the display, rathe,r than upon 
characteristics of the auditbry localizat~on process. The 
id_ealizations impm,ed. in Chapter- 5 are .relaxed. in Chapter 6 
where t:he display of a practical system is discussed. 
Chapter 7 descri~es psychophysical experiments designed 
to estimate, ,the resolution capabilities of the auditory. 
analyzer in a,,static multiple object environment. 
9 
In Chapter 8 a simulation;of the display using an 
analogue computer, is presented. The ,simulator is ext~nded 
to include an aqapti ve strategy in· an attempt t.o make an 
efficient estimat~ of the .parameter~ of the localization 
functiono 
The results of the work described in this thesis are 
summari~ed-,in Chapter 9. 
10 
11 
C H A P T E R 2 
AUDITO:B.Y DISPL~Y OF ECHOLOCATION INBO~ATION 
2.1 Introduction 
The waveform and signal pr0cessi11;g to .be used in an 
echolocation system is restricted by t;.he beha.:vioural charac~ 
te_ristios of human audition. In this .chapter it is shown 
that a temporal display of range, coded directly from 
propagation delay, will inhibit the per~ception of multiple 
objects with,in a range annulus of up to approximately .20 · feet 
wio,th~. It ·is also shown that the two dimension. (range x 
azimuth) display used in the FM mobility aids is one of the 
few that overcomes inhibition of all but ·the nearest object. 
It is implicit in the followin~ discussions.that the 
echolocation medium is air-borne· sonar. Al though the. ana].yses 
are ;general,. the. examples wil1 assume, that the ye loci ty of, 
propagation is that of sound. in air, i.e. approximately 
1130 ft/sec at room temperature. 
Th€;! choice of. sonar is dictated by both theoretical c:¥nd 
practical. constraints. The· temporal resolution constant of 
Woodward18 is a measure of the total signal ambiguity of a 
' 
waveform and is proportional to the occupied bandwidth. T~is 
may be related directly to a similar range resolution cons~ant 
by a .factor proportional to the velocity of propagation~ rt 
can then be shown ·that spatial resolu~ion in the immediate 
environment can be greatly enhanced by the use of sonar. 
12 
In fact, a sonar system with a bandwidth of 50 kHz is capable 
of the same range resolution as a radar ~ystem.with a band.,. 
width of 45 GHz. Present day techniques w;i.11 not allow a 
portable radar system with this .bandwidth, but a bandwidth 
of 5 0 kHz of, ultrasound' in .air is feasible with simple tran-. 
sistorized circuitry and electrostatic t;ansducers. 
2. 2 Spatial Inforrnatic::m in Wide-.band Echoloca~:fon. Signals 
18 Classical .radar signal analy~es_ concentrate .upon the 
dR estimation of target range Rand -range rate dt from the 





where c is the ve-locity of propagation. The analyses assume 
a narrow fractional bandwidth for the transmitted waveform, 
so that no spatial information other Jhan delay, may _be 
derived. The resolution in propagatio1;1._ delay is limited by. 
the.width of the autocorrelation.function of the.received 
waveform. Scanning techniques are normally used· to recon-. 
struct the complete target space. 
With wide--banq signals further spatial information is 
contained in the returns. Consider the environment to be a 
linear, passive time-invariant element.· Then the environ-
ment· is completely characterized by the impulse response 
he ( t) · as measured at· the . tr,ansmi tting and receiving apertures 
of the echolocation system. No information other than that 
contained in the impul,se. response may.be .. derived from 
' observation of the re.cei ved signal, but the· structure of the 
back-scatt~red wide-band. signals will contain further. 
information that is igr10red -by the classic::al anail.yses. The 
received waveform r(t) will -be give11 by convolution of ,the 
tr.ansmitted signal s(t) with the.impulse response, i.e •.. 
13 
r (t) = 100 s (cr) h, (t-cr) do -oo . e , 2.2 
If the-autocorrelation function of s(t) is a Dirac delta 
function o (t) the ,impulse response may .be immediately found 
by crosscorrelation of r(t) and s (t). because· 
R (T) -, 100 h (cr)R (T.-cr)'do 
rs· -00 e · ss 
or , R ( T) 
rs 




by the sifting. property of the -delta function, where R (,) 
rs 
is the.input-output cross correlation function and 
R (,) = .o(,) is the.autocorrelation function-of thetrans-ss . 
mitted signal s(t). 
Let the object space consist.of n resolvable elements 
with angular coordinates specified by the vector e , each n. 
with an impulse response h (t) so that n. 
h ( t) 
e 
= l h ( t-:T ) 
n n n 
2. 5 · 
where , is the propagation· delc~y of. the .nth element.. The , 
n 
narrow-band. approximation• assumes. that hn (t) = 8 (t-\n) for "'t 
al·l n. Then -if the t;r:ansmitter /receiver aperture pair has 
an effective-impulse r~~ponse,ha(t;~n) which is uniquely 
defined by en, th_e -received"signal ~ill, be 
14 
r(t) = s(t)- ® I (h (t-,. ) ® ·h (t;S )) n n a n 2.6 n-
where® denotes convolution, so that .with a-priori .knowledge 
of l\i ( t) and wide bandwidth s ( t) , the .. coordinates. Sn may be 
found. 
Cc:thlander19 deri veo, a similar mode.l as a plausible . 
explanati-on of monaural perception of elevation by echolocat-
ing bats. He defined th~ pinna (oute1 e~r) as a 'gain-
dispersive', antenna, and, with the.implic.it:·Elssumption that. 
hn (t) = o (t) , derived a signal function that -i~ -monotonically 
related to the -probability density functi.on of the best 
estimator of. 8 in noise. n 
Consider. now a two channel system with two.receiving. 
apert:u:tes, denoted by the ·subs~ript i = 1,2 with impu.J.,se re,s-, 
ponses _hai ( t; 8 ~ • If Ri ( w) and S ( w) are the. Fourier trans- i 
forms of ri(t) and ~ (t) respec-tivecly· and He (w) and Hai (w; 8) 
are ,the Fourier transforms of he (t) and hai (t; 8), then with 




or G (w; 8) = 
I Rl ( w) I 
I R
2 
( w) I 
1Ha1 (w;s)I 
I Ha2 ( w; 8) I 
2.7 
which uniquely defines 8. Note that for this estimator the 
assumption of wide banqwiqth is not n~cessary. • Even if 
s(wJ is a single frequency, 8 may be specified in a singl~ 
dimension. 
15 
It is interesting to .note that,1a simi.la·r mechani·sm has 
been prop0sed-to explain binaural perception of elevation in 
echo locating bats. Grinell .• and Grine1120 suggested, from 
neurophysiological studie.s that ·coding of this form was 
present _in the responses of auditory -uni ts at the level· of 
colliculus and that estimation of G(w;e) from three, spot 
frequencies -sho,uldserve to locate an echo unambiguously in 
azimuth. and. elevation. A similar model to the. one deseribed 
abov~ was· ,developed by the author .. (Appendix_ 1)- as a plausible. 
explanation of the role of ·the pinnae in passive t>inaural 
sound localization.· This is qi.scussed further below. 
2. 3 Human Auditory SpaticJ.J. .. Loc9,lization 
The ne,ural 1nechanisms :and. stimulus at.tributes. that 
allow th~ perception of the spatial position of a sound. 
source have yet to be quantitatively defined. It has been, 
shown that the az,imµth and elevation of a wide-band source 
, I 
can be determined, binaurally, and to, a limited. degree .. 
monaural.ly, wi tho_ut head movement. This,, together with the 
abili,ty to disc_riminate front and back, canno,t be explained 
by simple bina~ral differences. 
It; is .. col.TIIllonly accepted 'that the primary localization 
cues,.interaural time difference (ITD) and the binaural in-
ten~ity ratio (de~oted,as IAD) interact to provide cues .for 
the estimation of a source's azimuth._ ·Recent studies have .. 
shown the pinnae to,be·essent;:ial for the perception of 
16 
elevation. 24 Roffler and ~utler reported .. that wide bandwidth 
signals with compon~nts above 7 kHz are necessary for the 
perceptio.n of elevation. · They found. that vertical localizat-
ion was no longer possible if the pinnae were rendere.d 
25 ineffective. Batteau found. that .spatial perception.of a 
remote-environment with dichotic stimuli was.possible only if 
the two microphones were fitted with replicas of the. pinn,ae. 
It'was found that the high frequency-components were _ 
essential for true ~patia1 localization.and that subjects 
fi tteo. with reveri;;ed pin11ae reported inverted vertical 
localization· and reversed .front-back discrimina.tion. · 
Batteau concluded thatthe.spatial 0 information was coded 
upon the incident sound fielci as delays 'that o/ere, recognized,. 
per se by the central nervous system, whereas Roffler and 
Butler, suggested tha_t a comparison of. the spectral· modificat- . 
ions at the_two ears was used in the evaluation of the. 
ve,rtical coordinate~· This latter, hypothesis is _essentially 
the same as the.method of estimating the angular coordinates 
of:a reflect~ng sou~ce outlined in Section 2.2. If the 
pinnae are defined as havi,ng transfer, functions .Bai (w; e) 
where- i = 1, 2 as before, .. and ,the. sound. sourqe is desqribed in. 








will serve to define 8 as in Eq.(2.7). In Appendixl a model. 
is developed shmving that, for certain .classes of signal, 
peripheral binaural interaction does pro~uce coding of this 
form,o 
pyna,mic- localiz-ation with head movement provides 
secondary kineasthetic cues. Wallach26 created an illusion· 
in which the position ·of .the source reacted in the.opposite 
direction as the head was moved. In this condition front-
back discrimination was reversed. However., Pollack and 
Rose27 found that subjects' responses.to free field stimuli 
were more. variable when free head. move.ment. was ,allowed. 
This ~ortflict$ with the findin~ that mechanically induced 
l d t d 1 1 , t' , .28 1ea movemen s re uce, oca 1:za ion errors. • 
It has been shown that the localization mechanism can 
adapt,· over· a period o_f. several days,· to distortions in 
1 7 
29 30 temporal and int~nsive binaural 9ues - ' • It was found that 
active·interaction with the environment was ,necessary for 
adaption and that this proces.s coul,d, be accelerated by 
training. Freedman and Zapks
31 
found that the ability to 
discriminate ·small.time differences was impaired.after 
exposure to dichotic white noise, only if (:rnbjects move_d 
act;:ively-through the environment. These experiments show 
that the.development and reorientation of the~a~ditory per-
ceptual space is dependent upon efferent/re-afferent sensory 
fee db a.ck, in accord' with the. mobiliity mode.l . ( see -Section 
L 3). 
There are some subjective;lcicalization pheno.mena that 
are not related to the. binaural stimuli. The- 'proximity' , 
18 
effectv reported by Gardner21 , state13 that in the absence of 
auditory distance '.Cues Vision will: dominate, and·the apparent 
source position will be the nearest plausible location~ 
Another subjective-effect is.found with tonal stimuli, in 
which case. the apparent elevation may depend on. the frequen.cy, 
with high, frequenqies .apparently more elevated than low 
. 22 23 
frequencies ' 
The ability _of many blind.people to use ·active or 
•. h 1 • ·t· . bl' . ·11 1 32133 passive ec o..,.ocation, some· imes at a su · imina . eve . · · , 
demonstrates that. audito':ty stim\l_lation · can resu1lt, in, a· non-
auditory .(perhaps bet;ter described as 'semi-visual.1 ) type of 
percep-t;,o The common experience of those who use 1 facial 
vision! is reported as "feeling something like a cloud on the 
1114 . . face . , which is evidence supporting the hypothesis, of 
I 
Tanner17 o There. is no-evidence of dist,ance perception or 
multipl€ object resolution •witn the) .natural .sonar, although 
it 1is. found that wideband: signals are essential,. for its 
operation. 
2~4 Dichotic Binaural Phenomena 
Much of the behavioural research on· auditory locali:zl1atiori 
has ·been ·designed arqund experiments, using. diahotic stimuli,. , 
The common experience·. of listener~ in this si t:uation is. that 
the' image no longer has ·the spatial• attr;i.butes of ,a diotic .. 
source but appears to originate from within the.heado Under. 
these condit~ons some subjects report no angular projection 
I 
19 
of the image and are .able to judge only the '.sidedness' of 
the intracranial sound. This experience ha$ been. termed 
lateralization as opposed to true -angular localization of the 
' ' f+ d 1 4o ' d' ff ' ' image in space.. Je ,.,ress an Tay or , in i eren·tiating 
between the two phehomen·a, found that the type of report that 
subjects gave was dependent upon the task set.them. 
The presence of a single ,image from binaural stinmlation 
implies·•. interaction' at some level. Several researchers have 
shown the auditory system,to be extr:emely tolerant to 
binaural differences before fusion·is destroyed and.a 
separate sound heard at each ear. Ebata, Sone. and Nimura41 
showed that tl:le maximum interauralfrequency difference for 
tone~ within which fusio~ occurred was dependent upon ~he 
~timulus duration~ Peathe:r:'age
4
~ u~ed clicks Df different 
frequency content to show that fusion could be ;maintained 
provided the. frequency difference was not too great. 
Dichotic,white·noise stimuli ,will:give a fused image everi, 
43 when, the correlation betw.een the .so.ureas ,is .as low as 0.1 . 
44 
Cherry and Ta1lor reported that to destroy fusion, speech 
signals required an ,ITD of approximately 15 -msecs, which is 
about 20 times that experien~ed.in normal he~ring. 
45 Woodworth used, as a, simple model of the.human head, 
a sphere of diameter 8. 7-5 · cm, to calculate, the ITD resulting -
from a so.urce at an azimuth ~angle e as 
t. = 254(0 + sine)µsecs 
which: has been shown to be in agreement with rµe~surements 
46 
made at the .. outer ear Objective measurements of the 
binaural-intensity ratio are not so well behavedo Feddersen, 
46-San~el,.Teas and .Jeffress. using probe microphones found 
20 
results. that were highly variable between subjects, with 
pronounced maxima and -minima- as .the. source was moved about 
the•head. Their.results, averaged ove~ five subjeqts, are 
shown in Fig. 2.1 •. The.variability iwth,e.meas,ureme:hts left 
Feddersen et al at a los~\to explain how intensity~cues could 
be used in auditory localization •. They concluded that 
because the -sa_me IAD can be, measured- at many. azimuth ,angles,. 
the cue of, intensity must be ambiguous. The results of -
Firijstone
47 
lead to similar conclusions. 
Neurophysiological studies have shown that (the periphe~al 
neurons cannot maintain synchr6ny,with individual cycles of 
the ·stimulus at frequencies; greater than approximately 1500- Hz. 
At this .frequency, -the, wavelength of sound in air is approx-. 
imate_ly. twice· the, interaura~ distance so that ambiguous 
estimates of_ the· source -azimuth would res'ul t from comparison 
of phase differences at higher frequencies. For tonal 
stimuli, it is generally- accepted, that localization is. 
derived.from phase dif~e:tences for frequencies -below 1500 Hz 
and intensity differences at ·higher frequencies. In-an 
elegant set ,of experiments Mills 48 compared the, dichotic !. 
diff_erence limens, vvith objective measur§S of .the interaural 
disparities resulting when a·diotic-source was just notic~-
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Fig. 2.1 IAD induced by the diffractive effects of the 
head and pinnae. The curves are the average of 5 subjects 
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Fig. 2.2 Comparison of just noticeable dichotic inter-
aural differences with the differences induced when a 
real sound source is just noticeably displaced from the 
median plane (From Mills ref. 48). 
22 
Fig. 2. 2, ·· suggest. that the maximum frequency for which ITD is 
effective '.is 1500 Hz" Sandel, Tea~, Feddersen .and Jeffress 49 
created an artificial.situation in which the sound was 
loudest in the time lagging ear. Above 1500 Hz the image was 
localized toward the louder. earv -while below this fre~uency 
,' 
the phase <lifterence dominated. At approximatelj.1500 Hz 
listeners were confused. 
Quantitative measures.of binaural phenomena have shown 
that the stimulus parameters .(intensityi frequ@ncy, bindwidth,, 
duration, etc.) will affect results. Teas
50 
found .. that the · 
localization· of a low frequency transient was more sensitive · . 
to ITD than that of a high frequency transient. Tobias and 
Zerlin
51 
studied the effect of-stimulus duration upon the, 
difference limen' for ITD and. con-eluded .that .the. localization. 
mechanism included a temporal integration wi tl:J.~.a time constant 
of approximately )00 msecs. The- depenc;l~nce of the. limen upon 
t};le, form of ,the stirrtulup was studied by Klump and Eady:
52 
who 
estimated.the limert as 9 µsecs for white noise, 11 µseGs for 
a 100 Hz.tone.and -28 µ~ecs for clicks. 
The binaural localization cues.may be dichot~cally 
traded against one another to give a resultant image •direction. 
The interaction· of opposing cues has l?een shown. to be. ,complex 
and not explainable ,by simple ,cue summation. ::Cn generp.l ~ 
localization in the presence of opposipg cues leads to reports 
of the image being,indistinc~, and higher variabil4"ty in 
I 
responses. Trading f~nctio~s have been found to.be highly 
dependent upon the torm of ,the s~imuius with reported values 
53 54 betwe~n 1.7 µsec/db and 150 µsec/db • A typical set.of 
trading functions, taken. from. reference 55 v is shown in 
2.5 Perception. of. Multiple Objects: A Restd,.,ction Upon the 
Form of a Dichotic. Dispiay 
23 
In free-.fielc:i lis<tening, within a field of uncorr.elated 
wideband sources, ·attention.may be. switched at wil·1 to a 
single sou.rce 34 • The ·' cocktaiL party' effect, a~ it has. been. 
called,· allows ,a listener to concentrate :bot}) tempora'lly and. 
spatiijlly upon a single ~pe~ker in a distribute~ field of 
, ', p:, . 35 
1nterfer1n~ sources .• 
However., . the human -audit;0ry system shows. a. remarkable 
abili·ty to' inhibit confl:icting localization inf0rmatio:o. in a 
reverberaht -environment. • Although secondary. echo·es may be' 
perceived. as a chc:1.nge tn quality, the so1:1rce localization is 
base.d almost entirely .upon• informati,on contained in the. 
direct path component of the.inciden:u. sound? This phenomenon, 
: 36 known as tne I;Iaas or precedenqe effect· , · has been demonst.rated 
by Wallach, Rosenweig and Newman 37 , under both 'dichotic and 
free-field listening.conditions; With dichotic stimu.li a 
click:pair will be heard. as a single,click if the delay 
between them is less than approximately. 10 msecs, and the. 
azimuthal . image\ dir~ction · will -be dominated by. the · interaural 
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Fig. 2.3 Showing the 11 trading11 effect between IAD and 
ITD. Note the dependence of the trading function 
(db/msec) upon the sensation level. (From David, Guttman 
and van Bergeijk ref.55). 
multiple ,sound sources only the nearest will be perceived,, 
and the .perception·of direction.will be dominated by the 
' ' ' J 
nearest sourqe •. For some sounds the, precedence effect may 
enq.ure ,for as long as 40 msecs •. 
25 
The precedence effect eliminates the.possibility of 
using a real-time temporal display of ,echolocation·returns in 
wbioh.object·range is coded as ,delay. 
It seems possible that a time -expansion-a~ the-ultra-
sonic pulses,-as reported by Rupf 64 v might be used to overcome 
the.preaedence effect by increasing.the·delay differences;.but. 
t11e.rate of.sampling the environment must be reduced 
accordingly. The perception of mult,iple objects. in real-time 
is depen~en~~upon ,finding.a form of range coding in which 
spatially s~parate¢lobjects are represented by.uncorrelated 
display.signals. The only other.sipgle channel display 
dimensiop is. a frequency domain range coding. In·· other words 
the.signal processing mµst~ode propagation delay as some 
monotonic function.of frequency. 
With this display form. thebq.ndwidt.h of the.stimulus must; 
be m<lde- as small as possible '.to attain the maximum range 
resblution and to minimis~ auditory masking ef~etts. It was 
notedin the, previoµs. section tha-J;. tl;le.perceptio:n of elevation 
required wide-band stimuli.with·coding impressed.by the pinnae 
and head. The, restriction of the. display ~3ignal bandwidth 
there:Eore Mill inhibit. ally .attempt: to encode the required 
information. For this reason ·a dicho:tic display of, this· form-. 
will be limited to.two dimensions (range x azimµth) and the 
directional. coding will not be as used in normal hearing. 
The factors affecting .. the. display of ,azimuth are further 
disousse4 in ,Section, 2.4. 
Where the: criterion is the. perce~tion of multiple 
objectsi the idealised di~play.is one that .use~ tonal 
2fj 
stimuli., the .. frequency of. which is a fun9tiori ! of object range. 
The presence of combing:tion tones 39 and. threshold.elevation 
by masking38 f ·will severely limit\thevattainable range 
resolution in a multiple object-environment (see Chapter V), 
but .it has been.found in practice that.the fre~uency domain 
coding is far superior to.a temporal display. Experiments by 
the author, using an ultrasonic echolocation-systemi have 
verified that pulse·techniqu~s allow the perception of only 
the nearest object. 
This form of display c;1ffects the azimuthal coding to match 
the)'1ocaJ:ization·function because propagation·patl:i length 
di~ferences, which in rto:,rmc:1.l hearing giv.e ,rise to pha~e 
differ~ncesv will be displayed as an interaural frequ,ency 
difference (IFD). There is no sugge~tion,in the literature 
of a lateralization with IFD, and in ,fact ,for small IFD the 
instantaneous. phase difference may. be. recognized so .. that a 
1 t 11 . 11 t. . lt 6 8 ' w· th th. t f a· er,a y. 0sc1., · a 1.ng. 1.mage resu s .· • · 1. i:s . ype ,o 
display onl~ the ~nvelope structure of the dichotic stimuli 
remairis fon localization using ITD. 
27 
The basis of this thesis is the specification of the. 
dichotic azimuthal display. The literature reviewed· indicates 
that in normal hearing the image position i.s dependent upon a 
complex interaction of binaural differencesf but it is shown 
in Chapter 3 that the. localization, phenomena asso.ciated with 
the prototype s~stem is based upon IAD alone~. The rest .of the 
thesis defines and ex~mines,this unnatural cue usage., 
21" 6 Range Coding in the Frequency Domain~ · The Line.ar FM 
Echolocation System 
8-12 The mobility aids proposed by Kay· use;-a linearly 
frequency modulated transmitted.waveform and multiplicative· 
signal processingf which codes the range of a. reflecting 
object as the frequency of.the-auditory stimulusa . This -form 
of echolocation-display therefore overcomes the restrictions 
upon multiple object perception-by the precedence effect. 
For this rea~on the FM echolocation system mu.st be considered 
to be optimallymatqhed.to the behavioural characteristics of 
audition. 
The derivation of the audio signal by the multiplicative 
signal processing is well documented6'6 ' 67 but is presented 
here for completenessa The linearly. frequency modulated 
transmit:ted waveform s (t) may be written 
s ( t) cos(w 0tn + 
1 2 ) 0 < t < T = ~t' n n-· ·a 
2.9 
= 0 T < t < T a n s 
whe:r;e T is the repetition periodu ·Ta is the.pulse duration s. 
t-nT , n is an integer 1,2,3° 00 , WO is the-s . 
28 
instantaneous angular fr~quepcy when, tn = 0 and rrr is the rate 
of change of angula~ frequency. The instantaneoµs angular 
frequencyw. at time t is 
l n 
Let the transmitting and receiving apertures be non-dispersive 
and isotropic and let the. impulse :i;-espons~ of the·environment 
be 
h . ( t) = cS ( t-r) 
e 
so that the :r:eceived signal will be, from. Eqo 2 •· 2 
r(t) = s(t-,). 
The recei~er. signal proce~~ing consists of multiplication of 
s(t) and ,r(t) follo~ed by low-pass filtering to retain only 
the{ difference component f(t) which h; the audio signal i.e~, 
f (t) ½cos rm,t 
2 = + WOT - ½m:r ) '[ < t < T n n a 
2.12· 
- . 0 T < t· < T a n s 
The iange coding is contained in the frequency wa of f(t) i.e. 
w = IDT a 
2m R = -
C 
from.Eq.2.la. The frequency domaiq e~preBsion for f(t) may be 
found by evaluati·ng the. Fourier transform 
29 
F(w) 
oo -jnwT ·. 
2 
-ju.it 
= ½ I e sJ~acos(mTtn + w
0
















( W-fnT) - 2-_ 
andk is an integer ·l,2 0 3°••Q 
exhibits maxima-in its envelope whe~ 
(I) = ±mT 
±, 2m R = -C 
and zeroes. at frequencies 
(I) = ± l-2mR ± 2·rnrJ 
C T -T ' 
a 
for n = 1,2,3° 0 • 
This •line spectrum 
The.audio signal is therefore-·a repetitive b~rst of tone 
' I ' 
I 
whose frequency i~ .linearly proportional to the range of the. 
objecto This form of rang~ display allows a restriction in. 
the bandwidth of the· analyzer without decreasing. the system 
range. resolution c:apabilityo In the-norma:l temporal display 
the· 9 ignal bandwidth ,must be maint,ained .through the· 
analyzer, if the full advantage of the'transmitted.waveform 
bandwidth is to be utili 9ed., With the frequency domc;:1.in 
coding a bandwidth 1 restriction will only limit.the region of 
the ertvirbnment that ~an be examined, but the range 
resolution wi'll be. un:al tered wi t,hin this .visible, regiono 
Therefore the echolocation system described above ~llows the. 
information gain derived. from wide-band signals to be 
presented without. loss at the auditory displayo 
30 
Kay has shown.that the absolute judgment of range is 
enhanced by_ the frequency domain range coding 5 compared to 
auditory estimates of:delay using a pulse echolocation 
sy~tem~
9
o It is shown in. the next section that the frequericy 
domain display gives,an information increment of only 2o3 
bi ts per stimulus presentation, -however the auditory 
differential.sensitivity to stimulus frequency has been shown 
( 65 -to be ·ven.1 great as -low as 0 o 003 -of the mean_ frequency ) o 
This means.that, when related to the requirements of mobility, 
this,display form will\provide efferent/re-afferent 
kineasthetic feedback that.will_ be extremely sehsitive tb 
charige~ ·in range, In a practical echolocation system Doppler 
effec~ will· affect the -kineasthetic feedback; i this is, 
discussed further.in Chapter 60 
2p7 Multidimensional Auditory Displays 
An early attempt to substitute·the auditory for the 
visual· modality, in an instrument monitoring. task was the· 
Flybar (Flying 1'Y Au<ii tory Reference) display
56 
dev~loped 
during World War IL Multidimensional displays using 
frequency modulated tones and binaural differences were 
studied in flight- simulators to investigate the.pos.sibility 
of,auditory display of turni bank and airspeedo The authors 
conaludedthat the amount of training for non-pilots.to use 
the auditory display was approximately the saine as for the ustJ.al 
visual, display • 
57 
Mudd evaluated a three dimensional display (frequencyf 
intensity and interaural. difference) to determine the, 
effectiveness of auditory cuing in .a multip:;t.e instrument 
monitoring tasko He concluded.that the £requeticy and inter~ 
aural difference dimensions were the most effective in 
reducing reaction time o · 
A study which is relevant to the preseht work. is. that of 
58 
Black_ who used.a two dimensional,display (frequency x inter~ 
aural diffetence) to~represent the spatial position of a pen 
on a square writing surface; The horizont~l coordinate ·was 
displayed as an interaur~l difference and. the vertical . 
position.was coded as the.stimulus frequency • It was found 
that handwritten letters could be ,recognized at a rate of 20 
letters/minute • Another experiment asked. subjects to · 
indicc;1.te the pen position on a sheeto The ,stimuii were 
derived from the nodes pf an ·11 x 11 square mati::ix pres~nted 
in ·random order • .. The results of ·this experiment are repro-
duced in Figo 2,4 where the mean responses are shown-.as 
white nodes .and the true· positions. as black nodes o This 
study demonstrates that with training. subjects are able .to 
relate -a two dimensional display to the generating spatial 
coordinates a 
The informational content of multidimensional displays 
has bee~ investigated by several groups • ~lthough mainly of 
A 
11 • 
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Fig. 2.4 The spatial perception afforded by a simple 
two dimensional (frequency x interaural difference) 
display representing the position of a pen on a writing 
sheet. The mean response at each black node is shown 









academic interest, these. studies have shown that the auditory 
system is lim.ited in channel capacitya The original work of 
59 Pollack showed that the .vast majority of human' subjects 
cannot, in a task requiring absolute identification 9 discrim-
inate more than five logarithmically distributed isolated 
frequencies" Similarly, Garner
60 
has ,shown that only five or 
six statss of absolute ~ntensity c~n be recognized~ These 
studies show that in a recognition task a single dimension 
di splay allows an increment of only 2,o 3 bi ts per stimulus 
preserttationo 
Pollack and Ficks 61 extended the dimensionality of the 
display to include frequency and intensity with other 
independent stimulus parameters (direction, .noise content, 
durcition etca.) and concluded that the maximum information per 
stimulus pr~sentation·could be increased·to approximately 7 
bits" 
621 63 
This finding has heen supported by other workers ,u o 
0 H A P T E R 3 
EXPERIMENTS IN AUDITORY,LOCALTZATTON USING A 
PROTOTYPE BINAURAL ECHOLOCATION SYSTEM 
3.1, Introductibn 
34 
In an early set of experiments Kay, reported that· he· was 
able to localize the image and maintain fusion ,when using a 
prototypemo.del of thebinallral mobility aid12 • He concluded 
that the localization efiect was the result of a complex 
interaction b~twesn the binaural differerices·generateaby 
differential propagation delay~ (ITD and IFD) and di£ferences 
in the angular response of the. two receiving apert-ures (IAD). 
The experiments reported in .this ,chapter were the first 
ql.J.antitativemeasurements of the auditqry localization 
phenomena associated with this a'l,lditory display. Two series 
of experiments wen~ conducted to estimate • the effect of the 
inherent binaural differenceE) upo11 untrained subjects. The. 
first of these experiments was -designep to verify the 
existence of •localization cues in the display and to attempt 
to map the azimuthal dimension on to the, auditori'space~ 
The subsequent experiments were designed to study the 
activity of the three binaural differences in the localizat-
ion process. 
From the results of these experiments it was possible 
to.modify the concept of the binaural system and design a 
/ 
modified echolocation' system that. overcame. several disadvan-
tages in the prototype display~ 
3 o 2 · The• Binaµra;t. Linear FM Echo·to·cati·on Sy~tem. 
The mobility aids proposed.by Kay are designed around 
the linearly frequency modulated wave.form and multiplicative 
signa~ processing d~scribed in .. Sedtioh 2660· The elements of 
the binaural system are shown ih Fig.· 3. la.·. 
35 
3.2.lo The.Prototype system: The electronic circuitry of the· 
device ,used in ,the e;x:periments was similar to that• of, the• 'Kay 
Sonic Aid' . manufactured by Ultra Electronics Ltd, and described 
by, Martin13 , with the addition of a second receiver channelo 
Slight-modifications were made .to the-receiverpreampl,ifiers 
to reduce capacitive loading of the electrostatic transducers 
by the connecting cables •. 
The transducer geometry of the prototype headset is shown-
in Figo 3.lb;. the-actual headset used in the expeiiments is 
shown at the top of the Frontispiece. The, radiator was a 
solid-di.electric. electrostatic transducer1 :3 · in .the form of a 
60° circular arc because of the theoretical constancy of the 
beamwidth of this aperture ,configuration over: a wide bandwidth77 0 
In practice.these circular arc transducers proved extremely 
difficult to make and-they we're later abandonE!d in favour of a 
simple disc· radiator (see Frontispiece). Two 1 cm diameter 
transducers, with abeamwidth of approximately 50°, were,used. 
as receivers. 
The parameters of the echolocation waveform s (t) were· 
headset - - - -, 









































Fig. 3.1a Block diagram showing the elements of the 
prototype binaural system. 
36 
~ansducer 
splay angle (0<). 
transmitter. 
Fig. 3.1b Geometry of the electrostatic transducers 
of the prototype binaural system. 














which gave a range coding at the display of 320 Hz/ft. · (In. 
pract.i,ce it is.necessary to limit. tn.e bandwidth of s(t) to 
sligh,t,1.y less than one -act'ave to prevent 'harmonic inter~ 
modulation products-from· appearing as spurious display 
signals.) 
'A spectrum analyzer-capable of resolving.spectral lines 
2Hz apart was ;developed by the author78 (described briefly 
in Appendix. 2). to examine the nature of the · audio. signals. 
TJ1e I'(leasured spectra were found ,to bea.r little resemblance 
sin x to .. the theoretical- · · form derived in Section 2 Q 6.: All . X 
.. measured spectra ha<;i, a pronounced 'sideJ.obe.'. on the high 
37 
frequency side of the ,main peak. This distortion was ,found 
to be present in-all.of the monaural mobilJty,aids from Ultra 
Electronics,, Ltd, and, ca:p be explained by, the presence of 
higher ·order· terms· in the .. frequency mo<:lulafion of the tran~.;., 
mitted waveform 79 • . The en,.velopes -and amplitude .spectra of 
typical auditory, stimuli· in the. experimental situ~tion are , 
shown in Fig. 3 •. 2., 
3.2.2. Binaural Diffetences ,in the,Prototype:syste~: The two 
receiver transducers were separated by .16 cm,· whiqh is 
apprs>ximately the normal inter aural -spacing, . so as .. to 
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Fig. 3,2 Typical amplitude spectra and waveform 





prese.rve propagation path length differences> From the 
geometry showri,in Figo 3o3 ·the,path. length difference llR. 
from an object at range R and azimuth e wi1.l be 
llR = 2 2, k (R . + d ' + 2Rdsine) 2 (R2 + d2 · - 2Rdsin.e).½ 3.1 
where 2d is. the receiver spacing. The ITD (lit) and IFD (llf) 
are given, by, 
lit llR c 
whe:r;-e C is the velocity of ,Propagatipn, · and m -is the, rate of 
change of angular freqµeiicy as defined in, Section·206 •. 
Calculated.,values· of these 'l?inaural differences. are plotted 
in Fig. 3o4. Because ·the d~pendence of AR upon R is.small, 
the limiting form of Eq. 3.1, i.e~. 
lim 6~ = 2d sine 
R+oo 
is a satisfac:::tory approximation: over most. of the ·working 
range of the device. 
It should be noted, tl),at in a.two channel syst~m with 
space¢ receiverl3 the estimation of object bearing. from path 
length differences will: introduce multipi'e target arnbigui ty. 
If,n resolvable objects are present.within a range annulus 
of;width eqµal'to the r~ceiver.spacing~ estimaiion of both, 
2 
range c,tnd direction from propagaticni delays will give n 
I 
'bl b' . . . BO . possi e o Ject positions " Suqh ainJ?igui ties may be . 
resolved only by a.series of"indepen4ent. measurements, on 
39 
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[..i& 3.3 Geometry of a point reflector at a distance 
Rand azimuth 0 for deriving the interaural differences 
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Fig. 3.l+ Calculated interaural differences arising 












If the, azimuthal ,polar response functions 1of the two 
receiving channels, are denoted,. Fi ( e ;R), wl:iere the subscript 
41 
i denotes.the channel (i = 1,2), then·the IAD (llI); expressed 
in, decibels; at the display will be 
LiI = 
Fl ( 8; R) 
2 o log 10 -F 2 ( e ; R) .• 
If ,the two receLving apertures are identical .. with- an, 
azimuthal response F ( ei) , . where ei. is. the_, azimuth subt.e·nded 




2 o log 10 ,F ( e ) • 
' 2, ', 
LU = 3 0 ~· 
From the geometry shown·, in Fig. 3. 3 the ~,zimuth angles w:ill 
be. 
[[ 
2 2 - n i '] . ½J R + d ..,. _2Rd··. cos(2:.+ ( ... _ 1). ,8) -
ei ,= cos-). · . · 'IT 
1 
R s in ( 2 '+ ( -1) e ) 
3 0 5 
i 
The range dependence of Lil may be shown by substitutihg an 
analytic form for F(ei): Fig., 3.5a sho_ws the ·variation o-f t.I 
for. 
F ( 8. ) 
1 
2 = .exp [-ye.] 
1 
wherf3 the constant y is chosen. to specify the. beamwidth ·.of· 
the -aper,ture response. , The_ variati1::m of LiI in. t:tie figure· 
'was computed with y =-4.49 whioh corresponds to.a 6.db.beam-
width •of 45°. 
i 
The, rationale 'for oho9sing this expres,siort for, 
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Fig. 3.5a Calculated I.AD for receiver azimuthal 
response given by Eq.3.5 and a transducer separation 
of 16cm. The splay angle~ is zero for these curves. 
Note the dependence upon the range R. 
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Fig. 3.5b Measured variatj_on of IAD in the prototype 
binaural system for three values of,_,.__. 
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point tnat -this form is ·an approximation to the measu.red 
response of.the electrostatic transducers (Chapter 6). 
Additional IAD may be introduced by splaying the two 
receiver- apertures,. ou hrard at , an ·angle a c:1.s shown -in Fig. 
3.lb. The expression for IAD then becomes 
6L = 3.7 
The m€lasuredvariation of IAO with obj~ct: azimuth in the 
prototype sy§tem, within. the environment used in the experi-
ments de~cribed in_this chapter (R = 3 1 1~), is sho~n in 
0 0 0 Fig,.3.Sb for.values.of. a of 0 ,:10 ,,20. 
3.3 Experimental Methods-
All experiments wer~ ~arried out using dichotib, stimuli,_ 
derived. from. a static envLr,omnent. Al though .this ,experimental 
situation dbes not,simulate -the·upe pf a mobility aid.in a 
dynamic·environIUent, it does enable a stµdy.of· th~ binaural 
cue usage wit~out interference frbm sebondary cues such as 
head mqvement and kinaesthesis. 
The ~nvironment for-all but one of the,experiments con-
sisted of a single 10" d.i.ameter precision brass sphere sus-
pended 3'6",in frotit"of tbe.transduter assembly in.an 
anecl;lo.j.c chamber.. This range ·was chosen becau1:,e ·-it was one · 
half-of the,specified workin~ ran~e of the. 'Kay Sonib Aid 1 , 
and be9ause .:the, signal to nbise ·-~atio at the display was ·much 
reduced, at appreciably greater. ranges. The .. headset was 
P l a te 3.1 ~he prototype binaural echolocation system 
in the experimental environment for localization 
exper ime nt s . 
pi voted so, that the effective azim:ut,h angle of the sphere , 
could be. alte.red~ The subjects _were seated in an adjacent 
room and list,ened, to the signals wi:thout knowledge of the 
object azimuth angle. 
In. the localization. experiments an objecti:ve measurement 
of the aZilT\uthal image direction was ,required. The commqn 
h t . t h . f t h, 81 . 82 d psyc o-acous ic ec: niques. o ma :e .. l.ng , . centrl.ng , an • 
nullit·y83 were unsuitable bec9-use they do not record the·,. 
image placement.. Furt):lern10re ,i it was ,desiral:;>le. that the 
image indication method should be suitable. for~both blind and. 
sighted subjects. · Therefore, methods that involved•· pointing_ 
in the .direction of the image, ornotihg a position on a 
horizon,tal chart, -were µot sati•sfactory because ,of their 
dependence on vision and the requirement that the.head 
position be fixed throughout each experimental session. 
84 The, method used was . that , des.cr.i,bed py von · Bekesy • A 
pulsating jet ,of -air was .. directed on ·to the, supject' s fore-
:tie.ad c:1-s shown in Fig. -3. 6. The su:µject.' s task ·was to align 
the tactile·sensation with the auditory image so that the. 
image direction could then be read directly fro~ a prottactbr, 
or·monitored externally. Because· the apparatus was affixed 
to the supject's ):leadset, all measurements.were made with 
respect to the auditory egoc:::en:tre·.a:qd there •was no need. to 
,1'.'estrict head movement. Th;i.s method forces the. subdect to 
lo.calize, the image in azimuth and therefore ,largely 






Fig. 3.6 Schematic representation of the method 
of image direction indication used in localization 
studies (from von Bekesy, ref. 84) . 
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" 
All subjects who took part in the following experiments 
were undergraduate or graduate, male students. in Electrical 
'-......___ . 
Engineering, none of whom had previously participated in. 
psychophysical expeiiments. Audiometric tests were given to 
all subjects to ensure the absence of. any threshold 
abnormalities •. 
4.6 
3 0 4 The Localization Ability o·f· Untr•ained Subjects using the 
·Prototype Auditory Dis•p·lay . 
This experiment-was designed.to confirm .the.localization 
12 
phenomena reported· by Kay and-to estimatethe quantitative 
mapping of the azimuthal dimension of the display on to each 
subjeqt I s auditory .space. The observation of Kay that the, local-
ization ability was affected by the splay angle , a was examined 
by measuring localization curves with.a set at o0 , 10°, 20°. 
llf:"I 
The object azimuth angle e was randomised within and 
b t . 'th t' 1 . t t' .. at 30°, 20°, 10°, e ween sess1ons,.w1 s 1.mu us presen, a ions 
o0 to the left and right of the median plane. At each-
stimulus presentation the subject's task wast~ indicate the 
image direction using the·apparatu~ described in Section 3.4~ 
To· prevent possible 'adaptation of the aud.i tory space no corr.., 
ective feedback was given to subjects at any time~ Several 
sessions were devoted to, familiarisation· with the task, 
and. during one of th~se sessions all subjects .were informed 
verbally that the object would al:ways lie within 30° of 
the median plane, although they should feel frea to 
respond in .any direction if appropria,te. This was done for 
85 reasons similar to those given by Sayers , i.ea to-indicate 
to subjects the expected range -of responses·. It was 
realized. later that this instru~ti-on had significantly 
influenced the·responses? 
The stimulus frequency was centred about 980 Hz. In 
retrospect it_ would-appea,r that this frequency may have.been 
an unfortunate choice, for later experiments (Chapter:. 4) 
showed that the lodalization function exhibited minimum. 
sensitivit~ at approximately 1 kHz •. The sensation level in 
eacn beadphone. (Akai ASE-9) was adjusted to 50 db when the· 
object was on the median plane. 
Seven subjects ~ere used, although it was necessary to 
discard two of them as:reported below. Ten observations at 
each object azimuth were taken over a total of ten sessions 
per- subjecta, No attempt was made' to hasten responses.; 
Stlbj ects reported verbally whem they had made their judge-
ment. The stimulus was removed after, each response. to 
eliminate -possible Cl\eS from movement.-. 
,.Results: Two subject;. were -unable to assign any directional 
quality to the image and reported that they either heard two 
separate sounds at the two ears or that the sounds appeared 
to surround them. There was no noticeable improvement after 
severa·l periods of.explicit corrective feedback v so it was 
therefore necessary to discard both of these.subjects. 
The Qther five subjects were able to localize the image 
immediately, although one (RJA) reported from time to time 
47 
that fusion had broken down with the result that he heard 
two distinct tones; one at each ear. With practice .he was 
able to maintain fusion throughout the experimental 
sessions (c.f. Thurlow and Elfner
86
). Two other subjects. 
48 
(DB and JE) expressed difficulty at times because the image 
appeared to originate_from .behind themo They found that with 
practice it was possible to. proj ec
0
t · the image forward. 
Localization c.urves 6 relating image and object azimuth 
angles, were plotted for the, five subjects and were 'found to 
be, simila:i:- in .form. Mean locali1zation curves: for the data 
from all ,subjects "are presented in Fig. - 3. 7a- and the rms error-
curves .are shown - in Fig. 3. 7b. The localization curves· for 
a single subject are shown, for comparison, in Fig.a 3.8. 
Disc4ssion of Resqlts: rt was found from discussion with the 
five' subjects,· at the completion of the. experiment, that they' 
had learned to re.cogni'ze the extreme angular positions ( 30~ 
either side of the median plane), by_ t~e reduced stimulu~ 
intensity at the fringes of the polar response of the trans~ 
mitting transducer, and.wer~ confining their responses to 
within the 60° sectof mentioned to them in the instructions. 
The. activity of t~e.bitiaural differences at the extreme 
angles-. was-.,the!iefore masked and doubt exists as to the true· 
effect of the angle 'a upon the quantitative mapping of the 
binaural differences on to ths auditory space. 
Nevertheless, the experiment proved that the prototype 
display contained localization information that could be 
Fig. 3. 7a 
-
Fig. 3. 7b 
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Rms localization error curves for subject TPF. 
used by the .majority of subjects without training. The fact 
that for so·me sul;)jects binaural fusion was not presen-t at 
all times suggested that the azimuthal display might be 
optimal~ This is di.scussed further later in this ~haptera 
3.5 The Role -of Path Length Differences in the Localization 
of the Image from the Prototype Display 
3.5.1. The Role ot: ITD: The experiment to measure the 
activity of ITD in the.localization mechanism was based upon 
the argument that ,if ITD was ,being used, the addition of a 
further delay in· either channel would ·cause a detec·table 
shift in the image posi-t;.icm" The experiment proceeded in 
three parts as follows:. 
a) It ,was first estaplished that a_ll -subjects were 'able· to 
51 
use ITD in the, locali~ation of dichotically identical stimuli 
by using the' signal from a single· channel of the prototype 
display applied.to the two ears with a differential·delay. 
Afte:t .. two familiarisation se·ssions the image -placement was 
measured for delays in both channels of O, 100, 2\00, 300 µsecs o. 
Twenty-five ·observations ,at each delay were recorded. for· each·. 
subject: and localization-curves were·plotted., For this part 
of the experiment-the sphere was located.on the median plane 
0 0 ( 8 = 0 ) and the splay angle ·a was set to O • The sensc1tion 
level in each headphone was 50 db., 
b) In, the main part of the experiment the ·subject 1·s task 
was to track the-image position as the differential delay 
was continuously varied between± 300 µsecs. Stimulus 
presentations were randomised,between the full binaural 
display and that derived from a single channel as in .part 
( a) aboveo The subject was •requ,:i.red to give a 
"movetne;nt" or "no movement'' responseo This part of the 
experiment consisted of .14 sessions, . with two sessions 
devoted to each of the seven.object azimuth angles e = 30°, 
20.0 , 10°.to the left and-right, and e = o0 o The splay 
angle ·~ was zero and the. E1ensation · level in. each headphone -
was 50. p.b when e = o0 o 
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c) The final part was-.desi,gned to ,test an apparent. anomaly 
in. the res·ults of part (b) • The· experimental method was the, 
same bu1: the object was carefully aligned_on to the medtan 
plane sp that the audio signals ·from the two channels~ 
remainep. in phase throughout the p~lse. 
Th-_additional time delay was introduqed,by using 
te1~scoping sections. of acoustic waveguide·to insert acoustic 
paths o~. di fferen.t lengths. in the -two channe_ls, as described 
. / ,, 87 by yon Bekesy ~- The unit is shown schematically in Figo 
3" 9 o-: l ;f the differen·ce in path length is 6 Z th~n the· 
differeptial delay At will be 
4 Z. --, . cp 
Substitµtion for t~e acoustic v$locity of·propagation in air 
gives t::.t/AZ =, 29.2·\ µsecs/am" The end 10 ft of each tube 
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Fig. 3.10 Mean ITD localization curves for three 
subjects with the stimulus derived from a single 
channel of the display. 
1/P 2. 
tn,e amplitude o:f; standing waves. The measured variation of 
arop;Li tude with delay was less than• 0. 5 db over the full 
range of de+ay (± 1 msec). The frequency response of the 
unit .was within 3 db ·between 500 Hz and 2500 Hz, which was 
aq.equqte ,for the nqrrow band stimuli used. in the experiments. 
a~ AlL thr~e- subj'ects were able to localize the image 
I ! 
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lPOc'il-l.izq.-tior curves. hao. slopes of:. DWB O .13 /µsec, 
0 0 o.:i+ /µ$ec, JDH 0.14•/µsec. The regression coefficients 
ot the three, curves wer~ highly significEl.nt (p < O. 01) • The 
d~t~ Qf the three subjects were pooled to giv~ the· 
localizati~n curv~ shown. in Fig. 3.lO. The.slope of this 
0 Cl,.lrve (Q 0 127·/µpec) shows good agreement with thecobjective-
m,a~uremeni$ of ITD resulting from a dispJaced sourbe 46 , which 
indi,cates thq.t femporal differences would probably be U.$ed 
fqr the loc'11,liz{:ltion of the experimental stimulus in a :J:ree 
b~ The secp11d f>art of the experiment gave conclus·ive•results" 
Nq ~ubject reported any :movement of. the imag.~ ·over the total 
r,n~e of interaµral delay (± 300 µ~ecs) with the.full 
bfn~ura.:i, di$play, and all reported image movement, for -every 
stimulus de1d, ved from a single channel of the-. s:y:stem. There 
WEJ:!r~ no repprts of breakdo_wn. in binaural fusion.· during this 
c) When .the object was carefully aligned on to the. median. 
plane, so. that the signals from the two charmels remained 
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in phase throughout the whole pulse, the ability of all 
subjects to detect an image shift as the ITD was ,varied, 1 was. 
restoredo However, it was found that a very slight dis-
o placement of the azimuth angle•(< 0o5 .) was su.fficient to 
destroy this abilityo 
Dis<::ussion of Resµlts: The •.first part of tlle exper,j,.merit proved 
the. stimulus strticture was such that ITD could be used.for 
locali-zatbn by all subjects ·.if the dichotic. stimuli. were 
ident.ical o This suggested that binaural mechanism would use 
thi's cue if it.was ·availaQle in the,display •. However, when 
the. full. binaural display was used, the. difference limen .. (DL) 
for ITD was eliminated (or .at least degraded to g;i:-ea:ter than 
the maximum delay of 300 µsecs used in this expe:r::iment) •• 
This was found to be so even when the.object was on·the. 
median planeo Therefore the third part.of the experiment 
was undertaken to find the.condition that would restore the 
limen.· It. was found that ~ery careful alignment of the 
' 
object on to the median plan,e / using an oscilloscope ··to 
check the phase relationship between channels, was nece$sary 
to restore the limen. In.part (b) of the experiment the· 
alignment had not been careful. enough ·and the· -small IFD was 
sufficient to prevent the use--of ITD. It was therefore ,con-
cluded thatthe.IFD destroyed the·ability to use ITD~ 
When considered ~s a whole 1 the three parts of this 
experiment show that the form of the•. binaural· display 
ren<;l.en~ .the natural localizatio.n cue of. ITD unavailable to 
the auditory system. The lack of-cross-correlation between• 
the microstructure of the dichotic stimuli deprives the 
localization mechanism of the delay information that would 
normally be us.ed, ,and the· envelope structure of the tonal 
stimuli is unsuitable ,for the detection of ITD from an 
envelope ··comparison .. process. 
5.6 
3.5.20 The Role of IFD: The following experiment.was 
performed to study the effect. of IFD upon the ·-perceived image', 
position. 
Pairs of stimuli were pres.ented, with the object at a 
fixed azimuth angle, in. which. the:_ IFD in the first and second 
stimuli differed by a factor of approximately 2:1 while the 
other. binaural differeri,ces were maintained constant. The 
subject's task was to loca],ize the.image on the first presen-, 
tation using the inherent locai£zation cues, and to indicate 
the direction of any image shift ('left', 'right' or 'no 
cha:nge') upon the _se.cond pres.entation of the pair~ 
The IFD-azimuth. angle >relationship was altered between 
presentations by switqhing a resistive attenuator into the 
control voltage circuit of the.FM oscillator (Fig. 3ola) 
thus reducing the sweep limits to approximately 70-50 -kHz. 
The· sweep rate m and hence the range coding were therefore• 
reduced accordingly. The change in frequency of the·dichoti.c 
....... ,··· 
stimuli was compensated by clianging the effective object 
rangeo It was found in a pilot experiment that it was 
impra,cticable to move the·l0" diameter sphere between 
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stimuli,, th~refore the reflector was simulated .. by switched 
remote transmitters at distances of~7'0" and 14'0". These· 
transducers were fed from pre-set attenuators·to.equalize·tl).e 
stimulus in.tensity at the ~two ranges'. The o.ifferences. ,in the·· 
other.two binaural·cues bet.ween the two IFD conditions with· 
the.object azimuth at 30°, which was the worst case used in 
the.experiment, were subliminal (calculated difference in 
ITD < 5 µsecs, measured difference ~.i,.n IAD < 0 .s db)·. 
The order of IFD presentation in the stimulus pair and 
the object azimuth angle (30°; 20°, and 10° either side of 
I • 
the median plane) were randomised .between and wi"thin _sessions. 
The· splay angle •~ was zero and· the. se_nsation level in each 
headphone was 50 db with the object upon the<median planeo 
The same three subjec,ts who participated in. _tlie, experiment on 
the·role of iTD were used in this experiment; they we~e 
experienoed, in det~cting any lateral -image shift. , 
Results:. The three subjects were able to use the . .i,.nherent 
binaural cues to localize,· th,e .• image on the. first -presentation 
of each pair~ irrespective of the order of IFD presentation. 
with no reports of ,breakdown in binaural· fusion. Al though 
they noted-a_slight change in pitch between the two IFD 
conditions, no subject was able to detect any change.i~ the 
a?imuthal image direction. The experiment was disc9ntinued 
after each subject had spent three half-hour sessions 
attempting to detect any image shifto 
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Discussion of Results: The experiment failed to confirm any 
lateralization of the image when IFD alone is changed, as was 
12 reported by Kay " The subjects were not able ·to detect the 
frequency difference or any change in it, therefore it could 
not be used for the detection of azimuth as hypothesized.in 
8 9 10 the earlier.papers r ' However, this and the previous 
experiments demonstrate that binaural fusion and localization 
are not dependent upon correlation between the microstructure 
f d . h ' t· 1· 88 o ic otic s imu 1 .• 
3. 6 The. Role of Interaural Affipli tude Differences in the'. 
Localization of the Image in the Prototype System 
The centring technique was used to estimate the IAD 
required to align a displaced image~for various object 
azimuth angles,back on to the median plane. The resultant 
trading. function estimated the IAD required to compensate for 
the summed effect of all active localization cues. Conclus-
ions as to cue usage were inferred from the previous ex-
periments de$cribed in this chapter" 
Experimental Method~ A continuously variable ,differential. 
attenuator was inserted.in the binaural audio channels as 
shown in Fig" 3. lL The potentiometer was under the subject us· 
control but was •designed so that only the experimenter could 
see the c~librations. 
Fig. 3.11 Continuously variable differential attenuator 
used in centring exper'irnent. The subject was not aware 
of the absolute setting of the potentiometer. 
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Fig. 3.12 Mean centring IAD-azimuth trading function 
for five subjects. The slope is 0.23 db/deg. 
At each stimulus presentation the subject's task was to 
adjust the potentiometer so that the auditory image was 
aligned on tci the median plane. The object azimuth angle was 
randomised within and between sessions and was presented at 
3'0°, 20°, 10° left and right and o.0 ( straight ahea.CJ) " Th-, 
1· tra~ing function was estimated:frbm twenty observations tak0G 
i 1 ; I 
'at each a~imut'h angle •. All centri'ng judgements were start:e·l 
I . 
with the attenbator set for 0 db differential• 'attenuatio1) and 
I 
.. no attempt was made to has;ten judgments. The stimulus was 
removed after each response. 
Five stlbjects were employed in this experiment; two (PMC 
and JDH) had-participated in the experiments on the role of 
ITD and IFD, and-the others had not previously taken part in 
' psycho-physical expetimen~s. Two half-hour familiarisation 
sessions were given to ;·all subjects be fore results were 
recorded. 
The auditory display was as used in previous experiments. 
The reflecting object was the 10" diameter sphere at a range 
of· 3' 6"; the receiver transducers were set with a = o0 v · and 
the sensation level was adjusted to 50 db in both channels 
when the object was located on the median plane and the 
potentiometer set for 0 db differential attenuation. 
Results: All subjects were able to centre the auditory image 
at all object azimuth angles: although some reported 
difficulty at times because of the diffuse nature of the 
image~ Trading functions were calculated from the regression 
coefficients of the object...,a~imuth c~:htring-IADdata; the 
results for individual subjects are presented in Table ·3.1. 
All regression coefficients were highly significant 
{p < 0.01). 
Table ~. 1.. Individual. Trac;:ling Func:::tions. for I.~D Centring 
Experiment 
Subject Trading Function St. Dev. of Estimate db/deg db/deg. 
PMC .29· .07 
JDH , • 30 .10 
AER 0 2 3. .06 
DR 0 2 7 .. .06 
RPS .17 .07 
The results of individual subjects were compared in an 
analysis, of variance (similar ·to the one developed in 
Appenqix 3 for.a factorial design) to test the significance 
of differences in the. slopes, of the reg·ression lines in a -
one-way classification. It was not possible to reject the 
null hypothesis of a common trading function for all. 
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·subj·ects (p > 0 •. 1) therefore all results were pooled to derive 
a mean estimate of the trading function of O. 2 3 qb/deg. of·-
object azimuth. 
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The trading function derived from the pooled dat_a is 
·,1. 
plotted in Figo 3012. The correlation coefficient between 
the mean centring IAD at each azimuth angle and the measured 
IAD at that ahgle was calculated.as r = Oo97, .which sugge~ted 
thc:1.t subjects were compensating only for the IAD in the 
displayo 
Discussion of Results: The activity of IAD in the-localization 
process must be inferred from the results of the pre,vious 
experiment$1 and .the correlation between centring IAD•and 
measured. IAD at each object azimuth. This· experiment showed• 
that, within sampling errors, subjects were compensating for 
the summed effect of all cues with an opposing IAD which was 
almost equal to the IAD in the display. Because it was _shown 
. in the·previous expeX'iments that the other.binaural dif~erences 
had no. localization effect, it is reasonable to conclude that 
the.only active localization cue in the display is ·IADa 
3"7 Con9lusions as to _Cue Usage_ 
The conclusion.drawn.from the above series of experiments 
was that IA,I) was ,the.only binaural difference re,cognized,by 
the· localizatio_n. ·mechani,sm. - This finding is at variance with 
the conclusions drawn by ~ay
12 
who described a series·of 
experiments on the · role of· the, binaural di f fBrences. It was 
stated that with IFD alone'•and in combination with. ·ITD a 
definite lateralization of the.image •resulted; e~periments 
described.in this chapter. failed to confirm these phenomenq.a 
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There was an. implicit, assumption in' Kay's experiments 
that when the transducersplay angleEX was zero there was no 
IAD in the display; the author has shown this -to be incorrect, 
see Figs 3.Sa and 3.Sb. The binaural cues .in these experiments 
were therefore similar· to those of the experiment described in 
Sectien 3.4 with a= o0 • If the IAD is. considered, the 
qualitative :i:-esults of Kay's experiments are reasonable ;and 
agree'with the conclusions of this 'chapte~. -
In the $ame paper Kay found. that with ITD· alone there was 
only a vague·late~ali~ation effect. The results of the 
experiment .on· ITD in this, chapter showed a definite and_ 
sensitive localization effect when the' dichotic stimuli were 
correlatedq However, the stimulus· f;i:-equency. used by Kay was. 
3 kHz, which is well above' the accepted maximum frequency of 
1500Hz for- the recognition• of phase differences -by the 
localization mechanism. The author ,consider_s that the -vague 
l~teralization effects reported by Kay were caused by the IAD 
in the display. 
3.8 The ~ffect of Object Orientation upon Auditory 
Localization with the'Prototype System 
In localization experiments using objects with a direct-
ional back-scattering response it was found, that-the image 
direction was -critically ~ependent upon the•objeet orieniation. 
For example,• with_ a metal strip 2" wide on the median plane at 
a range of 5.' a small rotation (approximately 10°) was 
sufficient to completely lat~talize the image in either 
direction o · This effect is not the same as that induced by. 
head movement, when ,the azimuth angle of the object is 
changedo 
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Consider the geometry shown ,in Fig 0 3ol3o Let the. 
scattering object at P have.range Ru azimuth 8 and orientation 
p as showno Then the amplitude -of the back-scattered energy 
~ay be'described by a function B(8+p,~) whete 8+p is the'angle 
of the incident energy and~ is the scattering angleo In this 
situation the IAD AI' will be 
= 
= 
F(0 1 -:-a)B(8+p,8 1 ) 20 loglO F(e2+o;)B(6+pp0 2 )_ 
B(8+p,01 ) __ 61 + 20 log ,,,....,..-,--.---
10 .B ( 8+p , ~ 
2
} 
where 1H is giyen. by: Eqo. 3:o 6 o· The condition that there will 
be, no dete_ctaple change in irnage -direction with orientation 
is 
B(8+p,8 1 ) 
20 logl• B(8+p,82f. < oI for all P, 
where or is th~ psycl;10physical d,iff~rence limen in IADo For 
' . 
a-given object the function B(8+p,~) will be fixed so that· 
the design of the echolocation system so as to overcome this 
effect will.be depefident.upon the relationship between 01 
and 02 o, The localization experiments with, finite reflectors 
showed that the prototype display was not sati 9factory_in-
that it did not preserve a one--to-_one mapping of the 
environment. on to the auditory space o: 
Fig. 3.13 Geometry showing addition I.AD impressed 
upon the display by a directional scatterer. 
///////// 
"'""aperture elements 
-<'-amplitude taper elements. 
Q.!.s in 0< 
C 
Fig. 3.14 A possible method of elj_minating path length 
and sea ttering angle differences by synthesi.zing the 
angular displacement of two receivers using a single 
aperture. 
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3.9 The Modified Binaural Echolpcation System 
The experimental work described in this chapter showed 
that ,the auditory display from the prototype system was not 
optimum for the following reasons: 
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i Some subje,dts were able to detect the dichotic frequency 
difference by a breakdown in binaural fusion (Section 3.4). 
ii· The display contained redundant binaural differences that 
were shown to have no effect upon .localization but which 
could have introduced additional variabi:Li ty into the 
subjeqts' responses (Section 3.5). 
iii For: some environmental objects the apparent azimuth angle 
was ,critically dependent upon the orientation of t,he , 
object {Section 3.8) o 
iv The active localization cue, IAD,was depeno.ent upon the 
range of the reflecting object (Section 3.2.2). 
These four factors have a common cause;,the spatial separation 
of the two receiving apertures. 
The author proposed that path length differences should 
be .eliminated by physically moi,mting the two receiving 
apertures as close together.as possible. In this modified 
system the binaural differences caused by propagation delays 
are eliminated (or made as small as practicable) and 01 is 
made equal to 0
2 
so tha:t the range dependence of IAD and the 
effects. of directional scatterers are ·eliminated"' The .only 
remaining binaural difference is IAD, which is a function 
only of the ·system parameters, namely F ( 0) and a. If 01 = 02 
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Eqo 306 may be written 
llI = 
Ih the· following chapters the form of ,F ( e) is derived so that 
the display IAD is.matched to the behavioural characteristics 
of the localizationmechanismo 
The•·idealized echolocation system based on this concept 
would use. a single rec::eiving aperture to derive the two 
dichotic signals~ as shown in,Figo 30146 With a suitable 
I 
linear delay taper across the two outputs from the.array the 
signals in the· two channels will be the same· •as that. derived 
from two separate but coincident apertureso If the spatial 
separati9n of the elements is -ox the delay ll·r between· 
adjacent elements to simulate . an. angular displacement a will 
be 
= ox ' ,,., - Sln"" o C , 
The ,form of F(S) can be controlled by further amplitude'and 
delay tapers across the apertureo 
The present state of air-borne ultrasonic tran~ducer 
tethnology has required the -use of separate bbt adjacent 
transducers O The evolution of a su,i table transducer geometry 
for the mobility aid can be traced through the.Frontispieceo 
Extensive tests !were carried out .to compare the 
original and modified displays in both static and dynamic 
environmentso A model. of the mobility aid was made in which 
the two,displays .could be compared.by switching between two. 
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sets of receiving transducers (see the second model in the 
Frontispiece) r the first.pair spaced at the.normal interaural 
distance, the second pair mounted vertically above one 
anothero The modified display was found to be superior and 
has been used on all subsequent models of the mobility aido 
In the development of the specificationr and the 
estimates of the performance of the binaural echolocation· 
system in the following chaptersr the modified system is 
assumed and all analyses a:r:e based on the estimation .of 
azimuth from IAD aloneo 
C H A P T E R 4 
THE LOCALIZATION OF TONES USING INTERAURAL 
AMPLITUDE DIFFERENCE 
4 o 1 Introduction.• 
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The experimental results of Chapter 3 showed that in a 
display using a frequency domain range codingg IAD is the only 
binaural difference that can be used as the azimuthal dimen-
sibno A specification of the analytic for~ of the azimuthal 
response of the. receiving apertures?·to map the environment on 
to the auditory spacev is therefore dependent upon a 
quan ti tati ve knowledge of the I.AD localization curve o In 
order to. determine the range of system parameters required to 
match the system to .all individuals ·it· is also nec.essary to 
know the spread of. the coefficients of the-localization 
curve throughout the blind and· sighted populations. 
Two experiments were conducted with dichotic tonal 
stimuli to derive quantitative data on the effect of IAD 
upon tne·auditory image direction" The first experiment.was· 
a detailed study of· the O within subject O dependence of the. 
localization fundtion upon the stimulus parameterso The,i 
second experiment wied a larger sample 1 containing both 
blind and sighted,subjects, to estimate -the spread of the 
coefficients of the.localization functiono A third 
experiment investigated localiz,ation phenomena when the IAD 
was time varyingv. as is the case with the dichotic signals 
from an .echolocation systemo 
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The object of these experiments was to measure·the 
perceptual effect of IAD and to gauge .the reliabil.ity of this 
display dimensiona Some of the que$tions that were implicit 
in the experimental designs were;. 
i Wha½ is.the required analytic form of the IAD-azimuth 
angle relationship to map the environment on to the true 
auditory S}?c;J.ce, and wi],l the.coefficients of this function 
have to be determined. for each .individuc;J.l? 
ii Are there any significant differences in the localization 
functions pf the blind and sighted populations? 
iii Is the localization.functibn frequency dependent, ioea 
will there be interaction between the range and azimuth 
dimensions? 
iv Is the~locali~ation.function intensity dependent, i~e. 
will the·apparent direction of an object depend upon the· 
scattering cross-section and, the system power gain? 
v Is the localization function dependent upon' the stimulus 
duration (as .it appears to be when ITD is the active 
cue51 ), and the,repetition·period? 
4a2 Literature Review 
Despite the.volume of the literature89 • 90 on dichotic 
phehomen:c;J. there are. few. references of direct relevance to 
the, present study a The majority of works· that .quc;J.nti ta.ti vely 
define the effects of ,IAD were published -in the period circa 
1925~ wheQ the available apparatu~ did not acciurately 
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specify or control the stimulus param~ters. More recent 
studies have tended to concentrate upon defining the role of 
the binaural differences in normal hearing, and the experimen-
tal techniques devised,for this purpose have not given 
quantitative measures of the image direction. 
91 In an early paper Stewart· •ancl Bovda reported that· the 
az;imuthal ,direction of a low frequency tonal image ,.could be 
expressed in the form 
0 - K log [~:l +e 0 
... 
where e is the.estimated azimuth, IR and IL are th~ stimulus 
intensities in the right ,and left ears respectively, K is. a 
constant.defining the. activity of the cue, and e0 is the 
A 92 
value of. e when the IAD is zero. ;i:n a later paper Stewart 
reported that IAD was ineffective:in displacing the image 
over·, a range of· frequencies• between 2 0 0 and 40 O0Hz. Other 
workers 93 , 94 failed to cohfirfil this effebt and concluded 
that IAD was effective ·over the.whole ,audio spectrum. 
R.ecent•pape:1;-s relating•the image .displacement to 
dichotic differences are· +are;, Researchers have concentrated 
upon deftning the physioiogical sit~s of binaural interaction, 
and measuring the interrelation between dichotic,phenomena 
and .obje9tive binaural differences at the outer.ear in free 
field listening. In.these studies, two experimental methods 
have commonly been used, both'of which are variants upon the 
95 
psychophysical method of average error The. interrelation 
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between cues, has been studied by, the 'centring' method, in 
which a displaced image is realigned on to the median plane·by 
anothe~ cue .acting in·opposition 82 (This method Mas usetj to 
investigate.the role of IAD intl;'le prototype display, see 
Section 3.6.) The 1matching' or 'pointer' method uses a second 
dichotic iinage·as .direction indicator. Observed, localization 
phenomena may then be related to known binaural differences 
in the pointer stimulus which i~ usually wide-band noise~1 
Neither of these methods gives- a direct ·estimate~·of the effect 
of a - si,ngle' cue acting alone,. and.: have led: to differer t con-
clusions as to the physiological proc~ssing,of IAD~ For 
example, Deatherage' and Hir~h96 :, ·using centring. techniques-, 
concluded: that· IAD was effective'only in.-vq.rying the,latency 
f . h 1 - h' 1 -
97 · d h ' d o perip era . neurons., w 1 e Hanson · , an Mous egain an . 
Jeffress~ 8 , · using matching, inferred that .IAD must .be re cog~ 
nized per se by the.central nervous system. 
Many experimenters have reported that, unde.r conditions 
of unnatural. binaµral stimulation,, disoerning supj eats are -
bl t t th-- f lt'. l ,. 99,100,101,102. a e .·. o repor . e presence o · mu ip e ima<.;res · 
In centring experiments two images may be reported; one of 
which will pe dependent upon.time.differences for its lateral 
position, the other dependent upon amplitude differences. 
The trading functions for the 1two images differ. greatly in-
magnitude O In reporting the presence of·- dual images in 
dichotic loc~lization experiments Trimbl~~,9 stated tnat IAD 
alone did not give rise to a splitting of the. image, whereas 
phase differences alone did so. He reported that the dis-
placed image.was sharpest arid be~t defined.when- IAD was the. 
only localization cue. Other workeis have -contradicted this 
findin~ by. reporting the.image to be 'diff~se and ill-defined. 
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under impressed IAD ' • Sayers reporte~ difficulty in 
conducting localization expe,riments using IAD because of the 
imprecise nature of the image~ 
, There is further·conflict in papers defining the role of 
IAD in free-field localization~ As pointed out in Chapter 2, 
Mills48 concluded -that IAD. was actively use~ for localization 
of tones abqve 1500Jiz, whiie Feddersen et a1
46 
found that 
there:was insufficient IAD induced from. afi offset source to 
explain localization.at frequepcies below.5kHz. 
The available.literature bn the effect of-dichotic IAD 
must ther:efore pe. described as contradictory·. Jl:.-wou-ld appear 
that the conclusions.drawn are dependent upon the experimental 
techntques use¢!. Even between recent papers there exists such 
differences in the results and conclusions that it is. not 
possible to collate the available data and prod.uce .-a unified 
th - f d . t 1 1 . - t . . l O 6 eory o au 1 ory oca iza ion • _ 
4.3 The Effect of IAD upon the Azimuthal Direction of a Tonal 
Image-.-
This experiment was -undertaken in an attempt to resolve· 
the contradictions in.the lite~ature- on the, quantitative 
effect of IAD, and to investigate the effect of•,the stimulus 
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para,rneters (fr~quency, sensation levei.,.duration) upon the 
locali, zation. function Q The experiment; was cons.tructed in a 
thre,e· way factorial design with seven' levels ,of· frequency, 
five levels of pulse duration, ·and three levels of· sensation 
level., In each cell of the design, seven levels of IAD were 
applied, each a total of ten•times, to derive·the coefficients 
of the localization funct,ion,,. The activity of the cue was 
estimated by ,the slope of .the lqcalization curve. 
The· .levels of the. factors in the design are defined, in 
Table ,4. 1.. A ti:lble of random numb~rs was used to divide, the. 
compl~te block-of 735 s~imulus conditions into s~ven sub-
blocks ~ach containing 105 stimulus cbnditionso 
TABLE.4ol DEFINITION OF LEVELS IN.THE FACTORIAL DESIGN. 
Level·. 
Factor Units 
1 2 3 4 5 6. 7 
Frequency Hz J,00 · 300 500 1000 1500 3000 5000 
Duration msec. 50 100 250 500 * 
Sens,ation db 40 60 80 -level 
IAD db 8 4 2 0 -2 -4, -8 
*Continuous tone 
These sub-blocks we~e ,presented in randomised direction and 
order, between and within.the ten. repetitions of"the complete 
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block~. In a pilot study run be£ore the main experiment, the 
localization· function for two stimulus conditions (300 and 
300QHz at 60gb. sensation· le'.vel and 250 msecs duration) was 
estimated. The •purpose of this part of the experiment.was 
twofold:- to familiarise- subjects with the experimental 
technique 1 and localization· task·, and to_ establish the statis.,.. 
tical significance and .the. fQrm of the localization cll.rVeo 
All ~ubjects spent at least 15 sessions. on the pilot stucly 
and did .not proceed to _the main .exper-iment until an ah~lysis 
-· 
of varia]'.lce for a linear regress-ion had established that the 
slope'of the, local.iz,_ation curve was significant at-p < 0.01. 
Experimental Apparatus: The stimulus generator was bi.lilt as 
a special unit with.push button ·selection of the-stimulus 
parameters.. The block diagram of the apparatus· is shown in 
Fig. 4.L 
The tone -generator was an amplttude s:tal:lilised We:1rn 
bridge ,oscillator with harmonic· content of le.ss than 1%. The 
pulse duration and repetition period were controlled by a 
synchronous gating circuit that was triggered by positive"". 
going zero-crossings of the oscillator. All pul~es w~re 
therefore an-integral'number of complete cycles in duration. 
No attempt was ~ade to shape the rise-fall- characteristics 
of the envelope, other.than the inclusion of a-small time 
constant __ (250 µsecs) to eliminate the switching transients 
I 
from the FET gate. The breakthrough from the gate .in the 
'off' condition was grec1.ter than -80db with respect to the· 
'on' condition. -
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Fig. 4.1 Block diagram of stimul1m generator. The 
apparatus is shown in Plate 4.1 together with the image 
direction indicator. 
Inset~ The elements of the synchronous gating logic. 
See Appendix 5 for definition of the symbols. 
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The switched attenuators ,(sensation· leveb and IAD) were 
constructed. from. 0.1% tolerance resistors. Pre-set equal-
izers were used ·to compens·ate -for the headphone response and 
the, freg1,1ency dependence of the audiometric·- thres.nold. The_ 
buffer, amplifiers __ and headphone drivers were compound, emit_ter 
followers with.an input impedance gre~ter than ·Arna and an 
output impeda,nce of lesi;, th.an ·50 a. 
The choice of.headphone type for this-experiment was 
based upon-a series.of~tests of the repeatability of ,the 
measured. sound pressure ,level (SPL) on subcessive· fittings· 
of -varioµs headphones• to. a -synthetic rubber mould of the. 
hul\lan pinna. It was found that large amplitude standing 
waves were set'. 'up in the aural cavity. at f:tequencies above 
1500 Hz forcircumaural and supra-aural headphones; at-higl;1. 
frequencies the measured SPL was critically depertde.ri.t upon 
. ··.t ' 
the he~dphone ~oiition. The most repeatable results were ob-
tained with an insert ·type of headphone wit:hmoulqed poly-
styrene inserts-~ The uni ts· used. in the _experiment were con-
structed tram dyn_ainic. microphone, in.sert~, (Akai DM2t;il) -fitted 
in turn~d brass. cas~s; These Meie acousticaQly cotlpled to 
the ear insert by polyi;,tyrene tubing (insi,de diameter, 2 mm, 
length 10 cm) that was loosely-filJed wihh acoustic 
damping material to reduce sta:riding waves. 
The image direction indicatibl1.apparatus·was basically 
the same as used, for the experiments in·Chaptel'.i 3. The· 
subjects generated the pulsating air ·jet.with a rubber 
?late 4 . 1 £quipment used in dichotic IAD localization experiment . 
The subject is holding the image direction in d icator: the meter at 
right provi~es a remote readout . 
squeeze b~lb. The indicator position was ·taken-from a 
potentiometer fitted to the headset·and was monitored exter..; 
nally by the-experimenter. 
Calibration: The SPL from the ,two. headphones·, was · calibrated 
in an ASA 2 cc-coupler using·a capacitor microphone 
(GR1551-:-Bl) and ,sound 1evel· meter (GR1551-A) ~ .• The 
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calibration was·done with-the ear ihperts and. connect,ing tubes\ 
at,tached •. The SPI, from both·channels was chepked throughout 
the experiment and was. helcl to within 1 db·of the speqified 
levela 
The oscillator frequencies were checked at the start ahd 
finis]:l of the experimen~ and were found to be within 2% of 
the nominal value specified. in Table ·1. L 
Experimental Method: At the start of ea:ch 1 session the median 
plane was established by taking a series of .. rea,dihgs of the 
subjects' judgment>, of. 'straight· ahead'. The ·mean of· these 
angles was defined. as o0 azimuth. The variance of. these 
estimates .was r:µuch sma1ler than that .of the localization·. 
judgments and ;was. not compens.ateil. fo.r in the data, analysis. 
Subject~ we:r;-e instructed to localise the image with the. 
indicator and. to respond verbally when they•had made their, 
judgment. The stimulus ·.was tl'teri, rej.lloved and the response was 
recorded •. No· attempt was made to hasten respqnses; the 
normal response .rate during. the main experiment was. between 
100 and -150 per ,half~hour session~ After each response the 
indicator was returned. to the median plane.-
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Five male 'university student's wen~ used. as subjects. All 
were given audiometric- tes~ts to. ensure that there were -no 
threspoid abnormalit;i.eso No.subject had previoµsly partic-:-
ipated in psychophy1:dcal expe:r;-iments. The duration of the 
experiment was approximate~y .20 weeks during which time 
subjects reported daily, except. for weekends•. The sessions 
were postpone¢! j,·f -a subject· reported .any sign of a .common ·coldo 
Aqalysi~~ Polynomial regre~sion analysis Ma~ used.to define, 
the form ofthe:~ocali~ation cur~e in each-cell of the 
described the ldcali~ation process ·as 
0 1 =.s .. k6.I+a .. k+s lJ _ . lJ ~ 4. 2 c. 
where 0 1 is the azimuthal response, 6.I is the impressed IAD, 
aijk and Sijk are the. regression coefficients under the ith 
level- of frequency, the_ j th-, level of duration a,nd .the kth 
level of sensation, leveL · The variable E;, is ,zero-mean. normal. 
random-process. Then the statistical expectation•of e' iS 
A 
e = E[e'} 
= 4.3 
Then,Sijk andaijk are estimators of Kand e0 respect:lvely_in 
Eqo 4.1. 
C h I t t f h . d t. ' 't lO? -( t f o_c _ran s es or omosce c;ts . ici y · cons. ancy o . 
variance) .. in, all cel•ls wa.:i, applied, to justify the .. use of 
analysis of variance .techniques. Least -squares estimators of. 
a. 'k. and 13. 'k were calculated_ -and fhe significance of the 
lJ. , lJ - · 
slope S .. 1, was established~ from the ana·ly' sis 'Of, variance for iJ~ , ., 
1
, . 108 a~ inear regression , 
The slope S; 'k of the localization curve was taken as a iJ .· 
measure of the cue activity under, the prescribed. stimulus 
conditionso The analysis of varian~e technique was extended 
and ,used to estimate the statis:tica:).. significance of 
differen~es, in the estimate~,of s. ~k for the main•effects . . . iJ 
and interactidris in the. factorial design., The -derivation· of. 
the, analy13is used. is given in .. Appendix. 3 ~. 
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R~sults: All :subjects were· able to localii\e the auditory 
image; ,there were no reports of-pure ,lateralization and a· 
cons~quent ina~ility to assign ah, image direction. Similar~y 
there w~.reno reports of the image p9ssessing elevation
22
,or 
being "in the back of ·the llead" as, was found in the experi-,. 
ments described in Ch~pter 3o 
As stated aboye, 1 the polynomial r~gre~sion analys~s~ 
verified .. the suitability. of Eq • .4 o 2 as an empirical descrip- • 
tion·of the .locali~ation proces1:>o· A,few· of the localiz.ation 
curves showed, a marginal iillpiroveirtent in the F;..,ratio when:a 
3rd, o:i:;- even 5th, order polynomialwas fitte<;l to the'dat.'a, 
but -these. instarices were not ~idespread. All of the~linear 
I 
regression curves had a highly significant slope (p < ,o. 00,1); 
therefore the. null. nypothes,is t;hat all responses wer.e drawn 
' . ' 
from -a common population was reject,ed. 
Fully tabulated result~ giving the 'least squar~s' 
t . t f d O ' . 1 , h lO g Th es ima. ors o. a. 'k an µ, 'k are given e sew ere . e 
iJ .. iJ 
variation of the cueact,ivity Sijkover the complete experi-
mental, block is summarised, in Figo 4 o2a::-e where 'the results 
for each subjec:t are pres~nted against an abscissa. of the 
stimulus frequency; the ,pulse duration is represented by 
different lines within each graph, and the,sensation'levels 
divide the-results-into three plots~ It should be noted 
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that in these, and all,subsequent graphs, it_has been -neceasary 
to fepresent ·the _results for subject: ARJ on a di f.ferent 
ordinate ~cale to that used for the other four subject~. 
The r~sults of the analypis .,of variance to test the sig-
nificance 9f 'w:,itbin,subject' differences.in the estimate 
S .. k are summarisejd in 'J:'abie 4. 2. The limits of , the_ ava,ilable 
1. J 
computer storage prevented,the inclusion•of a 'between subjects' 
factor in th~· analysis~ however the result~ of- Fig. 4.2,-e 
suggest that there is a si~ni£ic~nt main ef~ect differen~e 
betw,een subjects. 
The only highly sighificant main 'effect for all ·subjects 
was frequency (p.< 0.0O5) t the other two main~effedts were 
significant in three of the -five subjects. The only highly 
signLficant interaction for all- subjects was f:bequenc;y x 
sensation.level. 
The results of the.regress~on analysi~ are-further, 
sum, marised: in_ Fig. iA. 3a"'7G where the main ,effects i. ,, S . , 
[""' : ' ' : 1.•• ·J~ 
s. •k are pres~nted for all subjects.. Thes~ ·curves should be, 
interpreted with 6are, .for a~though they indicate. trerids in 
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TABLE 4.2 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: TO TEST THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES IN THE REGRESSION 
SLOPES (see Appendix 3) 
Source of Variance 
Common Slope 
Between Group Means 




F x D 
D x SL 
F x SL 














1 11682.383*** 12972.707*** 5212.297**~ 16487.949*** 6252.941*** 


















































Significance of F ratios: * p < 0.1 
** 
*** 
p < 0.05 
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sensation level {dbl 
Fig. 4.3a-c Main effects variation of the linear 
regression coefficients for each of the five subjects 
Top Fig 4.3a: Frequency 
Centre Fig 4.3b: Pulse duration 
Bottom Fig 4.3c: Sensation level 
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Discussion~ The linear relationship, between IAD and .. image 
· 91 
azimuth angle, ,as proposed by Stewart and Hovda, , was 
ver;j_fiedo. The' statistical analysis of the results showed 
that the constant of proportionality in Eq~ 4ol was dependent 
upon the stimulus parameterso. 
The frequency d~pendence of the ~ocalization'function·is 
~ , 
of particular inter~~:l::_):iecause it shows thc1.t th~ two display 
· dimensions (frequency x IAD) . are not independent. It is 
shown in Chapter 5 that the azimuthal dimension of the 
display .can be matc):lecl to a:ny. lo,cali~ation f1.;mction desc.ribed 
by Eq- 4~3 but that\the Jwithin subjedt-variatiod c~nnot be· 
compensatedo Therefore assume that the display is matched-to 
the.overall mean-localization function~ B ... , then.the.expec-
tation of.the bias in the estimation.of azimuth may.be expressed 
as· 
E{8U--'8} = 
The expectation of the fractional error is plotted:forall 
subjects in. Fig. 4.4. The sim~larity in all cur~es~is· 
evident,with a pronounced underestimation, of azimutn at. 
frequencies of about 1000 Hz. It is interesting to 'Conjecture 
that . this, dip in. response magnitude may have been. the reason;, 
92 · 
for the report by Stewart that IAD was ineffective over a 
region 0£ the audio spectrum. 
A comparison may ;be made between an externHon· of these 
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Fig. 4.5 Comparison of the predicted form of the 
frequency dependence of the just noticeable IAD with the 
results of Mills ref.48. 
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. 48 reported· byM1:lls o If,it .is·hypothesized that the DL in a 
two-choice e~periment results from: a con~tant angular dis-
placement of .the ,auditory imagev then 'the.DL wi 1ll be in-
versely proportional to the slope of the localizatiop 
function~ In Figo 4o5 the, normalised results of,Mills are 
compared with those predicted on the above hypothesis using 
the resµlts of the ,present. ex8erimel).t,, .. The two curves are 
similar in'£ormo 
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The other, twq: main effects (pulse duration and, sens.ation 
level); alth0ugh both statistically significant·. in three of 
the ,five subjects, show n6. general· trends .and therefore do 
not enable specific conclusions to be 'drawn. There is no 
evidence of a time constant of the.order of 700~mseds in the 
. . f d b b ' d 1 . S l th proces·s1.ng o IAD as reporte y · To 1.as can .Zer .1.n . ·on, e 
DL for ITD. 
The only significant two way interaction; frequenoy x 
sensation level, occurred principally in, the, low frequ~nc;:y 
region (Fig~ 4.2a-e) .• At these frequenqies four of the five 
subjects. showed a decrease-in ·Fi•k with increasing stimu.;i.us 
intensity. This could be interprete~as suppoit_for the 
hypothesis that IAD.is processed·in the latency of peri-
phe~al neurons 96 1.118 ; for the IAD-ITD trading function 
( typified by Fig o 2h.3)- is d_ecreased in magnitude with sensation 
level~1 . 
The· magnitude of S. jk is in general· agreemen~ ·with .. 
1 1 , h b l' k . 
46 - ' 4 6 h resu ts pub 1.s. ed. year 1.er wor_ers o In Fig •• t. e:mean 
value of s. is compared with the required localization 
l • • 
function to use the· IAD existing at the. oute.r · ear in free.,. 
field listening. The latter curve was derived from the qata 
f S · · d h ' t l l l 1 . 1 5 kH h . o . 1v1,;m an W 1 e . • Be ow approximate y z t ere is 
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considerable difference between the two curves~ it would 
appear that of the five subjects who took part in the 
experiment,, onlyARJ could use IAD in· :the free,-field local-
ization of tones. This finding supp6rts the conclusi6n of 
Feddersen et al 46 who also found that the IAD locali:z:ation 
function was not sufficient for free~field localization below. 
5 kHz. 
4.4 E;stimation of Population Parameters 
Whereas··the previous experiment· examined the 'within 
subject~.vari.ation of the IAD localization function in detq.il, 
the experiment described here was designed to estimate the 
range of. variation in the ·localization function throughout 
' the population. A larger sample,. containing both blind and 
sighted subjects, was used and the distribution of the slopes· 
of the localization curve at three frequencies was derived. 
The blind and sight.ed samples were compared in order to 
justify the use-of data from sigl:-ltedsubjects, such as in 
Section 4.3, to specify the auditory display for a mobility 
aid for the blind. 
The second part of the experiment was designed to 
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1 ________________________ subject's control for 
balance task 
Fig. 4.7 Experimental apparatus for> localization and 
centring experiment. 
intercept a of the ·localization, curveo The value of IAD 
required to centre the image V{aS correlated with that pre-
dicted fro~ the localization curve. 
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Experimental· Apparatus: A clinical audiometer. (British 
Hearing Aids. (NZ) ·Ltd, Model. UAL 11/271) was us.ed as. the tone 
i ' ' 
generator. A,n additional unit containing stepped and con-
tinuously ya~iable differential·atten~ators 1 • and buffer. am-. 
pli f.iers (Fig. 4. 7) was used to impress, the IAD on to· the two 
cJ:iannels. . The he9dphones· were Telephonies ,type TDH39 with 
MX":"41/AR · ea,r cushions, . calibrated for use with, :the audio--
meter •. The image indicating apparatus was the same as used. 
in1 the'.previous experiment.' 
Experimental. Method:. Subjects yvere chosen to cover. a wide 
range of ages (from teE;:!nagers to pensioners}, of both sexes" 
Of the• 24 subjects, 16 wen~ sig~ted and;. 8 we:i;-e blind. Each 
subject attended for three .. half:-hour sessions on cons.ecutive 
week, days., The, first session wc1.s used for aud.i,ometri,c 
thres.hold tests,. loudness balance tests,. and, familiarization 
with th~.localization and centring t~sks. The data from tha 
lo·calization. and centring. experiments, were recorded on .. the 
second and third days~ 
The localization·curves were measured at' frequencies of 
50.0 v 1500 ,. 3000 Hz with the, following, parameters: 
Sensation level 60 db 
Pulse duration· 1 sec. 
Repetition period,: 2 sec. · 
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Envelope rise'":'fall time: 5 0. msecs O. 
The localization experiment·was conduct~d in a similar 
manner to that used in Section 4~~0 The, median plane was 
estimated from a series of judgments of "straight ahead" 
before each session. The stimulus present~tion orde~.was 
completely randomi9ed, with a total of 1s·observations at. 
each IAD l'=?vel ( +8 u O, "."" 8 db re · left ear) • Least squares 
estimators were used to der;ive the coefficients of the.local-
ization function. 
The·. centring experiment consisted of. 10 judgments of the 
IAD required to centre the:image at each frequency. At each. 
judgment the su};)ject aligned the image to the, "straight 
ahead" position with,the continuously variable attenuatqr. 
The initial position of the attenuator was randomly set-by 
the experimenter be:tween judgmentso• 
No attempt was .made to limit the time taken for· responses, 
in. either part of the experiment. The stimulus was removed 
after each judgment to remov~ possible cues. from ch~nges,, 
Results:, The sample. distributions of. the least .,squares 
regression slopes are · summarii::,ed in fig. 4. 8 as histograms 
and fractile diagramso , 
The,. hypothesis of a. common parent population £or the 
blind and sighted samples was tested with a distributi6n~£ree 
t t . t. f th K 1 . S . t · 112 ' 113 ' b d s a.· lS rc o · e. o mogorov-. mirnov ype ·. , . ase upon 
the maximum difference beb1een the two sampl.e cumulative 
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thesis of normality, (the t and F statistics) were computed 
to test null hypotheses of a common mean, and a common 
varianceo The results of these tests are summarised in 
Table 4o3J it was not possible to reject any of the null 
97 
hypotheses so there was no evidence of q.ny difference between 
the blind and sighted sampleso 
,1 
TABLE 4o3 SUMMARY OF COMPARISONS BETWEEN BLIND AND SIGHTED 
SAMPLES 
Assumed Distribution"- Normal Normal Distribution: Free 
Test 
HO: (Fl (x) ==F 2 (x) Hl: (ol 
0 ) H2: ( µ 1 µ 2) Hypothesis: == == 2 
Statistic: Kolmogorov- F-,ratio Student's. t Smirnov 
Frequency d(n n )* 1 2 
p, F(v1 ,v2 )* 
p t(v)* 
500 025(8,16) 005 L 69 .( 15, 7) 0.1 015.(22) 
1500 o31(8.,l6) 004 2024(15,7) 0ol 016 (22) 
3000 031(8,16) 0.4 Ll1(7,15) 0al 043(22) 
*Quantities in parentheses are sample size (Kolmogorov~ 





The small sample size precludes the reliable use of the 
2 x statistic in estimating the goodness of fit of the data 
to a hypothetical distributiono Insteadi the Kolmogorov 
statistic112 , which is based upon the cumulative distributibn, 
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was used to test null hypotheses of a normal dis~ribution, or 
alternatively a logaritj:lmic-normal distributiono. The latter 
test was prompted, by an apparent curvature in the cwnulative 
distributions (Figo 408); this curvature was eliminated when 
the slope S was plotted to a logarithmic scaleo It. was not 
possible to reject either hypothesis; p > 0.4 .for all 
frequencies on both tests 0 In the absence of further'evidence 
the simpler hypothesis of a truncated normal distribution for 
S at each frequency was assumeda 
T):1e estimated population par.ameters are summarised in 
Table Ao 4 o An analysis of variance in a one.-way classificat---
ion showed no significant differences between the population-
means for the three frequencies (p > 0" 5) a This does not mean 
that there were no "within subject" differences in the S for 
individual subjects, it simply means that trends in individual 
differences were masked by the averaging process o 
TABLE 4a4 ESTIMA1ED POPULATION PARAMETERS 
· Frequency Mean (B) Standard 90% Confidence Deva ( CJ ) Range 
500 2o78 la41 0o46 5al0 
1500 3a05 L45 · 0066 - 5o44 
3000 2o79 10 2·1 0 d &0 - 4o78 
The mean values of Sat each of the three frequencies 
were compared.with the corresponding frequency main effects 
F from the experiment-in Section 4a3. The same set of i O 0 
statistics (Kolmogorov=Smirnovf Fut) as were used in the 
blind-sighted comparison were computed and are presented in 
Table 4a5a The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic requires 
rejection of the hypothesis of a common .distribution at 
TABLE 4 o5 COMPARISON BETWEEN RESULTS•· OF EX.PTS. 
Assumed Distribution Normal· Normal Distribution~ Invariant 
Null. H0 ~ (Fl (x) =F2 (x) Hodo:1=02) HO(µl = µ2) Hypothesis~ 






p F(v1 ~v2 )* 
p t(v)* p 
500 056(24,5) 0a05 L39(4u23) 0al Ll0 (27) 0a2 
99 
1500 0a76(24u5) 0a0l Ll4(4u23) 0al L91(27) 0a05 
3000 ;4 6 ( 2 4 r 5) 0al 1.67(4,23) 0al 0073(27) 0a4 
' 
*Quantities in parentheses are sample sizes (K-S statistic) r 
and degrees of freedom (Fut statistics) a 
This requires the rejection of the hypothesis of common means 
on the t-test (0ol > p > 0a05) and acceptance of the 
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alternative hypothesis that at 1500 Hz the mean Sas estimated 
from this experiment is greater than that from the previous 
experiment o. 
The data from the centring experiment showed that there 
was little correlation between estimates of 00 in Eqo 4.1 
from the localization intercept and centring IAO. Although 
there was a small positive correlation (r = 0.101), this was 
too small to indicate a reliable testing procedureo 
Discussion of Results: Theb-lind and sighted samples were 
compared to determine whether .the reduced sensory feedback 
f:tom the environment in the.case of the blind had affected 
the formation and organization.of the auditory space. There 
'· was no evidence in the results of this experiment of any 
difference between t.rre blind and sighted subjects, therefore 
there .was no eviden<;t"e suggesting that the design. of a mobility 
aid should not be based upon data obtained from sighted. 
subjects o 
The statistical frequency distributions of the sl,opes of 
tile localization curves (Fig. 4.8) show that a binaural 
echolocation system must be capable of being matched to a 
wide range of individual localization functions •. The 90% 
confidence intervals in' Table. 4.4, which were derived by 
assuming normality of the distributions, show that this range· 
will be greater than a factor of approximately 10: L.: The 
method of matching the system to an individual is described 
in Chapter 5. 
1 01 
The reasons for the difference in the distributions of-
S between this and the previou~ experiment at.1500 Hz are 
not understood. There was _no significant interaction with 
sensation level .or duration that would explain the.difference. 
The.only difference in the stimult was in the envelope rise 
times, and although this is accepted as influencing 
114 -Perrott115 f d d ' th ' ' responses , oun a- eorease in_ e minimum 
audible angle (MAA) with increasing rise time at 2000 Hz; 
which is the opposite to the results observed here_. 
The sample size was · found to be too small- to allow 
generalizations as to the form of the stat.ist4"c~l distribu-:-
tions of S. , Although a- normal distribution was assum~d, a, 
logarithmic normal distribution could not be rE:!jected. The 
latter distribution eliminated the -apparent curvatl:ire in the 
cumulative distributions when plotted on prol::>ability paper, 
and h<;1-s the advantage of eliminating the finite probability 
that S < 0 (Le. the sound being, localized towa,rd the ear_ 
with the lowest intensity) a,s:;iertedby an u,ntruncated normal_ 
distribution. An experiment using a much larger sample will 
be necessa1;-y to determine the form of the dist,ributions. 
4 .5 Localization with Time-Varying IAI) 
The exploratory experiment reported here wc1-s prompted 
by _the observation that although differences in the binaural 
envelope structures of the mobility aid were observed - ( see -
Fig. 3.2), no subject had reported any movemeht of the image-
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caused by- the time-varying IAD. The experiment demonstrated 
a new phenomenon .that -.cannot be expJ.ained by simple linear 
proc~ssing of IADo 
E~perimental Method: The binaµral ,stimul~ c9nsi~ted of·equal 
energy, linearly amplitude modulated pulse.d tones·, in which 
the direction. of modulation in the two channels was opposite •. 
Four subjects listened to the.tones on two occa~ions and 
reported th,e perceptual effect of· the modulatior:i param,ete.rs. 
Apparatus: The generation and contrql of the stimuli was 
implemented through an EAI 580 analogue compu:ter.patched as-
shown in Fig. 4.9a. The two modulation functions yvere 
generated from an astable pair of integrators with constant~ 
voltage inputs. Independent control,of th~ modµlation 
amplitude, rate, and 'off' period was provided. The.envelopes 
of -the. stimuli are shown in Fig.. 4. 9b and. were described by -
the equations 
M. (t ) 
l. n 
where t = . .. n 
i = ½ (1+ (-1) · a) 
= 0 
t - nT s' 
(-l)iht - n 
n = 
0 
2a < t < b n 
2a 
tn T b < < s 
. . . 
M. (t ) is the envelope in the ith channel (i = 1,2), 2a-is 
l. n , 
the peak-to-peak modulation amplitude (0 <a< 0.5), bis 
th d 1 . 2a . h ·t· e mo u atJ.on rate,. Ts = 73' + t
0







Fig. 4.9a Analogue computer patching to generate 









Fig. 4.9b Dichotic signal envelopes for time-varying 
IAD experiment. , 
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The amplitude modulation of .the.externally generated 
tone {Hewlett Packard 3300A function generatoi) was accom~ 
plished through quarter-square m~ltipliers with.a static 
accuracy of 0.01%. The sensation level in the two headphones 





Results: Only qualitative results were·obtained. The 
experience .of all subjects was .similar. For isolated pulses 
2a 
(Ts>> n) the report was of a lateral+y moving image, with 
th~ apparent motion toward the ear stimulated by M2 (t). The-
magnitude of this perceived movement,was dependent .upon the 
modulation amplitude. Motion could be perceived until the 
duration was reduced to approximately 30.msecs. However, as 
toff-was reduced the magnitude of the apparent movement was 
reduced, until some critical point was reached when the 
image was stationary. At low modulation amplitudes the image 
was .then localised as straight ahead, but at-higher levels 
(e~g. a= 0.4) of modulation the-image was.localised toward 
i 
the. side stimulated by M1 (t) (decreasing amplitude). This 
effect was observed over~ range of pulse durations from 
' 
30 msec to 500 msec. 
Discussion: This experiment showed that for tonal stimuli 
the intra-pulse structure .is not the only factor affecting 
its localization~ the relation of the pulse to others in th~ 
stimulus sequence is important. The 'repetition'. effect-
described above is another example demonstrating the role of 
the iignal onset in sound localization, because although the 
stimuli contained equal energy the image was localized 
towarq the direction indicated by the.initial IAD. 
The magnitu~e of the differences in the modulation 
functions used in this ~xperiment-were much greater than 
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those observed in the echolocation system. It is considered 
that the waveform parameters (duration and repetition 
period) in the echolocation display were such that ·the 
'repetition' effect prevented motion of the.image" but that 
the differetices in the envelope modulation were not sufficient 
to cause a noticeable image displacementi 
This effect should be investigated in more detaii wit~ 
quantitative meas~res of the image displacement and the. 
repetition period required to produce a stationary image~, 
C H A P T E R 5 




In this and the· following chapter, attent;i,on is diverted 
from the\psychophysics of binaqral h~aring to the specificat-
ion of the auditory display of the modified echolocation 
system descri~ed in Chapter 3. This chapter is concerned 
with·the derivation and performance of the azimuthal dimen-
s.ion of the display, using the results of the studies in 
dichotic localization with IADdiscussed in Chapter 4. 
In the absence of a compiete -knowl.edge of the effects of 
stimulus parameters upon binaur.al phenomena the following 
simplifying assumptions have been made upon the display form: 
i It is assumed that the binaural·• stimuli are repetitive· 
bursts of sinusoids of the same frequency with no 
amplitude -modulation impressed upon the envelopes. 
ii It.is further. assumed that there is no interaural 
phase •diffE!rence; or alternatively that phase 
differences do not influence the estimation of 
azimuth. 
The relevance of the.first assumption is discussed in Chapter 
6; the second is based upon the results of the e~perimental 
work in Chapter 3 where it was shown that a small IFD in the 
stimuli destroyed the ability. to recognize or·use phase·or 
time differences as a display dimension. 
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5,2, The Idea:J_ized Azimuth.al Variatio11 of Stimului;:; Amplitude 
in the Two Echolocation Channels. 
The empiri~al description of a $Ubject' s res_ponse ·e' in 
a dichotic localization e:x:perirnent(Eq. 4.2)may,be rewritten 
in theform 
e ' = K ( s) loge ( ~) + s O ( s) + · I; 5.1 
:~hete K(s) and s0 (s) are descriptions of:the localization 
function for the given· parameter, f;let s, A1 .. and A2 are the 
amplitudes of the ,sinusoid~l stimuli in tl).e·two ch:annels and 
I; is a zero-mean normal ra~dom, process~ Them using this 
notation an azimuth •estimator ~ may be, defined a$ the 
expectation of S', i.e; 
" e = E{~'} 
( ~21_\_ .. = K(s), loge .f\,.;_) 5.2 
Under-the.assumptions .stated in Secti.on 5,1 the-auditory 




0 < tn < T , . a 
T < t < T 
a n s 
5 .. 3 
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for i =. 1,2; where tn = t-nTs (n = 1,2,3,••·), R, 0, <j> are 
the range, azimuth and elevation of the object, Ai(0,<j>) 
defines.the angular variation of amplitude in tl)eith 
channel (i = 1,2), D(R) ,defines the· range dependence of the 
amplitude, w(R) is the.frequency domain range coding and ni 
are phase -angles. 
The present problem is to defi.ne th,e ang.ular variation 
A. (0,0) so that e ::: 0. From the psychophysics of .audi:t;.,ory 
l 
spatial perception it is know.n that the elevation <j> qannot 
be·estimated from simple binaural differences24 wit,h stimuli 
such as desc-ribed by Eq ., 5. 3, .therefore '<j> must be considered 
as ,an environmental parameter tn.at will influence the· 
estimation of azimuth in the two ... dimension display~ It is 
there£ore convenient to initially ,define the syste~ with 
the:object lying upon the ~quatorial plane and write 




In ~ccordance with the modified.binaural display 
proposed· in Section 3. 9, . the., azimuthal •response functions 
may be written 
A. (0) - . C.G(0)F(0+(-l)ia) l l/, . 
for i = 1,2 where Ci are constants, G(0) is an arbit;i::-ary 
I • 
illumination function, -and a is the ·angle by which the 
re~ponse F(0) has been displaced from the median plane~ 
Substitution of Ai ( 0.) for Ai in tne localization function 
5.4. 
5.5 
(Eq. 5.2) gives,the expression-for the ·estimator 
e = K(s) log (C:F(e.-a)\_ · e F(0+a)) 
Cl 
where C = - Since the parameter sets is fixed, it is 
c2 • 
convenient to write,K = K(s) and 00 = 00 (s), so thc1.t by 
109 
1 rearranging Eq. 5.6 the functibnal relationship-to be satis-
fied by F(0) is 
F(0+o,) = (0~\ c exp ,.-,) F ( e,-a) exp (-:) 
whic_h if 
= c2 exp ( ... eKO ) 
is satisfied by 
F (, 0) = exp (- 4 !~ ) 
which upon substitution into Eq. 5.5 gives tlie required 
azim_utha,l variation. of ampli tud,e in the, two channels as . 
A, ( 0) 
l. -. 
= ( 
( 0+ ( -1) i a_) 
2 





The .idealized azimuthal response functions of the two 
receiving -apertures are therefore Gaus~ian in ·fc:>rm and are 
snown in Fig, 5 .1 ( assuming G ( e) to be constant) • Eqs _5. 8 
and 5.10 show thc1.t thesys-tem parameters may be·matched to 
the localizatiqn function-of an ,individual by 
i Altering the.channel gains (Cl and_Ca? a,ccording to 
~q. 5 ._8 to compensate. for any offset 00• 
ii Choosing the value-of-a to match the display to the 
localizat;!.o~· constant· K. This is •investigated 

























fig •. 5 .1 Idea.lised -Variation· o·f ·Aropli•tude •in ~the·. Two· Ec):10'."' 
location Channels 
(The illumination fun~tion G:( e) is assumed pp be constaµt) · 
' ··: 
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In,some of the following-analyse~ it ha, be~n.convenient 
to normalize the system parameters with·. respeqt to a · as 
follows; write: 





i; r. a' 
so that normalise. d, functions A . ( en) ,and G ( 0.) 1may l:>e used nl. · n · n 
" to define e as n 
5 • .12 · 
5 .13 , 
In presenting-results the localization constant is expressed 
111 
in units of d~gree,/decibel,·.i.e~ 
k = 8.686K;- k, = a. 686K ,n n· 5.14 
where k; kn. are in .the. modified, unit-s ~ 
5.3 . Tl;:le. Re).ati9pship between tn.e- Be1?-mwidth of·.the Polair 
1 ' , I I .E. I- j 
Resronse Func~ion· f. ( 0) . and -the: ~ngu-;Lar Pis~lac,emerjt. a · 
Let the polar response F ( 0) from Eq. · 5. 9 be written 
F ( 0) 2-= . exp ( -y 0 ) 5.15 
whe:i;;e y is a constant defining the. bea:m~idth, tnen .s\ibsti t.'.:-
ution into· Eq. -5. 6 gives , (assuming Eq. 5. 8 is satisfied) 
A e = . 4Kay e 5.16 
" so tpat th_e_ required condition -that ·e - 0 is --given by 
1· 
·. 4Ky 0 a = 5 .• 17 
Since exp(-x)· =:0.5 when· x = O~-693, the/haJ.f 0 ·amplitude 
(6db) beamwidth of F(0); 1/J¾.'. will be 
= 2~-✓ ~y~ 
" ~o that fore - a 
2 
,lj!½ 




5 .19 · 
5.20 
The~e relationships areimpo:i::-t,ant\in practiqe because 
they enable a system using apertures of-known_bearowidth to be 
matched ,to the._auditory characterist.ics- of any individual. 
112 
The family of hyper:bolaegenerated by Eq. 5.20 is stlffimarised 
in Fig. 5.2~ The dott~d lines in the'figure define operating 
conditions corresponding to values of-kn 
in. subse~ent analyses. 
=~used as examples 
a 
5. 4 The· Effect of Object Elevation upon the Az,imuth . 
Estimator. 0 _· 
The· -ratio fqrm of the. estimato:i:- (Eq, 5 ~ 6 ). implies that 
for Oto be,independent of elevation· t, the elevational 
dependence of. the angular response function Ai(0,$) in-Eq,5.3· 
shou~d be. separabl~·, so .that Eq. 5. 5 becomes 
A. (0,t) =· cl.:G(0)B(t)F(0+(-l)ia) l . 5,21. 
where B(t)· completely describes the elevat;ional variation of 
· the -response of· the receiving apertureij;~ 
However, -present technology has limit;.ed- the ·.type of 
aperture to a plane .. ci,rcul,ar disc.• ( see -Chapter 6) in v,rqich . 
the amplitude response is a function only of the.angle to 
the nor_mal to the aperture piane; · Consider the' geometry shown 
in Fig. 5~.3. Let the aperture be in th,e·x-:-y plane as shown 
so. that the angle x defining the response is. 
-1 x = cos··. (cos ·0 .cos t) 
Then if the aqgular response is. 
-{c9s-:-.L(cos ( 0+ ( ... 1)-ia) cos 0) }2 
K 
substitution ,into Eq. 5.6 gives 
5.22 
0 






























































3.5 4. 0 4,5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
localization constant k (deg,/ db.) 
Fig. 5.2 The aperture angular displacement to match 
the display to a given localization constant. 
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e = J [ {cos-1 (cos (0+ct) cos $) }2 - {cos-1 (cos (0-ct) cos $) }2 ] 
5.24 
which is of the form. 
" 0 = g(ct) + g(-ct) 
,.. 
where g (ct) is. an arbitrary function and therefore '~! = 0. 
7f For analytic convenience the value ct=~ may pe substituted 
in Eq. 5.2~ to give the simplified expression. 
,.. 
0 = sin~1 · (sin •0 cos $) · 5. 25 .. 
which is.graphed .for increments in$ of 20° in;Fig. 5.4. · 
The effect of objecte1evation is to introduce a bias in the 
azimuth est;i..mator. so as to underestimate 'the t:tu~ azimuth 
angle. 
" 5.5 Sensitivity of tl:le Azimut:h-.;:g!~tim~tor. 0 to.the Form of the 
Angular Response F ( 0) .. 
The form of _F ( 0) to match the display· to· t]:1e .psycho:-
physics of localization was derived .in Section 5.2. It is 
pertinent to exa:inine ·the. effect of perturbations 'in• F ( 0) upon 
e in order to determine the sensitivity of. the system. tq the 
form of F ( 0 ) • ' 
Let the response F(0) be pertuibed by s 1 and e 2 at 
azimuth angles 0-ct·and0+ct respectiVel.y. Then t;.heabsolute 
error 8(eJ 0,s1,Ei) will.be 
8 ( 0 I 0 , E 1' s 2 ) = e- 0 
~ K loge ( ~:~~) , 5.26 
object 
normal to aperture plane 

















o" 20° 40° 60° . S0° 
obJ ect az ,mu th 9 
Fig. 5.4 The effect of object elevation upon the 
azimuth estimator. 
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, (i = 1,2). 5.27 
This dependence of the estimator upon the fractional error in 
the response function shows that small absolute values of i::. 
]_ 
in the tails of the responses will. cause large errors in the 
estimator. A more graphic example of this effect may be 
given by assuming different analytic forms for F(0) and 
using the definition in Eq. 5.6 to define tp.e es-timator 
(assuming 00 to be zero). In Figs 5.5a and 5,5b some typical 
aperture response functions have been adjusted to a common 
6 db beamwidth of 60° and the display parameters Jdjusted to a 
localization constant of k = 2. 5 degrees/db ·from Eq. 5. i,o. 
The analytic forms of the curves in Fig. 5.5a were chosen 
because they :i;::epresent the far-field angular response'of 
common aperture excitation fl:!nctions or because· of their. 
general -similarity to the idealised F (0) defined in Eq. 5. 9. 
The effects of any sidelobes, and zeroes in the responses is 
manifest in Fig. 5.Sb. At large azimuth angles the' 
estimator is extremely sensitiv~ to small absolute errors in 
F ( 0) • 
5.6 The Variation of Loudn~ss with Object Azimuth· 
The effective "window" or system beamwidth. of an 
auditory display must be defined in terms of a psychophysical 
loudne.ss sc_ale. In the presence of controversy as to the· 
. 116 117 118 form of .the, loudness functJ.on ' , a power law scale 
11 7 
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obJect azimuth e 
Top: Fig. 5.5a Typical azimuthal polar response 
functions adjus·ted to a 60° 6db beamwidth. 
Bottom: Fig,5,5b The effect of substituting these 
functions into the estimation equation 
(Eq.5.6) with k = 2,5 deg/db. 
70° 
. h b' 1 J. d ' 119 ' . d. h w;i.. t inaura . ou ness summation· is. assume.. ere. , 
Under .these assumptions the.azimuthal. variation i4}. 
loudness A ( e) , . for stimuli .whose ampli tu(ie is .much: greater 
than the ·absolute 1imen, may be written 
118 
5,28 
where q is a constant defining the loudness unit, and the 
e¼ponent 0.6 ,has been.empirically determ~ned118 • Because 
only the variation in loudness is of inter~st it. is convert~. 
ierrt to let q = 1, so that if G(0) = 1, and c1 = c2 = 1 sub-
stitution for A, (0). in Eq. 5.28 c3;nd rearrangement gives the. 
l . 
normalised function (Eq~ 
A ( 0 ) 
· n ·. n 
0. 6 , = ,2 exp 
5~ 11) 
( 
o • 15 ( en 2 + 1 ) ) 0 •. 6 ( en) 
- ------- cosh • -2 K · · · K n . n 
5.29 
which is ,pJ.otted in ~ig • 5; 6 for values .. of kn = 8. 6 86Kn over 
the range of.interest .for a practical ·system. 
' ' 
An. approximation, to the "half-,loudness". beamwidth may 
be made as. follows., Si·nce :[F(0) J0 • 6 = o.s ,when 
0 = 0.645$k, if ,F(0.645.k-a) >> F(0.645$k + a) the display 
2 2 2 
beamwidth will be.app;r::oximately. 
2a + L29$k 
2 
. and using Eq., 5. 20 
$½A . $½ [ 4:~ + .1. 29 J 5.30 
which will generally \mderestimate the true· $½A because "the 






















0 2 3 4 5 
normalized azimuth 6/o<. 
Fig. 5.6 Variation of loudness with azimuth based 
upon assumed binaural loudness summation and a power 
law loudness function. 
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Fig. 5.7 Model of the azimuth estimation process. 
5. 7 Estimation' of A:-,zimuth in. the Presence .of Additive 
Gaussian Noise 
120 
With the present st,ate of knowledge of the signal 
processing involved in. binaural interaction it is not possible 
to derive statisi:.ics that describe the effects of dichotic 
white noise upon the localization of tones~, The approach 
taken in tl)is section1 therefore, is to examine'the sensitivity 
of the estimator 0 to additive white Gaussian noise in the 
two channels on the basis of the hypothetical estimation 
process shown in Fig. 5. 7. The •two ch,anneiLs of this model 
are bas.ed ·upon a commonly cited model. of pe~ipheral aud;i. tory 
signal processing120 , however the ext~nsion of this model-to 
include binaural interaction poses additional.problems because 
the site and.time-constant of any post-detection averaging 
will.affect the estimatqr. The analyses here treat two 
separate cases: 
i The post-detection time constant T1 is sm~ll. compared 
to the correlation time of the.filter (T1 << 21r~w' 
where t-...w is.the effective filter bandwidth), in 
which case the estimator is based upon comparisons 
of the instantaneous Values of the contaminated 
envelopes. 
ii The limiting form as the time constant T1 tends to 
infinity is examined by invoking the ergodic hypo-
thesis so that the estimator is derived. from the· 
statistical expectations of the quantities in each 
121 
channel. 
121 Schalow .. ·.·· reports that .signal averaging before amplitude 
comparison-gives a smaller,variance on the estimator when 
S/N > O db, whereas averagi:[\g the instantaneous estimates: 
gives a smaller variance when S/N < -S db,when the estimator 
is based upon the arctan fu,nction. 
It is relevant to discuss at this point the kno~n, 
' ' . 
, , 12~· . ' 
features of binaural, interac,tion. zw1.~lockl. points O\lt 
that.any temporal•int~gration.must tal<e-plac;e at,a higher 
level in the. ascending str;ucture than that at which temporal 
differences .. in a signal's microstructure ·a,r~ resolved. A 
simila,r argument shows that the envelope .. structure of. impulsive 
stimuli must be-retained to the ·site of .binaural"inteiiaction. 
' . 
There, is .evidence that amplitude comparison, takes place at a. 
similar level 75 (accessory n'ucleus in. t~e supe
0
rcior olive)·· or 
even more ,peripheral in the cQchlear tr~nsduction from 
110 · mechanical to neural_ energy, • On such arguments the first 
signal- processing met.hod, (T1 << 21T!w) seems reasonable. 
Howev·er, there are models of the localization. process. 
(including the one pres~µt,eo. in Appendix -1) that ,hypothesize 
the final site of binauralcoll}parison to be at some.high 
level .. (possibly cortical) 123 ' 76 • In these models. the .peri-
pheral ~inaural interactiqn•is considered onl,y as:a signal 
coding in. wh.1.oh thEL binaural differences are ·coded into. 
neura], activity. Subsequent temporal integ.;r-at.j.on with. a 
time.· constant much greater, than the correlation time of the· 
filter .could conceivably prec'ede ,the comparison. of activity 
in the ·tym hemi-spherea~ 
122 
The poss.ibility of non-linear :averaging at some un-
specified site was ,introduced by the,experiment on the. 
perceptual effect of time-varying IAD in Section, 4 .5 • . Until 
the mechanisms of all. such phenomena of•. auditory .localization 
I 
are elucidated, analyses ·suGh as .those. presented he:i:::e must· 
be interpreted· merely as ,an attempt .to show the sensi'½ivity . 
of ,the• display to noise by, examining possi.ple· ,signal 
··'·processing methods. 
The.auditory display form- derived. in this chapter be~rs 
a superficial resemblance to theamplitu<J.e comparison mono-
124 pulse (acm) radar system ; the noise performance of which· 
has been,well documented125112 ~1127 • The_ different form of 
the, angular estimatcr and the restricting assumptions under- -
lying these analyses (prior matched ,filtering,. sma'll. azitcrµth 
angle, and ev~n. and odd, aperture responses), render them· 
. bl h d 128 d ' d h unsui ta· e. for t e .present sti.l · y. Cooper · · erl.ve · t .. e · 
probability density of an angular estimator.based upon 
cosinusoidal aperture ,functions, His analysis.was ,a part;icular 
case,of a geneial analysis presented below: (Sedtion. 5~7.2~ 
pa.rt i) • 
In this ,section the form of, t)1e. maximum likelihood' 
est'imator (MLE) of azimuth in ,high.signal to noise conditions 
is derived.and the performance of the t»70 variantl:! of th;e • 
model. is investigated when the contaminating noise sources. 
are independent or equal. 
5.7.1 The Maximum Likelihood Estimator of Object. A,zimuth: 
Let the object range be constant, and the elevation be 
zero, so that in the preserice of independerit ·noise sources 
in the two channels the display signals may be writterl· 
123 
f 1.· ( t ) = c . A . ( e ) cos ( w t + n . ) + n . ( t) 
1. i ·· C·. i 1 
5.31 
where w is the centre frequency of the filter.• and n. ( t) • are · 
C · i 
indep'endent rero.-mean ,Gaussian noise. sources. At the output 
of the envelope detectors only th.e. random variables x. ( t) 
1 
are •obsevvable •. The problem is to. define the signal 
process.ing on xi (t) to obtain the most ·efficient estimate of 
Th th d d . th t f . l'k l'h a129 e •.e•me o·use is· a o maximum i,eioo • 
Assume that the quantitiesx1 (t) a:i:;-e randomly sam)?led to give 
the sequences {x. }, n = 1,2,•••N, of-independent samples. . · 1n. 
from the two channels. (The rationale· for assuming a discrete 
sampled process to describe· a conti11,uous process is ·as given 
b M 130 ') , y arcum . • 
Let .the bandwidth of the filter. /:J.w be small so that the 
sequences {xin} are described by the Rayleigh-Rice distribut-
. 131 . 1.on i.e •. 
p(x .. I e,o. 2) in i = 
x. ( x~) +A.~ ( e) ) 1n · in i 2 exp - .. 2 









x. > 0 
in· 
s.~2 
xin < 0 
124 
where CJ'. 2 are ·mean-square noise-voltages. 
J_ ' 
Then define the log-likelihood function L(B) as the logarithm 





The ptaximum likelihood. estimator 0 
system of equations 
is a solution to the 
aL ( e) 
ae = 0; = 
0. 
I 




< 0, Now 
5,33 
5.34 
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although the-ratio of modified, 
Bessel.functions can be expressed as a continued fraction132 
or the ratio of two infinite series, such forms are not 
amenable ,to analytic manipulation.• 
4 that for z >> 3 
Il(z) , 1 
1 
. 
I O ( z ) . 7' - Z:z.° 




Accordingly if the signal to noise,. ratio is large so that 
' . 
. i2 ' 
3a1 the probability that xi11 -< A, (e) may be neglec:::ted, Eq. 5.35 
l. . 




N l l. _·, . 2 . [A! (_,e,) . 1 A.(e) 
l. . l. ., Ai' < e _) Ai. < e ) A '_· < e ) i' ; 1 
. 2 . - . 2' · . 5 .•37 
where -· x·. 
l. • 
l.= l. .. 
1 N 
= .. N- l X, • 
n=l 1.n 
a; 2a, l. l. •, 
i 
Similarly, using Eq.,, 5.36 the ·o.ther eql.lat-ion~ in--Eq,. 
5.~3 may be written 
aL < e) '= 2 aa. 
1-
wher,e ·2 1• 
2 a,) 
~ 
1 N 2 
= -N I xi· • Then ,substituting. for. A!. {'e) . in. 
n=l n . . 1 . 
5.38 
Eq. s ... 37 and solving Eqs,5.37 and 5.38 ~imultaneoµsly gives-





_. /-· 2 3,) 
xl.• + ~(x __ l_•) - '4~1-• · K-log ' . · · - ·. · 
e - j- 2· 3-z· · 
X + ( x· ) ·· - ,-X 2• 2•. <t·2• 
5,39 
2 ·J ( 
and as a. tends to zero. for bo-th. i = 1, 2 . the. lim_ i ting. fprm 




" lim e = (-xl K log __:_) . e -
X -2. 
5 40 . . ' 
As thesequerice length N tends to. infinity the·means, 
and 2° may be. replaced by- the statistical ex_pectations 
1. ,· 
a1;1q the .ergodic, hypothesis may be. invoked to .equate -·the time 
126 
and ensemble averages, thus generalising Eq. 5.39 to the con-
tinuous processing of the model in· Fig. 5.7. 
5.7.2 Estimation of Azimuth in Noise :by Direct Comparison 
of Envelope Ampl~tudes (T1 << ~): 
i The Probability Density of t~e Estimator.~ in the Presence 
of Independent Noise Sources: In this section the first 
variant of the processing model is examined by deriving the 
probability density function (pdf) of the estimator p(6j0,p), · 
where p is the signal to noise ratio defined below, . when 
n1 (t) and n2 (t) are statis.ticaJly independent. This situation 
would arise when the two nois~,sources represent thermal 
noise generated in the receiver channels. Let the statistics 
of the detected envelopes be -described.by Eq. 5.32 with the 
restrictio;n that a1
2 = a 22 = 0 2 , and further let c1 = c2 = C 
(i.e. 00 = 0) a.nd G,(6) =.l in Eq. 5.5 so that 
A . ( 6} = CF . ( 6) 
1 l 
5.41 
i where F. (6) = F(6+(-1) a}. Since the estimator is in ratio 
. 1 





and if the maximum signal to noise- ratio in· each channel 
is written 
p = C 
1'20 
the pdf of the normalised amplitude in each channel is 
5. 43 
127 
( from Eq • · 5 • 3 2 ) 
= V, ~ 0 
l. 
5.44 
,:: 0 ' V, < 0 
l. 
D f . ' bl vl th df f · 133 e :i,.ne a van.a e z = ; e. p .. o · z is 
2 
p 2 (zle,p) = {:lv 2 lp 1 (zv 2 1e,p)p1 (\> 2 1e!p)dy2 5 •. 45 
. 2 2 2 
4z exp ( ;..P [ F
1 
( e) + F 
2 
( e) ] ) · = 
(
00 
3 2 2 • Jo v 2 exp ( - v 2 ( 1 + z ) ) I O ( 2 p z v 2 F 1 (e ) ) I O ( 2 p v 2 F 2 ( e) ) d v 2 , 5 • 4 6 
whtch is a form of Weber's 2nd exponential integra1134 , which 
gives a solution·:, 





c2abcoss\ [i _ a 2+b2-2i:lbcos~]. d~ 5 • 49 
4d .. ) : 4d 
where ·a 2 - j2 zF
1
(e), ,b = j2 F
2
(e); d,= l+z, _(j =l=I'). 
Then 





To this point the analysis bas bee~ generai;. the variable is 
now tran~ formed to the' eS'.ti)Jlator e using. the". relationship 
5,50· 
which upon substitution into Eq, .5.48 and suitable rearrange-. 
ment gives 
2 
=·. +: e}(;p (- P 2 { (1-u)Fl2 (0) + (l±u)F2 2 (0) }) 2w 1K 
[n + 
5.51 
where u = tanh (!), w = cosh ( t) . 
' Computed examples of P4(el0;p)_ are·shown in- Fig. 5~'8 
I 
using the normalization with respec·t-to a given .. by Eqs 5.11, 
·" . The ·pdf of 0 is known as the-likelihood function tl(0) fo;t 
a single ,observation. If-m independent: ·observations are 
available/ the lil<elihood function t (0) i~ 
m 
m 
t ( 0) 
m 
= II t"(0) 
n=l n · 
5.52. 
and the· inverse probability relc;1tio.n 18 can be used. to deri.ve 
the posterior distribution p
5 
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Fig. 5. 8 Typical examples of the likelihood function of the azimuth 
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whe~e p 6 (e) is the a-priori ~istributian of e. 5.53 
If the model.is extended to include post~estimation 
averaging, the limiting form, as the time c;:onstant T
2 
becomes 
large may be ,found from the ergodic principle., i.e. 
E{ 6} = 5.54 
= I
T ' 2 . 
' 1 " lim T
2 
- Bdt, 
T + 00 o 
2 
5.55 
which may be calculated by substituting P4(sle,p) from Eq._ 
5~_51. It can be. seen_ from Fig. 5;8 that the effect of the 
nois~ on such.an estimator is tobias,the estimat~ toward 
e -= o. 
ii 
f 
The: P:robability ·,Den sf ty. o( ~h~ ,Esti~at:or ·in_ the ·Presence 
of -Correlated Noi~e:~Squ~ces_ (n1 (t) ,= n2illl:, The··above 
' ' I 
analysis requi~es statistit~l iqdeperidence·bee~eeh the~, 
I !' I 
sample9 . xin, which resultl3 if tli.e noise· sot:1rces' n.i (t) or the 
phas~.angle~-ni are ind~penaent-randbm, variable$, In thi 9 -
' ' ' 
sebtion the 'particular-case of statistioai dependenc~ wheri 
n1 (t) = n2 (t) = n(t) and n1 == n2 = n in Eq. 5.31 is examined. 
This si tU;ation typ'ifies the ~ffect. of envirqnmental noise;: 
either .. from the' echolocation· object space or from the· am-: 
bient noise' in the.listener•s·enviror\.ment. 
~ - -
In the ab_sence of . the __ signal '1.et the noise· at· thE;:l . 
filter oµtput be drscribed by the 
I , . -:· -
n~rro~~band approximation 
= 2;; ( t) c.os' ( w t '+ s) . . C -. 5. 56 · 
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where the. frequency .w c has\ beem arbitrarily equated t0 ,that of 
the signal (Eq •. 5 •. 31); and .the, ;ra,ndom variables ·.~ and s (the. 
time dependence being implicit) are described by the · 
Rayleigh distribution 
s 2 = exp -s• s ~ 0 2 ~ er 
= 0 s < 0 
1 
= 27T P2 ( s) 
2 . 
wher:e 0 ·is.the mean square ·amp,litude of nf(t) ~ 
I 
5.5, 
5. -5 8 
Wheh. both signal and noi•se are ,present the instantaneou.s 
normalised. envelope amplitudes vi may .be ·found by yector 
addition. 
\) ;. = 
J. . 
where a = 
p 3 ( a) 






2 2 2 k: 
(p F. (0) + a + .2pF. (0fa cos(s-n)) 2 
. J. J. 
s ----- so that· na··. 
2a 2 0 = exp(-a ) a .:i?-. 
= 0 a < 0 
"origin ·is chosen so that ,n ;::: 0 the ratio' 




[ pF 1z ( 8) + a + a cos '], 
2 pF2 ( 0) + a + 2PEz(0) a cos s 




z1 < z ·< z 1+dz is the sum overall s 1 of the.p+obability 
thats lies•in the,interval•s1 < s < s1+ds andsimultaneo.usly 
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that a lies in eitter -Of the,rsgiohs a 1 <a< ai+da. or 
a 2 <a< a 2
+da~ whe~e a1 and a2 are'real-positive·:i;:-oots of 
the quadratic in-. a formed by rearranging Eq. ,5. 61, Then 
expressing, the limiting form of tl).e. summation as an integral, 
the pdf for z-is 
= 
1 2 




5. 6 3~ 
where evaluation tal<es·. pla.ce separately for. the two terms . 
in those- regions 0
1
f -. s for whioh · R (am) > o and J_( am) = O for 






a ( z -1) 
2 2' 
2 a · F 
2 
( 8) cost; + p F 
2 
( 8) ) 
. ·: 2.. ' .. '. . . ' ' 
+ P_ ( 'z F 2 ( 0 ) - Fl ( 8 ) ) cos ~ •. 
5. 6. 4 
The variable ·in Eq.5;,;~i4. may,be'i;:r,ansformed·as· in Eq. 5,50·.-
i o e. I 
5,65 
The e~amples·of p 5 (eje,p) 'giVens,in. Fig. 5·~-9 wet'~: com-
puted from Eqs 5 .·61-5. 6 3, using n4meri,.cal integ:i::at-ion methods.' 
The' curves differ from those of the.previous .ana.lysisin\ 
that 
1 im p 5 (e I e i P ) 
8-+0 
= 0 ( 8) 5.66 
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where 8 (§) is-the.Dirac delta function, because when e = O 
both envelopes are ·identical, i.e. v L = v 
2 
• 
5. 7. 3 Estimation. of ~zimµth in Noise wi tb Post:-Detect,ion. 
Averaging (Tl >> 21r!~) : 
In general. a knowledge of orily. the ·first-order, pdf of• 
the iqput ,waveform is~insuff~cierrt·to describe the output 
statistics of a finite memory.element. Therefore only the 
limiting form of the·second vciriant of.Bhe model~as T1+ 
00 
is examine_d here.·. This, form of. the model does not depenp. 
upon any statistical dependence between the random signals 
in the· two. channels. 
134 
Equating the .en·se;rnble. and .time • averages ,by 1the e:i:'godic. 
principle giv~s. 
= E{-~. } in 
whe:):'.'e xin are•. independj::nt samples. o:j: xi (:t,) • The estimator 
in this case ··may be.written 
e· = . ( E{xln}) K loge E{x1 .. } .• 
· 2n, 
In particular it: the samples·, x ., , are q.esqribed by Rayleigh_• ... 
, . in 
Rice stati~iics (Eq •. 5.31) the exp~~tatidn~ will be135 · 
, . ~ . Ai 2 ('0) ) ~ ·. i . 
E { xirJ. = r ( 2) 2 1 F1 ... ½; 1; - , ,2 •. 2a, 
. ' i 
where r(..) is. the gamma function and 1 F1 (.;. ;.) is the. 
confluent hypergeometric, function ( ae firled iri Appendix 4) • 
Then 
135 
if.01 = 02 .as before.· Typical curvesot: the estimator§ are 
plotted in Fig. 5 .10; the effect -of the. noise· is -an, ·intro-
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CH -APTER 6 
THE EFFECT OF WAVEFORM AND SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
UPON THE AUDITORY DI'SPLAY. 
6.1 Introduction 
The analyses of the display presented in Chapter 5 
137 
were idealised in that no consideration was giv~n to the 
effects of the elements of a practical echolocation system, 
or to the characteristics of the environment. Such analyses 
are useful in defining the display but do not give an 
understanding of system performance in a complex and dynamic 
environment. In this chapter some topics relating the 
signal processing and system elements to the characteristics 
of the display are discussed, with an emphasis upon the 
effects of the wide-bandwidth linear FM waveform. 
6.2 System Perfo;t:"mance in Noise:_Optii:nization of the 
Signal to Noise Rati•o at the Display. 
In the normal temporal analysis· of radar returns 
attention is often·directed to an optimization of the 
instantaneous signal to noise ratio pt defined as 
peak instantaneous output signal power 
p = t expected output noise power 
6.1 
and the linear (matched) filter that will maximise this 
ratio is optimum for signal detection by other criteria 
(likelihood ratio or inverse probability) • 137 The impulse 
response h(t) of the matched filter for a received signal r(t) 
138 
is h(t) = C r(Td - t) 6.2 
where the gain C and delay Ta are arbitrary constants. 
If however, the delay of the received signal is to be 
presented in the frequency domai~, as in the auditory display 
under discussion, a different signal to noise criterion 
must be adopted. Accordingly, define a frequency domain 





where if? (w) and if? (w) are the energy density spectra os on 
of finite samples of the output in the presence of signal 
alon.e and noise alone respectively and w is the detection 
C 
angular frequency. 
Assume a non-dispersive'single object environment with 
an impulse - res·ponse h (t) of the form e· 
he (t) = A o (t - T) 
where A and Tare arbitrary and o(t) is the Dirac delta 
function. The received signal r(t) after convolution with 
h (t) will be 
e 
r(t) = As(t - T) 6.5 
where s(t) is the transmitted waveform. In accordance with 
the duality of the operations of multiplication and 
convolution in the time and frequency domains, the equivalent 
of the optimising linear filter (with an impulse response 
given by Eq.6.2) in the time domain, is specified to be a 
dimensionless multiplier g(t) that exists for a period T. 
The form of g(t) to optimise p is now derivedo 
(Jj 
In the presence of additive white Gaussian noise n(t) 
and the signal r(t) i the multiplier output f(t) will be 
f(-t) = g(t) [r(t) + n(t) J - ~ < t <; 
= 0 ltl > ; 
139 
whete g(t) exists in the 
one sided power spectral 
period It I < ~" · Let the nois.e have a 
. No. 
density 2 , and let the autocorrelat-
ion function of the output in the presence of noise alone 
1/Jon ( 1.') be 
r:.n(t)n(t + •lg(t)g(t + T)dt 1Pon (T) = 607 
Becauste ijJ ( T) is , computed from a finite sample of the · station-on 
ary random proces9 n(t) it will be a random variableo The 
stati,tical .expectatiori may be found by averaging over all such 
;\ i.e~.define samples with a time origin 
f 0 n(t!l) a J:~n(t)n{t +rT)g(t - ;\)g(t - A+ T)dt 6.8 
then invoking the ergodic, principle .. 






and substituting s - t - ;\ 








where~ (,) and~ (,) are the autocorrelation functions. gg · · · nn · 
of the multiplier and noise respectivelyo The expectation of 





With the ,signal alone at the input, the output energy 
spectral density may be found directly 
00 
2 
<P (w) = 
OS 
r(t)g(t)e-jwt dt 
and substitution of Eqs~ 6 0 13 and 6014 into Eq. 603 gives C r(t)g(t)e-jwtdt 2 
6015 
from Parseval~s theoremo Now one form of the Schwarz. 





~ I u (x) I dx Iv (x) I dx 6016 
a a 
so that Eq. 6 o 15 reduces to the inequality 




is the energy of the received\signal. 
Equality in Eq6 6.17 is given ~or real r(t) and g{t)) only if 
where the 0 gain C and~phase • are arbitrary constants •. 
The upper bound.upon the signal to noise ratio p. imposed 
w 
by Eqb 6~17 is identical to that at the output from a matched 
filter and is dependent only upon the energy in the,finite· 
sample ·of the signal. Tb.us for maximum· detectability the. 
period T of the multiplier g(t) should be chosen to coincide 
with the. full duration of the received signal r(t). 
Eq. 6.18 states that the optimum, multiplier is simply a 
frequency translated version of r(t), ~hifted by the detection 
angular fr~quehcy wc~ 
ln partibular, for an etholocation system using the 
linear FM waveform 
s(t) = exp (j[ci t + ½mt2 ] 
. 0 
0 < t < T 6.19 
in complex notation, the received signal after convolution 
with the environment.impulse response (Eq. 6.4) is 
r (t) = As(t)exp(j[mTt + W T 
0 
+ ½mT 2 ] ) T < t < T ·< T 6.20 
so that if T >> ~-r $ (t) approximates the optiII].urn multiplier 
for frequehcy domain detection at an angular fre~uency 
W =- IDT• 
C 
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Therefore' the.multiplicative pre~detection·processing 
used in the linear FM system produces an auditory display 
with near opti~um signal to noise·properti~s. This does not 
mean that the auditory analyzer is optimum for detection of the 
received signals., In practical, situations the effective band-
width -of the ~udj +-_ory systerri, (critical -bandwidtll) 120 will be 
much grea-t;:.er than tha,t required- for detecting <I> os (we) in the 
presence of :noise. 
6" 3 The Display_ Statistics· ·of an Extended Object. 
An assumption that has ,been i~plicit,to this point, 
and one'that is normally implicit in narrow-b~nd radar signal 
analyses18 , is that all reflecting objects .in the environment 
. are charact~rized-by an impulse response that is a Dirac 
delta function (see -Section 2 .• 2) • In n;ta,ny pra<;::tical si tua,tions 
a better de~criptiort of the,scattering characteristics of an 
object is to assume it: to be. an aggregate o:j: discrete 
point reflectors,,. even+y distributed over some' finite ·extent 
139 in azimuth and delay •. Theh the~object impulse response 
as viewed through the two receiver channels may be written 
N B A, (6 ) 
h. (t) r n 1 n o (t - 'n) = l 6.21 
n=l 1' n 
whe~e the amplitudes Bn are .normp.lly distributed with zero 
mean, the azimuthal responses A, (6) are ~s defined in Eq. 5.10 
l 
and the delays Tn are such that the delay extent~, is much 





so that Eq. 6i21 may-be·writ~en as 
TN 





The ,disoret'e point soatterer model of the environment 








Upon excitatton with the.t:t;"ansmitted waveform s(t), the· 
envir9nment will give ~ise to a rebeived signal in.each 
chan11el 
N. 
rt(t)= ·J, brtAi (011,) s(t - Tn). 
n=l 
Let s(t) be the linear FM wave~orm 
s ( t) = exp(j[w t + ½m:t 2 ]) 
' 0 
:= 0 q 




Aftei multiplicative probe~sing and fi~tertng, the signa~ 




l I bnAi(Bn)exp(j[mtnt + ¢~]) 6.26 
\ 
n=l 
where •n is uniformly. distributed between o and 21r. 
Let wc = mt so that 
~ 
fi(t) = exp(jwct) I bnAi(Bn)e~p(j[ml:li:
0
t + ¢n]) 6.27 
m=l 
where 1hn = , 11 - , • · For large. N, it follows, from the 
central limit theorem that the quantity,iD'th~ s.umma.tion 
is normally distributed with zero mean and since the 
covariance -of· th.e req.l and .imaginary parts 
N N 
E { I b ~A. ( a ) cos (mA, t + ¢ ) • n 1 n n. n " b A. (0 ) sin (mA, t + ¢ ) } = 0 l n 1 . n · · n n. · 
n=l n=l 
6.28 
the~ are therefore statistically· indepertdent. Because 
A, <<, the.narrow-band appro~imation may b~ used to define 
the quantity in. the· summat.i,on of· Eq, 6. 2 7 as the· envelope 
and phase·modulation (yi(t) and ;i(t)) which will be 
described by th~ Rayleigh distrib~tion i.e~ 
f. (t) = y. (t)exp(½[w. t +· ;. (t) ]) 




the time dependence of y. and ~. being implicit •. 
l l · 
The variance a. 2 may be found as follows. Since e 
l I n 
is uniformly distributed over the interval 
1::, e 1::, e 
e - 2 <_:en < e + 2 , for small t:, e the. azimuthal responses 
A1 (0n) will be approximately un~form,ly distribute-a over the 
~:-: 
t:, e 
range Ai ( e - 2 ) < 
I . I 
l::,0A. (0) where A. (0) 
l ·. ·. l- . 
A, (0 ) < A, ( 0 
l n •l 
6 8 ) . t·h . d ' t + T w1 ens1 y 
. a ·-
:=, TI' Ai ( e). The vari a.nee -a . 2 
l 
will be equal to the variance of 'the real and imaginary parts 
in Eq • 6 • 2 8 i • e ~ 
2 
2 Nab · 2 1 A0 ' 2 
ai - -2-. [Ai ( 0) t 3(T Ai ( 0)) ] 6,31 
2 2 
= Nab Ai (H) · [48(aK) 2 + (60'(0 + (-:--l)i~)) 2 ] • 6.32 
96 (~K) 2 
-where ab 2 is the.variance of the amplitudes bn and a,K 
are the displciy parameter's defined. in Eqs.~ 5. 5 and 5. 6. 
Considei.now the covariance between the envelope 
generating Gaussian distribtitions i;n the two- channels. 
N 








} = E f I b nAl ( en) exp (j[m6Tnt + ~n]) 
n=l•. 
. I b A2 (~ )exp(j[mAr t. + n n · n ~~]) } 6.34 
N 




The~.two modulation functions·y1 (t) a1;1d y2 (t-) will not 
therefore-be ~tatisticallY independent~ The effect of the 
,., 
object extent upon the azimuth estimator 8 derived from 
instantaneous.- values of the envelope amplitudes 
(Se0tion 5~7.2) canhot b~ stated without. knowledge of the 
joint probability density p(y1 ,y2). However, for the 
second vari~nt of the~estimatibn model in.Section 5.7 
with a large post-detection integration time constant, 
the limiting forl\l as· ,T 
2 
tenq.s to inf ini,ty may be found 
because-it is not affected by statisti9al dependence i.e. 
,. 
lim 8 
T • oo, 
2 . 
where yi are ,defined, by Eq. 6. 2~k and 
lim 8 
T2 • oo 
- K log· . ·. e 





[48(o:K) 2: + (L'.18(8+~)) 2 ]½ 
= 8 
4.8 (ctK) 
2 + (L'.16 (8-o:)) 2 
+ ½K loge 48(ctK)2! + (L'.18(8+o:))2 
6. 3f> 
6.37 
. ·6 .38 
The second term represents a bia:;i in .. the eqtimator .. toward 
the mediari plane~ Fig~ 6~2 shows the magnitude of the 
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values ~f the displ~y- para~eters (Eq. 5.11}. 
It is interesti~g to note in passing that the envelope 
modulation functions .yi, cqntain· information oh tne·dela,y 
extent 6T of the.objedt. Ih his classic work on the 
· . f . ' 131 h d. h h . properties o noise, Rices owe tat t e expectation of 
the number of envelope maxima per second; M, for Rayleigh 
noise is a function only of ·the bandwidth 
E { M } = O .-6 411 ( 2 1r 6 w) 
:::;: 4 • Q 2 , (m6 T) 
from Eq, 6.~ 27. 
It has been shown-in this .section that for objects with 
a finite extent in both r~nge and-azimuth, the signals\'lt 
I 
the auditory display are qot .pure. tones as assumed in the. 
derivation of. the 'display in Chq,pter 5,. but have envelopes-. 
I I ,' 
described by the-Rayleigh distribution~ Theie, is·a need, 
theiefore-,for a- stfidy of the-psychophfsics of the' loca~ization 
of Rayleigh noise, .as a function of bandwidt:ti and dichotic 
statistical depe11dence, to define the display in. these. 
situations.~' 
6·;_4: The· E'ffe·ct ·o:_f. ObJe·ct :M:ove:m:en't up·ort' ·the· 'Ita.hge Dimension 
. { 
of the· ,D·is'play.' 
The-Doppler. effects, caused by radial motion o..f a 
scattering object, f(lUSt b~ considered. as a time compresi;!ion 
(or dilation) for -the wide-rband-signals used in the FM mob,i,li'ty 
149 
aids. The normal rad~r' approximation of a frequency 
shift is not yalid when the bandwidth 'is ,an appreciable 
fraction of the carrier frequency. 
Consider an envi:ronment with a time.-vc1-rying impulse 
res·ponse he.( t) of the form 
h (t) = e 2 B S ( t - T ( t)) 
T (t) 
6.40 
where the time dep'endence of the. delay· T (t) is due, to 
the movement of the ol:oject. 
will be 
'J;'he received signal r. (t) 
l,. 
r. (t) = 
·l 
BA.,(e) 
l -, . ( , ( , ) ) 
~ )t - t S: '_ 'C - T t: . 
T (t:},. 
6.41 
and in particular, if s(t) is.the linear FM waveform 




BAi(e) [ '-T~(t))]_) = ~2 (t) exp(j w9 (t- ... T (t)) + ½m(t -
-r ( 0) < t < T + T ( T) 6.42 
Let .the mean delay T (\T) be\ much :greater than the 
increment in. delay (T (T) ., (0)) and let 
b c::: ,B 
T(½T} 6.43 
so that after the multiplicative processihg and 
fiJ,tering the display signals f1:(t) may-be approximated 
as·, 
where the.· time· dep~ndence of T · iS: i:ntplici t. The' ,ins tan tan-. 
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eous angular frequency wc(t) is 
6.45 
The first term in Eq. 6.45 is clearly the quasi-static 
range coding, the second is an imI¼:-essed time-varying error 
which may be written· as an error in the range estimator 
E: = 
cwc(t) 
R(t) - -"""'2m-· -
C . dT 
= - 2m (w 0 + m(t - <r)) at 
where c is the velocity of propagation. 
6.46 
6.47 
For an object moving with uniform radi~l velocity 
v toward the·transmit:ter the delay will be· 
T = 
2(R - vt) 
0 6.48 
c-v 
where R0 is the range at t = o. Substitution into Eq. 6.45 
gives 
w (t) = (1 - ~)w + i mT + (1 - ~2)mt 
C O 1; O 






~ = ' c=:v; V 1; = 1 -
C 
If C > ;> V 
6.49 
the instantaneous angular frequency will be approximately 
w ( t) ~ mT 2vw i- 4vt 
C • o C o C 6 • 50 
and the equivalent range error is 
• T 
E: = v( 6w + 2t) 6.51 
where·6.w = mT. 
WO 
is the fractional bandwidth of s(t). 
For radial motion with con~tant acceleratioh, i.e. for 
an equation of motion of the ·form' 
R = R .. (ut + ½ft 2) 6.52 
0 
where u is. the radial velocity when t - 0 and f is the 
radial acceleration; the delay'!' is 
1 2 ~ 
, =t,f[).((c - v) + 2fR) 2 -, (c - v)]· 6.53 
c1.nd-
2ft - ~v 
ft+ 2(c-v)' ... 6.54 
Subst.i tutioi;i into Eq. 6. 45 al'lows numerical· computation 
ofw (t). 
C 
The. effects. of· the Dqppler t.tme compression/dilation 
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upon• the range dime:hi;,ion of the auditory displ.~.y are· shown 
for a typical trajectory. in Fig. 6. 3. The echolocation 
sys"t:em parameters are-.shown in the, figure. The· objeot-
trajectory consists of~ period of constant acceleration 
from a stationary position, a peiiQd of. constant-radial 
· velocity,. and uniform decelarc1-tion to ze:i:-o velocity. The 
ran~e was chosen to be within the operating range ,of the 
binaural mobility aids.· The sensitivity.of the signal 
processing to Dopple:r;- effects is cJ.;ea:rly demonstrated 
' ' ' ' . 
in the figure,• for a],though the maximum radial velocity 
of the trajectory is .. less ,t~an 0.005 of the acoustic 
velocity of propagation in air the maximum range error 
indicated by wc(t) is approximately 0.3 of the·,t:rue range,. 



















'\ 1 /downward sweep ( m negative) 
I 
. I , ,,, 
upward sweep / 
(~~-J~_osj_tivij . 
WAVEFORM PARAMETER~ 
sweep range: 50-100 kHz. 
duration : 250msecs. 
repetition period: 300msecs. 
sweep direction: as indicated 
TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS 
initial range ( R0 l: 10 ft. 
\ 
\ 
initial radial velocity (u): Oft./sec. 
acceleration ( f) : 10 ft./sec2 , O<t<0.5 sec. 
0 f t./sec~ 
- 1 0 f t./ s ec.2 
0.5< t<1.0 sec. 
1.0<t<1.5 sec. 
maximum radial velocity: 10tt./sec. 
0.2 5 0.50 0.75 1.0 1.25 
time (seconds) 
Fig. 6.3 An example of the distortion in the range 
coding caused by Doppler effects. The maximum velocity 
in the trajectory shown is 5ft/sec. 
1.sn 
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in E;q. 6.25), is important in the contextof·the kinaesthetic 
sensory· fee¢bai::k· frpm a mobility aid (Section l.}). In the. 
example given in Fig •. 6.3 the initial acceleration toward 
the system appears to make the object J;"ecede·when mis 
negative, and the ra,dial acceleration is accentuated 
for positive~- The. range of an object approaching with 
constant velocity will b~ ove~estimated form. negative~. 
and underestimated form positive~ The' effebt of these 
distortions· in the.range coding upon mobil~ty performance 
was .. investigated in· the following experiment. 
14 
A binaural i;nobility ·. aid, as. designed by Martin , was 
·1 
modified so that \t:h¢ ·,sweep direction could be reversed with 
a negligible ·chan~e in range coding, A single fem~le 
subject was instructed:. to walk toward a. 2 inch diameter. 
verticijl steel pol~ and stop at a "safe" distance~ The 
subject was ,:always •started at a distanee of 15 feet from 
th~ pole but was randomly ori~nted relative to it so that 
the'task included· the detection -of the object and-motion 
toward· it·. The, particµlar subject was chosen because. she• 
had shown• the· grea,test. adaptation to the auditory.display 
out· of a group of .. four, sighted (but blindfolded) subjects 
who had participated in the.initial mobility tr~ining 
prograi;nrne as des·igned by ,R. W. ··Pugh.'. She: was, at the ti-me, 
,1, < 
the. most experi~ho,~ user of the mobility aid, and had 
received extensive\train~ng with the) negative m range coding. 
1,-...· ,.,. 
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The sweep direction was randomly changeo between trials. 
A t9tal of 20 observatioris of the stopping distance for each 
sweep direction were ;recorded. No training in.the·task was 
giyen and the mobility aid. was sv1itched off after each trial. 
The results .(measured to the tip of the shoe nearest 
the··· pole). were 
m positive· 
m negative 
mean stopping distance 22. 7 1' 
mean stopping distance 13.0" 
with a standard deviation in eac_h case of approximately 8". 
'rhe,· significance ,of· the difference between the mean values 
of the· stopping distances was computed from the t statistic 
(t = 3.84, df = 38 : p"' 0.01). It.was concluded that for 
this subject the sweep direbtion, and the associated Doppler 
distortion ih the·range coding, was significantly .affecting 
the motor actions· in a mobility task. In.the presence of 
an impending obstacle, the display with m positive,caused 
the subject to take ·earlier avoiding action., 
,l .. :,. :, ,,,,, ..•.•.... ,.,, .... , 
Tp.e .· previous analyses have assumed non-dispersive 
receiving apertures with an azimuthal response function; A~(e) 
defined in Eq 5.10. The present state of the technology 
•of wide;;;.band air-borne ultrasonio transduoers does not 
allow non-dispersive apertures to be constructed, so th,at 
the receiv~d signals ri (t) will be modif.ied in structure 
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by the aperture response. Let the waveform s(t) be 
transmitted.into an environment consisting of' a single 
object at azimuth. e. 
'l'hen 
whe're he ( t) is the, environmental impulse response, 
h1 (t/e) is the impulse response of the.receiving 
6. 5',5 
aperture of the ith channel; (i = 1,2). Note the similarity 
of this equation to E~. 2.6where it was stated. that .the 
recognition of hi{t/8) could serve to characterize e. 
It was subsequently shown that because the signal processing 
used to generate:the range dimension of the display produced 
narrow bandwidth atiditory stimuli, the use of auditory 
directional coding of this form was inhibited. 22 
In th.e freque11cy domain, Eq. 6.55 may be written 
R, ( w) = S ( w) H ,( w) H, ( w / 8) 
l · · e l' 
6.56· 
where Ri(w) ,S(w) ,He(w) ,H 1 (w/e) are the Fourier transforms, 
of ri{t) ,s(t) ,fle~t) ,hi(t/8) respectively. The idealised 
aperture would have ·a response 
H •. ( w / e ) = cA . ( a ) 6 • 5 7 
1 1 
where C is. an arbitrary. constant. Smi th140 has developed 
underwater, sonar arrays wi.th a nqn--dispersive azi.muthal 
response over a wide bandwidth by us~ng a. frequency 
dependent amplitude tµ,per, but these arrays exhibit 
side.:..lobes which render them unsuitable for the auditory 
" azimuth estimator 8' (see Section 5.5). 
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This 13ection examines.three aspects ofthe aperture 
i 
response~ First the~ideal linear a~ettqre distribution 
to generate F(B) satisfying Eq, 5.9 is derived~ then 
I 
the re~ponse of the electrostatic tran~ducers used 
in.the mobility aid is described. Finallythe definition 
and measurement of the variation of the audio voltage 
with azimuth is described, 
6. 5 .1 The Linear· Ape·r·~t1.:rre·. ·Fu·n·i::ti•on· to G'ene·rate a F.ar-Field 
I , 
Azimuth'a'l' ·Re·s·p·o·n·s·e· ·o·f· 't'l:1:e· ·f·o·rm exp (:...y_B2 ) 
Let the idealised variation of auditory stimulus level 
be given by Eq-. 5 ~15: Le; 
F( e) = exp(--ye2 ) 6.58 
so that the valtie of a must be chbsen according to 
Eq. 5.17 to match the display to the individual. 
The Fol.lrier transform relationship.between the-far-
field pressu~e response r(u) where u ~ sinB 
and the apert~re· -distrfa)l,J.tioh f.(x) for a linear aperture is 
00 
P (u) = f(x)ejkxu_dx 6.59 
- 00 ' 
I 
where k is· the wavenumber. (k The corresponding 
inverse trans.form. is 
f(x) - r::{u)e-jkxu du 
where the. contour of integration involves 8 in the imaginary 
region (sinB > 1) as well as real B. Define·P(u) to be, 
zero for lul > 1 - ~ where O < ~ < 1. If P·(u) is 
even Eq. 6 8 60 may be rewritten 
f(x);: 1 ·l P(u)cos.(kxu)du 
-1 
which upon a change of variable and substitution for 
F ( 8) gives 
1T 
2 




Now becau,e P(u) was defined to be zero in the imaginary 
region, the limits of the integral may be extended, so 
that for y greater than unity a good appro~imation is 
I 
I 




) oos (kxsin e) cos ede 6. 6 3 
00 
N 
= exp(-y.e 2) [J (kx) + 2 I J
2 
(kx)cos(2ne) ]cosede 
o n=l n 













= ~ exp (-,.4y) [J
0 
(kf) + 2 L exp ( 7) cosh (~) J 20 (kx) ] · 
n::::;l Y 6 66 
• 
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where J (x) is. the Bessel function of• the first kind. V , , 
Computed curves. for-integer values of y, normalised so 
that f(O) = 1, are·shown in Fig, 6.4., The· inverse trcJ.nsform 
was computed and spewed that-for y > 2, truncation 
of the aperture at ±2" int;r:-ddµced negligible errors into F(e). 
The-- frequency dependent amplitude taper function 
required to produce a non-dispersive,F(0) may be ,calculated 
directly· from Eq. 6.66 by fixing x and va;r:-ying k. This 
is.not investigated_furth~;r:- here because, as discussed below, 
no method of c·ontrolling the surfa,ce··vibrational 
characteristics of the electrostatic transducers used in 
(j, 
the binaural mobility aid has -been found. 
6.3.2 ;Measured Vihration-a'l' Ch'a-r-a·c·t:e•ristics of Electrostatic-- -
Transducers. 
The~solid~dielectric electrostatic. transducexs used in, 
the mobility aid have been-extensively investigated and. 
d · 'b db t', 14 h t t' f th t escri e y. Mar in. Te.cons rue ion o ese · rans-
duce:t:'s is .shown diagrammatically in_ cross:--section, i1;1 Fig_. 6. 5. 
A diaphragm of 0~00015~ thickness Mylar*, metallized on one 
side, is held under. sli~ht tension against. a:circular 
1cm diameter back-plate which has conceritric rectangular 
grooves 0.02" deep and 0.01" wide at radial increments 
of 0.02". 
The surface vibrational amplitude distribution of these 
units was investigated with a probe microphone (O.D. = 0.035", 
I.D. = 0.020"). The·m~crophonei developed by the author 
! ' 
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distance (wavelengths) xi>. 
Fig. 6.4 The linear aperture excitation/response functi9n to generate 






















metallized 0.00015in. Mylar 
diaphragm 
1 ands roughened with 




~- ~ . . 
. 1nsula\1ng support ring 
1nsulat1ng washer 
Fig. 6.5 Solid-dielectric electrostatic ultrasonic 
transducer construction (after Clark). 
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1 61 
, is ,des-cribed by ~artin. 14 Care was tak.en in the construction 
to minimis~ interference with the pressure 'distribution, 
and' measurements were made ·at .several heights ·above the 
membrane· (0.2 mm to 2 mm) to determine the-effects of the 
probe. It was conbluded that the probe, was not significantly 
distorting the pressure distribution~ 
Some typical, measurements are shown. in Fig •. 6.6 as 
i a contour. representation of the aITlplitude. distribut-
ion abross·a transdbcer"diaphra9m at 40kHz 
ii, amplitude variations across two diameters at right 
angles at four-different frequencies~ 
Other measurements- made· using the probe microphone are _ 
described by Martin. 14 Th~se results.shbwed that at 
frequencies, below 40kHz the amplitude distribution was uni-. 
modal, but at higher frequenci~s hi~her ordet vibtatibnal 
modes introduced.furthe:i;- maxima. Nominally identic<=1.l trans ... 
ducers were found to bear little resemblance to one:another, 
in their response· patterns; particularl~ at frequencies 
.. ? 
greater, than 60kHz. It would appear that the vibrational. 
amplitude is subject to local influences such ap back-plate 
roughness, residual diaphragm polarization, an<;i local 
diaphragm. stress •14 E>uch factors. have .meant that it has, not 
yet been possible to construct transduce·rs with predictable 
vibratiqnal characteristics~ Until the, mode-of operation 
of these transducers is-known it will not be possiple 
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Fig. 6.6 Examples of the variation of surface response 








The•results of the dichbtic localization expeiiment 
using the prototype syste~ deacrib~d i~ Section 3.6, indicat~ 
ed- tha~ the differencies in the envelope modulation 
functions were not affecting the image placement. The 
correlation between the centring IAD and the mean IAD 
between the two channel~ (r = 0.97) indicated that a 
suitable empirical form of the estimato:i;- was . 
e = 





where . y. ( e) 
l . 
(i ~ 1,2) are the mean envelope levels in, 
the two channels.. This., emprical estimator is simiiar to. 
that proposed, in Section· 5. 7. 3.. The experiment desqribsd 
in Section 4·. 4 also indi'cated that for· small envelope 
modulation differences•with, repetitive stimuli Eq. 6.68 
is· a suitcl.ble description, of' the. auditory localization 
function. 
Let e. = (e + (-l)ia) and write 
l 
y. (e) = y(e.) 
l . ]. 
6.68 
If the transmitted.waveform s(t) has,finite ~nergy, then 
I' 
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If s(t) is the linear FM waveform (Eq. 6.25) with a large 










For simplicity assume that IH
8
(w) I = 1 then the mean 
envelope amplitudes may be related to therms amplitude· 
by a form factor f ( 0 i) [ [+ mT r f ( 0 ·. ) 1. I H (w I 0 i) I 2 dw 6.71 = 
y ( 0 i) T f"m 
0 
-The .azimuthal response y(0) was measqred using the set-up 
shown in Fig. 6.7, The MkI version of the.mobility aid14 
used to generate the linear FM waveform was modified. 
so thJt the sweep limits could be altered. It-was found 
that nominally iderttical transducers differed significantly 
in the variation of average envelope amplitude, Martin 
found similar differences in single frequency polar 
responses. The responses of two typical transducers 
are shown in Fig. 6.8. For most transducers-it was 
li;')ear F. M. 
trans mittt 
6 ft. 
\standard radiating transducer 
r.m. s. a.c. 
voltmeter 












Fig. 6.7 Experimental set up to measure the azimuthal 
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possible to fi,t a curve of the form F ( 0:) = exp ( -y e2 ) 
to the-responses.with a.negligible error to an azimuth 
of approxirnately 3-0°. The procedure for the manufact-
ure of mobility .aids ha~ b~en to select, from a batch 
of transducers, pairs having a response closely 
approximating F(e) given by Eq. 6.58 with an equal 6db 
beamwidth. 
Fig. 6.9 shows the normalised. variation.of· rms 
amplitude· for circular piston mounted in an infinite 
baffle, - with -a bandwidth mT = u,> 
0
• The curves were 
computed by substitution of the directivity function 
for a piston into Eq, 6.72 i.e._ 
2J ('wasine 1 C 
I-t(w-le) o:w was.in.a 
C 
whe:ire a is the piston radius •. 
, 6. 72 
In Fig. 6 0 10 the.average 6db bea,rnwidth 1/J½ of ten 
transducers is P,lot:ted against the_ m_edian frequency 
w
0
, + ½mT. For comparison the computed, 6_db beamwidth 
for a piston source with an octave bandwidth .. (from 
Eqs 6.7l_and 6,72), and the.beamwidth of a piston 
' 
source at the. median frequency i;l.re also plotted. The 
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empiri9al least square& line 0£ best fit for the measured 
values was 
1/J½, = 51 - 0.207 (f1 + f 2) degrees, 6.73 

















sweep range: f1< f < 2 ft 






f1a=7 kHz. cm. 
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Fig. 6.9 Computed variation of rms audio voltage for 
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x- __ x measured from solid-dielectr~c 
transducers. (Points are the rn~a'n 
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Fig. 6.10 Comparison between measured audio beamwidths 
of electrostatic transducers and the computed beamwidth 
for a piston source. 
C H A P T E R 7 
MEASURES OF AUDITQRYRESOLUTTON WITH A FR~QUENCY 
DOMAIN DISP.LAY 
7.1 · Introduction 
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It ,was shown in Chapter-2 that to overcome· the inhibitory 
nature of the prec~dence effect~ in. the. localization of the 
.. 
components of a multiple 'object display, it was necessary to 
code propagation.delay· into the frequency domain. There is, 
however~ little available 'evidence ~f the perceptual im-
prove~ent in resolution afforded by a frequency domain display. 
It could be expected that an effective resolution interval 
might be defined in terms of the critical bandwidth, as 
..:i • . 1 . kl43 proposeu in an ear ier wor • It-is shown.in this chapter 
that a simple definition ·of peroeptua.1--resolution of this· 
type does _not form an adequate description of the auditory 
resolution capabilities in a two-dimensional frequency x IAD 
display. 
Two definitions of auditory resqlution were investigated 
by the author: The first is simply the increment in the 
stimulus magnitude (frequency) necessary for the redognition 
of the presence of two simultaneous components; the sedond 
definition requires that the resolvable increment in 
stimulus magnitude is large enough for both recognition and 
lateral identification of each component. Two experiments 
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are described in this chap'ter. The first, mec;:1.sured the minimum 
frequency difference at which subjects were able to hear two 
tones' simul'baneo,usly, the se<?ond experiment required subjects 
to identify one tone and determine-its later~lization in the 
presence of an interfering tone. 
The. second' experiment used an on-lfrte ,hybrid computi'ng 
system,with complete control -of the experimental strategy by 
the 'digital computer~ ·,The techniques.of. interfacing the. 
subject to the computer· .are '',beli,eved, to be origin~l. 
7. 2 . Simul ta,neous · TwQ-Tone. Frequency Reso•l ution, 
. 142 - 143' Thurlow and Bet'nstein , and Plomp and Steeneken have· 
investigated the,monaural difference ih, frequency necessary 
for the,, p~rception of l:;>oth components of a two,..,.,torte stimulus~ 
The first, group use,d -the, meth.od of limits with two ,subjects· 
to obtain'the threshold for the perception of the. corc;iponerit, 
pitches at a sensa'tionleyel of 30db 0 · Plomp and $teneeken 
used a larger sample of, 20 subjects and_.the.method of adjust"."' 
ment (average ·error) to obtain estimates of the'frequency 
difference between two tones adjusted to the crite:¢ia of 
i maximal,dissonance (roughness) 
ii ,minimµm interference between the tones. 
The 'Second of these.criteria may be used·as a definiti,on of 
auditory resolution in freqll,ency •. The·authors reported,,that 
judgments made 'against .this criterion agreHd well with the'. .. 
critical bandwidth. measuremenbs by Zwic;::ker; Flottorp and 
Stevens 144 between 700 ·· ijz and 3000 Hz. At· lower and higher 
freq:uencies the.experimental frequency differences.were 
smaller than. the commonly accept~d critical bandwidths. 
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The results. of these ··two monaural studies are summarised 
in Fig~ 7.1. · Both references~repo~ted wide individual 
differences. between ·subjects.· 
'The experime.nt reported here used the method of adjust-
ment to. mea·sure the frequ~n.cy difference between .the two 
tone~ to the criterion that stl~jedts heard the.two components 
"clearly and distinctly". This study· differed from the two. 
cited above •in that binaural stimuli were used in a f a~t6rial 
design with IAD ·and. pul.se duration•. as additional factors.~. 
Experim~ntal Method: The subject was seated in ,an ·anechoic 
chamber and listened to the. two-component· stimuli through, 
insert headpho_nes ( as described . in Section 4. 3 L At each. 
presentation: of the stimulus, the, 9 ul:;>ject' s task was to adjust. 
the frequency of the oscillator ge~e~ating the.secondary tone 
in relation· to a fixed frequency primary tone aceording._ to the · 
criterion· of• the· minii:num .frequency dift:erence in. whi.ch the 
two components could· be, he'ard "c;Lea.'rly (3.nd distinct·ly". All· 
judgments were made.from an initial condition of zero 
ftequency differen~e,,and,the,secdndary osbil1ator could· o~ly 
bei adjusted to be. the lower,frequency of-the<tw,o tone~. 
The experiment. is sh.own in· b],ock diagram fori:n in. Fig. 7. 2. 
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Fig. 7.1 The results of other workers estimating the 
minimum frequency difference between two tones according 
to the indicated criteria. 
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stimulus on/off control 
logic --pulse/ continuous ·-----' 
Fig. 7.2 Experimental apparatus used in estimating the 
frequency resolution of the auditory system. 
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generate the·. primary toneo. Push-button selection of the 
frequencies was incorporated for repeatability. The secondary 
oscillator was a 0 _Hewlett-Packard 3300A function generator 
used in.the voltage controlledmodeo The subject 8 s, control 
was an uncalibrated. potentiometer that gave a linear 
vari.ation of the secondary frequency with rotation from a 
minimum of·50 Hz to the primary frequency. The stimulus eQ~ 
velopes were contr0lled by FET gateE; with a rise/fall time 
ot: 5 msecs to minimise. transient clicks. Pre-,.set resistive 
equalizers were included to maintain a constant sensation 
level at all of the·primary frequencieso Aft~r each response 
the frequency difference was measured.with a digital frequency 
metero 
The stimulus parameters used were as follows~ 
Primary frequen.cy: 300, 500, 1000 i 1500 v 3000 .Hz 
Primary tone IAD: +8, 0,. -8 db (re the.Jeft ear) 
Envelope,~ Continuous tone, and pulsed tone 
(repetition period 330 msecs, duration 
300 msecs). 
Sensation level: 60 db ·for each component tone at the 
pri~ary frequencies, as,measur~d in a 2 cc 
coupler, (ASA) with the insert tubes 
attach~d. 
The envelope parameters of the pulsed tone condition were 
'· 
chosen to simulate _the ·envelope structure of the binau_ral 
mpbi1i ty aido 
The experiment was designed as a three way, factorial. 
(Primary frequency x IAD x Env~lope structure), with the 
stimulus presentation order randomised,between·and within, 
repetitions ·,of the complete block.· The ·mean value of. the· 
difference frequency was compii;ted from ten obse'rvations in 
each cell. 
Six male undergraduate· students· were used as ,subjects. 
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None of them, had ·.previously- participated in psychophysical 
experiments, and all 1were•given• audiometric threshold tests: 
to ensure the absence of. threshold abnormalities. The 
subjects 'reported daily, through the week.for a period· of 
three ,weeks; each daily session· lasted for ½ hour. The' first. 
four sessions for each supject were spent in familiarisation 
with the task ~nd during this period results were nob recorded~ 
No corrective feedback of any kind was given to subjects 
throughout the exper-iment, but the criterion; for adj us ting 
the.frequency dif:ference was repeated verbally to the subject 
before the start of each session. 
Results t A lack-,of homos_cedasticity (eq\lality of, va,riance) 
over. the complete block precluded -rigorous statistical 
analysis usi11;g the ahalysis of vc1,riance technique for-the 
factorial design~ However, the'significance of .the .three 
main effects.was bbvious •. The results of a single subject 
are shown-in Fig. 7.3, all ~ubjects gave results similar in 
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Fig. 7.~ Results of frequency resolution experiment for 
subject CA. • 
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the results of any subject; the data from the three IAD levels 
were therefore pooled to\ obtain an estimate of the difference 
frequency based .upon 30 observations o' The frequency 
dependence of the',results of all 'subjects is )shown in ,Figo 
7a4 for both the pulsed and~continuous tone conditions 0 • 
Di,scussion ~ The large .q.ifferences in the results of individual 
subjects. reported· .in the, earlier· studie.s weJ?e verified· in· this 
I . 
experiment a A subject's performance in a task· of this nature, 
will depend upon the interpretation plq.ced .upon ,the judgme,ht-
criterio:po The vague criterion' of ''cle.ar ·.and di,stinct" 
compbnen~ images was 2urposely used for this experi~ent so 
th~t subjects would define their.own res6lution iriterval. 
The magnitude of the result~ of subjects DE 1 CG, LG and. JR is 
clearly much smaller than the accepted values of the .critical 
bandwidth and when. compared· w,ith the results .. of the 
exper,iment by Plomp and, Steeneken (Fig.; 7 o 1} indicate the 
effect of the criterion given, to the' subjects, upon the res.,., 
ponse in an expe~imerlt of this type; 
The £reqhency dependence of the results of all subjects 
(except JR for continuous ,tones) showSd a monotonic increase 
in the.resolution interval 6f with the median fregQency. 
The reason for the -anomolous results· of 'JR is not known o 
For all oth~r su6jects, the results may be~sxpre~sed as a 
psychophysicp-1 power law, Leo 
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Fig. 7.4 Frequency dependence of the minimum frequency 
difference between two tones for perception of both, 
for all subjects. 
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where ~f-is the frequency difference, f- and f are the , 
' p s 
primary c:1-nd secondary freqq.enoies, q is a constant of pro-
portionality (varying between 0 o 04. and· 0. 4 in the present 
. ' ' ' 
experiment) and the exponent n is. near to. uni t,y. 
' ' 
The fact that IAD in the primary tone did not appear 
to affect the resolution interval suppqrts a hypothests.of 
cochlear, interference between. the components. This result· 
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I ' 
me;ans .that the range resolution in a 1two-dimens:Lona,l display 
(:Brequency x IAD) will not be: ~ffected ,by .angular separation 
of. two objects in, the environm,en'.t,,. 
All. si?{ subjects reported, at times/ the'presence of. 
interaction tqnes as ·they ·adjq.sted the. frequency .. of, the, 
secondary osb,illator: The most common report was of.the 
(2f • - f ) interaction tone ·when the .. primary frequency was•.· s p . . '• 
3000 ,Hz. This.particular combination torie {las been extensively 
studied with the conclusion that the site of t~evgeneiating 
1 . . t. l' . th. th . hl· ·. 145 ~ 146 : Th ' non-:-- ineari ies, ies·, wi in• e- c9c ea· ·. • e, spurious 
compone·n ts :cnay be reduced by _decreasing the stir~q.l us 
amplitudes 1, Tnurlow and Be;1mst~in reported. that interaction · 
between•the two componertt tones was minimised at a sensation 
level of 10 dbo. Howeve:i;, arL audi~ory, display, particularly-
for a, mobiJj_ ty · aid, will normally be '+equired: to. operate 
against. an ambient ·background' noise.Jevel, that wou,ld mask·. 
tonal signals at this low intensity~ In theie situations the 
ramifications ·of. interaction tone .. s in a multi-compohen't 
frequency domain range display musi te accepteao 
I 
7a3 The Ability of the•Auditory Sy~t~m.to Resolve·the 
Lateraliz·ation of a Tone'· in•_ the· Pres·ence ~f an Inter-
fering Tone .. 
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The· experiment described in this secti.on · was designeq to 
estimate the ·resolution capa,bi'lities of the. auditory system 
in a task·requiring both recognition and identification of a 
primary tone in the· presence· of a secc::mdary tone.~- The· 
ability of subjects to deter~ine the later~lization of the 
primary tone v offset froll). · the .me di.an· plane. by· IAD, was 
measqred. as a function of, .. the freq-qency of. the· interfering 
secondary. tone o 
The. effect of the secondar~ ton~. was estimate~by 
measuring the degradatio~ in the~difference 
1
limen (DL} for, 
IAD as a function-of th~ fre~u~ncy difference between the; 
two components o The de-fini tion. of the· DL used . for this 
expe:r:-iment was similar to th.at used. by Mills 48 in his. studies· 
of dichotic localization·· ph~nomena. If, iB a two".""alternative 
fbrce~ _choice e*perimen~, ~ plot is m~d~ o~ the,fraction 1 of 
respons.es· of one type .against the 'stimulus magnitude, the 
1 ' h t ' f t' 
14 7 b ' d d f' , h resu ting, psyc;:: ome rJ.c unc 1qn . may. e · use to e il.ne ,t · e ._ 
DL as follows~. If the\ stimulµs level·.at which the-probability 
of a. response of the .given:· type \is. x is, denoted as ·Lx' the -
DL may be. defined as . 
DL = 7.2 
as in Fig~ 7a5~ For'experimental e~pediency it has been, 





0 stimulus intensity Lx 
f-2DL 
Fig o 7 o 5 . Defini ti,on of the Diff·eye:mce· 'L•i:m:en. from th.e 
Psychometric,Function 
convenient to define a modified difference ,limen. DL' ,as· 
DL' = 7.3 
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for· reasons given· later. The relationship to the more , 
usual definition of DL (Eq~ 7~~r,may be-easily established 
by assuming some, parametric form for the ijSychornetric 
fuhctio:q.;. it is commonly assumed. to be, either cumulative· 
normal,. logis1ric,. or linear. For example,. for a. cumu;Lati ve · 
normal distribution.DL = l.09DL'. 
In defining a. DL for, a.dichotic difference the ;fraction 
x may be d~fined from re~ponses of lateralization "to the 
right". In est.imating the e:f;fect of. a11 interfering tone·:, 







where the-subscripts p ands refe;·to the pre~ence of the 
the· primary c;:tnd secondary components res'p~ctively. If the · 
psychornetric functions defining DL ' and •DL.-, haye··the ~ame p ps 







The Psychophjsical Met~od of Estimating the Differe~ce Limen; 
The ~l~ss,ical psyc~6physical techniques (~e~hbd,of· con~tant 
stirnuli, method.of limits·etc.) have been widely used in th.<=:-
past-but suffer.from.many disadvantages, tbe,most' important 
of which :is ,a lack of. e~perimental efficieirqy. Modern-. 
statistical techniques.have been developed·to, obtain-greater 
ef;ficiency by concentrating th.e stimulus level, abo1Jt the 
point.of interest on the psychometric~fu~ction~ 
If. the parametric forrp, of the .psycl;wmetric function is 
known, which, wil;L -•not. generally be· the. case, ··maxiinurµ like- -
lihood methods
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may be u.sed. to obtain, efficient estirnates, 
of any Lx: However) non-parametric estimat6rs are-to be, 
preferred, -especially if tpere is., li ttl~. a-priori knowledge · 
on·the form of the psychometric:- fu1,1ction~ Sequentia,l and. 
adcl.ptive. strategies tha.t are'not critic~:j.ly dependent-upon, 
the param€:itric form: of .the psychometric -function ha.ve ,,been 
adapted for use in psycl:loacoustics to give efficient estimates 
of: Lx with small. asymptotic bia~. PEST • (Parameter Estimation 
by Sequential .Testingf49 ' 150 which uses Wald's sequential 
. 151 . , h , h stopping rule ·to te£minate ,t e testing sequence, and t e 
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up-down methoct152 together-.with its variants the UDTR (Up-
- 153154 Down Transformed Respqnse) ' and, BUDTIF •• (Block' Up-Down, 
Two Interval. Forced Choice) 155 ' 156 have been used in various· 
psychoacoustic coritexts~ 
The experiment described. n,ere was <:iesigned around an on-
line hybrid. computer. implementation of the UDTR technique, 
which combines experimental e:f;ficiency. with simplicii;:yof the. 
strategy and small asymptotic bias. The tectmique :is. 
described in detail by-. Wetherill 151 · and is, .summarised here~ 
The 9bseryations·in-the. two-alternatiye experirn.erit-are 
taken at a set~of equally spaced stimulus l~vel~ s~. Then 
for certain~values of x the UDTR method tracks L as follows. 
X 
Take 1a finite series.of observatiqns at the stimu~us level 
that is the.best initial estimate of Lxv and cbncurreritly 
calculate the.fraction x' of positive·reqponses. As soon as 
x' < x terminate the-series.and-.increment the.stimulus level. 
If after the predetermined length of the serie~r n~ x' ~ x 
then decrement the ,stimU:l us leveL before starting the· next 
series.; For e~ample, if the.response pattern rE;\quired. to 
decrement the stimulus level .is n positive responses (i.-e~ q.ny 
neg.;:i.ti ve response will make. ?{' < x and ·terminate. the series) 
the level Lx tracked by the strategy will be given by 
7 0 6 ,, 
152 The original up-:-qown,rule set n = 1 and.therefore tracked 
the. level L. 5 • The effect of the UDTR strategy is .to trans- . 
form the. response pattern, and th_erefore to track the 
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transformed response at x = 0.5. Some typical UDTR strat:-
egies based upon the ~response pattern of n consecutiv~ positive 
respo11ses are-shown ih Table 7.1. Note that.L for x< 0.5 
X 
may ~e tracked by decrementing the· stimulus level after~n 
negati.ve respons~s in which case the level.will be given by 
(1-x)n = 0.5. 7.7 
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'l'wo addit,ions to the· basic. UDTR strategy were used ijn 
the •E;!X'.perimen.t;, Consider the 'hypothetical experimenta:l run 
. 2 
with n = ...a- a·s i;,hown- in Fig°, 7 ~ 6 ~ Wetherell ·p;r-0po5ed an 
. ..... 
estimate W of L based only on those series in which there 
X 
2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 1 O 
is, a change :of stimul·us clirection ( series -1, · 3, . 5, 6; 8 in· 
_Fig. 7.6). Then Wis defined as 
m 
W = 1 . I wk 
mk=l 
7.8 
where tpe, experiment. is terminate_d after., m changes of response 
type and wµere Wk are the ·stimulus levels_at-which a. change 
of-response type occurred,,,.· Although thew estimate has a 
small asymptotic bias caused by' the :lc1-ck of., symmetry. in the 
!stimulus level 
5 
~ response pattern 
4 /11~ / 11,,, 
3 11"" / 10 11"' . 11 0/ 
2 o/ "o/ ~10/ 
1 
o ......_----~--~--~----~--~--~----=;;.,- run no o 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Fig. 7.6- A Hypothetical PDTR Experiment 
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tran~formed response curve;, this may be, reduced by an 
appropriate ch.oice of; stiroul:us increment magni t,ude o. Further 
possi,ble _,bias· in the estifllate caused by an incorrect.initial 
estimate of Lx was largely. eliminated. by followin,g Wethe+e'll' s 
Routine 17 which states that the. fir;st. m
1 
change~ of response 
typ~.shoul,d be- used to calculate a w" statistic, which i,s then 
used as an ini tia.;I. · estimate. to restart the sequence with_ one 
half of the original stimulus increment magni tu¢le •. 
The dichotic DL in I.AD was est·imated by using the 
strategy with n = 2 in Tqble 7 o 1, to estimate L and i ti:~ 
0 70 7 
inverse (response pattern 00 to debrement the stimulus 
magnitude) to, e~timate L. 29 3 •. The?e two strategies were 
interleaved. w_i th eq-qal proba:\Jility of e'i ther at each trial 
t d t . 1 d d . 158 ore uce sequen 1a : epen encies o The initial estimate" 
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of the, DL was set at 2 db· with thE! stimulus incremen,t · set at 
0 a•4 db 9 Wetherill O s Routine 1.7 was ·used with a reini tial-
ization after six.ch~nges of response type, followed by the 
experimental run based upon 16 changes ,of response:type 
with-the incremeLt 'in IAD set at 0.2 db. 
On-l.ihe< Computer Implemen:tatiOJJ · of UDTR: The-,repyti t.i ve · 
nature.and logical- (everi if randomised) stimultis se~uence 
structure of the psychophysAcal experiment make'~t ideallY 
suited to control by digital computeta Only the- simplest 
of the. mode1m sequential or adaptive statistical techniques 
can be used in a manually controlled experiment, so that if 
full advantage·is to be1 take~ of the•efficiency of these 
methods some programmed control of the experiment is necessarya 
Previous reports oh the··computer control of psycho-
phy~ical procedures have ;shown th~t the~major probl~m is in 
the iqterfacing of .the subject to the computet and the control. 
of the 9timulus. Three b.a9 ic techniqu~s have· been. used: 
i To have·the computer generate the stimuli in.real 
time and-to apply tbese .t0 the, subject's headphones 
. 159 
through digital to analogue (D -.A) converters a 
ii To hq,'ve the- computer cont:r:-ol a magnetic.tape tran9 -:-: 
port mectani~m with previously,recorded stimuli 160 • 
iii To use the,computer's·,internal digital pulses applied 
' - . 
directly to the headphones as "cliqk" type. stimu'li
161
• 
All of- these techniques pres'ent difficulties in -a general 
psychoacoustic experiment-because they ei.ther require a 
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specialised compute·r interface or. else\ lack flexibili tyo 
This,e~periment u~ed a hybrid computing system to take 
advantage of the ·stimulus-response proce.ssing capabilities 
of both analogue and digital computers. The expe~imental 
strategy and data analysis was .controlled by the digital 
computer with·· the stimulus control and timing execll.ted. 
through the eleme_nts of the analogue conmuter. The only 
external ecruipment needed, was an osci'llator, a pair of head:-. 
phbnes and three push~button switches. 
The experimental se:t-u,p was designed around, the hybrid 
computing system in the Electrical Er).gin~ering Depto, 
University of Canterbury. At the•time~of th~ experiment (1969) 
this. comprised an· EAI 64:0 digital computer with 8192 words of 
memory,, an EAI 580 analogue computer with 60 amplifiers and 
50 seryo-set potentiometers and a basi,c EAI 693.hybrid 
linkage uni\ cont~ining a single' D-A conveitor (the RDAC) and 
A-D data transfer through the digital voltmeter (DVM). 
The· analogue computer patching is ·shown:. in FigG 7. 7-. 
(The analogue computing symbols used are ,define&, in Appendix 
5). A separate phase of the.programme,, not--shown in the· 
figure~ was used to set the level~ of the oscillators 
generating the primary and seqondary tones ,and to equalise 
the headphone responses~ Because o~ tha limited data trans-. 
fef capability of the· system it was necessary t~ set• the 
amplitudes of the .dichotic stim11li ,serially on to the• RDAC 
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Fig. 7.7 Analogue computer patching for on-line hybrid estimation of the DL in IAD. 




by using the control lines. (CL¢¢-CL¢3). The envelope para-
meter.s ·• (duration and repetition. period) were controlled. by 
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the repetitivE3·operation (rep.-op) timer. Digitally- controlled 
analogue'• .(D/A) switches with a rise/fall tim~ of 5 msecs were 
used to gate the stimulus magnitude on tb high accuracy 
(0.01%) quarter~square multipliers (QSMs) to control the amp-
litude of. the externally generated tones.. Normal irwerting 
amplifiers, were ·,used to sum the primary and secondary com-:-
ponents and to qrive the'headphones. 
The subject communicated with the digitally contr.olled. 
strategy through the sense- lines; one was used to initiate 'the 
sessionF two more were used as :response lines. The fourth 
sense line was connected to an astable multivibrator; the 
state of this sense· lin~\was interrogated after each r~sponBe 
to. determin~ whe,ther the next sti:mµlus presentation should be 
for the L 0707 or L 0293 strategy. Because the response time· 
i~ ·· random. the two strategies were interleaved.with equal,. 
probabilities at each trial. 
The~.digital computer programme .,was written in a version. 
of the EAI;HOI (Hytran Operations Intet'preter) language that 
was modified by the a-qtho:i::- to improve the flexib±lity of 
communication with the EAI .580 analogue compute'r. _ This 
language .. is a high level interpreter type of language designed 
specifically for. EAI hybrid. computing systems. ,,, The flow 
diagram for the e~pe~ime~t is shown in Fig. 7.8. Only one 
strategy (L_ 707 ) is shownu the other was.identical in form. 
' 
execute .set-u.p and 
cal 1brc1 t1on 
accept subject identification 
no 
yes 





apply test stimulus 
no r~:=::=:=t. __ _ 
response? 
yes 
was response correct ? ~~~ yes 
no 
I 
set N = 2 
does N-= 2? ---...---J no yes 
increment stimulus level decrement stimulus level 
set N = 1 
change of response type? 
yes 
update W estimate 
increment R by unity 
does R =6? 
yes 
reinitialize estimate of DL 
halve mag_nitude of 
increment 
1s R> 26 for both strategies? 
yes 
no 
initialize tor two-tone 
,s experiment complete? >-n-0 -.... estimate -~~ ------.....--------yes 
Fig. 7.8 Flow diagram for on-line UDTR estimation 
of the degradation in the DL. The hybrid operation 
is shown on the next page. 
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is SL03= .true.? 
choose strategy for L,293 · choose strategy for L,707 
compute 
set CLnn =.true. 
set Ann on to RDAC 
set Clnn =. false. 
no 
set 580 to OP mode 
execute delay 
set 580 to IC mode 
compute A00,A01,A02,A03 for test stimulus 
set Clnn -:.true. 
set Ann on to RDAC 








was response correct? 
yes 
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examine the state of 
a register to choose 
between strategies 
set s.timulus component 
amplitudes on to 
T/S -amplifiers. 
apply reference stimulus 
set ?timulus component 
amplitudes on to T/S 
amplifiers for test stimulus. 
apply test stimulus 
await response 
NOTE: A00 and A02 are the amplitudes of the dichotic primary components. 
A 01 and A¢3 are the amplitudes of the dichotic secondary components. 
Fig. 7.8contd. Hybrid computer control of the UDTR 
experiment. This page shows the stimulus application 
and response testing stages shown on the previous page. 
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Appendix 6 describes a method of controlling a simple 
UDTR experiment in IAD with an analogue computer alone. 
Altho1,1gh this .method lacks the 'flexibility of the'-.full hybrid 
• 
control described above 1 it could be used to advantage'in 
those. laboratories where only an. analogue-computer is 
available. 
Exper~mental Method: In a pilot exper-imentv using the method 
of constant stimuli, ibwas found to be necessary.to balance 
(~ 
the IAD between the primary _and seconda.ry components, when 
esti~ating DLps' to preverit.late~~lization responses based 
upon the position of a nett image .without the• re.solution 
and identification of the primary tone. The secondary com-
ponent of the· stimuluE was therefore presented with IAD 
equal in IT\agnitude-but opposing that of the primary tone. 
Each_ experimental session was divided into two parts; 
estimation of DL- then estimation of DL . separated by a . p pS'. 
break of approximately thre~ minutes during which time a 
suml\lary of the strategies for estimating DLP were printed out. 
For all sessions the primary frequency was 1500 Hz. The· 
secondary,frequency was randomised betweert sessions between 
3 0 0 , 4 0 0 , 5 0 0 , 6 0 0 f 8 0 0 v 1 0 0 0 , 12 0 0 , 2 4 0 0 and 4 0 0 0 Hz • At 
least two sessibns were speµt in estimating DLps for each 
secondary -trequency. 
The stimul1.;ts timing is. shown diagrammatically_ in Fig. 
7. 9. A one·. second duration. refe:r:ence stimulus consisting of 
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the primary component alone with O db,IAD was applie9- before 
ea.ch test stimll.lUSo. This .was done for two rec1-so:hs.: 
i To establish the median plane as the.point of 
reference for lateralization jbdgments and there-
fore to reduce any sequenti~l dependence of responsesh 
ii To aid i~ the identificatibn of the. primary.component 
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Fig~ 7 ~ 9 Stimulus Timing, Diagra)n 
The~ ,subjects were instructed to listen to the. reference 
stimulus and to decide whether the· primary ._component of the 
test ~timulus was to the left- or right of the'referencea 
The sqbjectvs console consisted of· thre~ push- buttons, one 
to initiate the experiment,f ti-+e other two to indicate the 
lateJ:lalization of the test stimulL The experiment was con-
ducted in a small-room adjacent to th~ compute~ laboratoryo 
Six subjects reported daily during the week for½ hour 
sessions, over a period of five weeks~ All were. male 
students in,engineering and all had previously participated 
in experiments in auditory localization conducted by the 
authoro Audiometric tests were given to all subjects to 
ensure' the absence of threshold abnormalities a The first 
four se.ssions were spent in familiarisation with the ·task r 
the results from these sessions wer,e · discardedo. 
Res.µl ts~ All subjects -were able ·to la'teraliz:e ·. the prima·ry 
tone -,and gave con'sistent estimates of- DLP throughoµt the 
,.. experiment as summarised in Table 7 o 2-;, Each entry is based 
µpon 20 estimates of DLP from the expeiiment~l sessionso 
The estimate'of DL was derived.from DL 0 as measured by the . - p . . p . 
UDTR strategy, by assuming a cumulative normal psychometcric 
function (DL = lo 09 DL O ) o The overall -betweeh-s.ubjects 
p •. p 
m~an (0~ 7.8 db). compares- favou-rably with the DL estimated by 
Mills48 using the metho.d -of constant-stimuli (0a7d db). at a 
sensation level -of 50 dbo It was not possible to estimate 
the significance of the between-subjects differences in a 
two way classification ( subjects -,x days) becc1-use there· is 
no known way of determining the variance of an est.imate'<?f 
L from the UDTR methodo- The between-subject· differences_ 
X 
were tested in a one-way analysis of variapce 
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(F = lo49i df = 5,19 g p > 0ol); there was no evidence rejec-
ting a hypoth~s~s of equality of the meanso 
TABLE 7 .o 2 ES.TIMATES OF SINGLE TONE DL IN IAD-



























The presence of the'secondary tone in the estimation of. 
DL 0 generally gave elevated thresholdso B6weverrfor three ps 
sUbJ0 ects the estimated DL O • was depressed relative· t. o DL 0 . . . ps P 
wheh f and f were widely separated (f = 300, 400 Hz) i· which p s . s 
indicated that these subjects were able to use ,the extra in-
formation in the balanced nature of the, stimuli, when both . 
tones o/ere present, to increase the.slope of the.p~ycho~ 
metric functiono Subjects were not inform.ed that the primary 
and secondary components contained opposihg IAD, 
At small frequency separations (f b~twe~n 1200 ·Hz and 
s 
I 
4000 Hz) subjects failed to give conver~ent-estimate~of 
., 
DL 0 Under these stimulus conditions it was not uncommon pso 
for the, UDTR strategy to. increase .the' IAD level to the 
dynamic.limit of the, ana;I..ogue computer ( > 20 db) o One sub-. 
ject in particular (PMC) was unable to lateraliz.e · the 
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primary tone. in the presence of the secondary ton~ except 
under the conditions of widest separation ( fs = 300 1, 400 Hz) o 
All other estimates of DL 0 were non-cohvergento No improve-
ps 
ment was notic;:ed in this subject throughout the course of 
the experimento 
The results of the experiment are summarised in the 
degradation factors (Eqo 7o5) plotted in Figs 7ol0 and 7ollo 
The first figµre ,shows, the overall mean degradqtion factor:, 
in IAD calculated, from the results of all subjects except 
PMC o Fig o · 7 o 11 summarises the results of three indi vidµc;:1.l ·· ,. 
subjects o' In this case DF was calculated from the· mean 
DL 0 for the subJ'ect (Table '7 o 2). and the mean DL° from the two 
p • ps 
experimental sessions at each value of fso 
Discussion~ The results plotted in .. Figs 7.ol0·ai;id·7a11 show 
that tne _interference between the. lateralization ( and pence 
localization) of two tones extends over a much wider frequency 
differeftce than would be, predicted from the·critical band~ 
width of the· auditory system (Figo 7ol) o An attempt,was 
made to correlate ,the degradation factor with the cochlear 
interference between the two tones, using Flannagan°s model.. 
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of the response of the'.basilar membrane , but it was found 
that the degradation i~ the DL predicted, from either energy 
j;,> , /,--;. 11 
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Fig. 7 .1 O Mean degradation in the DL caused by the presence of 
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Fig. ].11 Degradation factors for three subjects. 
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or peak amplitude comparison was very, much . ._less than· that 
observed in the results. of the experiment. There is tl)ere-
fore evidence of central interaction betwee~ the, neural 
patterns generated by simultaneous tones of· different 
frequencyo The reg'ion of indeterminate DL~
8 
(1200 - 2400 Hz) 
was greater than that indicated by,the- critical bandwidth 
or values .. of L'lf measured in the previous, experiment. 
The conclusion drawn was that perception of both ,com-
ponen,ts of a two-tone stimulus is .not a sufficient condi t.ion 
fqr lateral {or,azimuthal) resolution. 'l'his was confirmed 
by the subjects who reported that although they were able 
to hear b:)th .components they had difficulty in determining 
lateralization. It is therefore not possible· to• define-a 
simple L'lf x IAD resolution cell· for the dichotic displa,y. 
Both of . the experiments reported in. this .. chapter have 
been-concerned only witp a statio,dichotic display~ The 
effect of the secondary cues of head-movement-and kinaes-
thes:i,s upon-· resolution in. a dynamic environment have yet to 
be investigEl.ted. The. display simulation techniques .described 
in the next ,chapter provida a foundation for such. a study. 
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C H A P T E R 8 
STUDIES IN·DYNAMIC AUDITORY LOCALIZATION 
801 Introduction 
The azimuthal variation in amplitude in the dichotic 
channels of the display developed in Chapter 5, was based 
upon the parametric form of the localization function 
empirically derived from a static experiment using constant 
dichotic stimuli (Chapter 4)o The adequacy of any such 
binaural display in a real environment cannot be predicted 
directly from this classical psychoacoustic situation 
because ~econdary cues afforded by kinaesthesis, memory, 
head movement and intermodal association are eliminated by 
the experimental conditionso In this chapter localization 
experiments with free head movement are describedj, using an 
analogue computer simulation of the idealised display in a 
single object environmento The experiments were designed to 
investigate the use of adaptive strategies to obtain rapid 
estimates of the localization functiono The object of the 
experiments was to define a possible 'clinical' testing 
procedure to be used in the matching of the display of the 
mobility aid to each usero 
The simulator was developed with the broader aim of 
providing a research tool for the study of requirements of 
a sensory display for human mo~ility. For this reason a 
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disc:ussion of the role of a simulator.in the psychophysics of 
mobility is presented.belowo 
802 The Role of a Mobility Aid Simulation 
A complete specification of any non-visual display to 
aid the blind must be related to normal.human interaction 
with the environment Bnd the enhancement. of this,interaction 
by th~.display. This .area of research has been largely 
neglectedo 
The need for computer simulation of mobility aids as a 
research tool has been recognized.162 and inv~stigated by 
Baecker~63 This feasibility st~dy investigated. the· possibility 
of the simulation of a pencil~beam mobility aid. It.was con-
cluded that the simulation would be extremely slow and wouJ"d 
require specialised-computer hardware" No·consideration was 
given .to the display or the sensory re~uirements of the man-
machine-interface. 
The author proposes that a more• profitable approach would 
be to study the mobility performance of subjects in a simple 
simulated environment. A rigorous study could then be made 
of the-effects of the display parameters upon performance and 
the sensitivity of the ~ability function to perturbation$ in 
the-display parameters. The simulator would provide.a well 
defined environment with strict control of the experimental 
stim:uli and a provision for monitoring the subject's actionso 
The major problem associated with the use of an actual 
mobility aid for this type of study is that• the system and 
environment cannot be controlled or accurately specified 
( Chapter 6) o 
Consider, -for example v two features of the. display 
developed in this thesis that can only be resolved in a 
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dynamic environmento The localization experiments described 
in Chapter 4 showed that individual_ subjects have a pronounced 
frequency dependence in the regression coefficient S of the 1 
localizatiqn curveo Although.no way has been found of com-
pensating for the resulting range dependence of the.azimuthal. 
dimen.sion of. the· display, no subject (blind or sighted) using 
the mobility aid has reported a distorted auditory space. 
The·sensitivity of mobility performance to induced.distortions 
in !AD-azimuth. angle relationship can only be st.udied in. a 
simulated environmento SimilarlYv although it-was shown in 
Chapter 7 that the ability to resolv~ the:azimuthal direction 
of a dichotic tone ~as severely degraded by the presence of a 
secondary tone, it has been the experience of usets of the 
mobility aid that resolution of the azimuth of two objects is 
possibleo The factors affecting resolution with head move-
ment could only be e1ucidated in a well controlled experimental 
environment - such as provided by a disp:lay simulatoro' 
Bo 3 Analogue Computer Simulation of the Idealised Dichotic. 
Display 
Consider thecgeometry of a subject in.a single object 
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FI.G 8 o 1 GEOMETRY_ OF THE SIMULATED ENVIRONMENT 
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Define all angles relative to the.median plane through the 
body so that-if the head is directed at an angle /3 the 
effective ,azimuth, relative to the auditory egocentre, of an 
object with azimuth ·0 is 8-/3. Then, as in Chapter 5, let 
8' be· the response. to a stimulus with -dichotic IAD: a suit.able 
model is 
8' 801 
whebe K, Ai ( 8) (i •= 1,2), 00 are· defined in Chapter 5 and 
where~ is a zero mean normal random processo Then define· 
A 
an eitimator ~ = E{8'}o 
A. ( 8) 
1, 
If A. (8) is giv~n by 
l 
where y is a constant (Eq~.S. 15") then 
" 0 = /3 + 4Ky(8-/3)a + 00 803 
Eqo 80 2 forms the basi.s of .th,e display simulation. shown 
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in Figo 802, which was designed around the computing elements 
of an EAI 58-0 analogue computer6 The quantities (8-S±a) 
were formed in summing amplifiers (see Appendix 5 for the. 
notation of analogue computing components)a A single time-
shared diode function generator was used to generate the two 
amplitude weighting functions A. (8-S)a To mihimise·set-up 
1. . 
time a ten segment approximation to F(S) = exp(-y8 2 ) for. 
8 > 0 was used, with an absolute value Gircuit t0 retain the 
modulus of 8 when 8 < 0" The' time· sharing was accomplished.· 
through ·synchronised pairs of· A/D switches and' T/S amplifiers 
driven by a four bi,t ring-shift register., The T/S amplifiers 
were up-dated every four msecsa Alternative methods of 
geneiating the Gaussian 0eig~ting functions Ai(e~s) using 
squaring circuits and preset exponential gener~tors were 
t:i;-iedbut were found to have significant inherent errorsa 
The signal source was a Hewlett~Packard 33OOA function 
generator used.in the.voltage controlled modeo No provision 
was ma-de for simulating Doppler. effects in the.range coding 
(Chapter 6); this addition shp~ld be.made for mobility studieso 
The range dependence of signal amplitude was ,included by using 
-2 ' 
a, non-line·ar -network (R ), and multipliero The azimuthal 
amplitude dependence of the.dichotic stimuli was ,controlled 
by quarter-square multipliers (0.01% accuracy)a The·parallel 
logic was used to control the stimulus timing and envelope 
parameterso The pulse duration and.l,r'epetition period were 
controlled from the rep.:..op timer through'A/D switches which 






















Fig. 8.2 Binaural display simulator, based upon the EAI 580 analogue 
computer, using a single time-shared diode function generator. 





gated the.voltages A. (6-S) on to the multipliers through 
. . l 
amplifiers with a first-order rise.time of 5 .msecso 
The expansion of the simulator to multiple ~bject environ-
ments is limited by the number of available analogue multi-
plierso Each simulated object reqlJires two multipliers as 
amplitude modulators for A. (6-S) and a further multiplier for 
l 
the range dependence of the.amplitudeo The time shared diode 
function generator may be extended to.at least a four object 
environmento 
804 Interactive Metqods of Estimating the Localization 
Constant K 
The basic simulator described above was extehded to 
include the subjectus azimuthal response in a feedback loop 
containing an adaptive strat~gy iri ord~r to·estimate the 





Consider the ·man-machine system shown in Figo 8030 
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FIG. 8.3 THE USE OF A DISPLAY SIMULATION TO ESTIMATE K 
If the -value of a is controlled~by some strategy that forces 
§ = e+e
0
v the ~alue of K may be estimated directly from 





where ac is the value of a when 0· = e+e 0 o In this condition 
the .expectation of the subj·ect O s ,response will re:tnain con-
starit and will be indepen·dent of the h,ead direction Sa For 
all other values,of a the image direction will depend upon 
Three methods of controlling a were evaluated, in 
separate experiments 6 against three criteria: 
I 
i The ability bf, naive subj·ects to perfbrm the task 
required by the methodo 
iL The :i::-ate •and variability of the convergence .of the 
esitimate of a a 
C 
iii Repeatability of estimates· of a a 
C 
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For each method estimates of ,K were made. at six frequen-
I 
c.ies (300, 50,0, 1000 6 1500 5 2000,, 3000 Hz).o The sensation 
level in each channel WclS set to 60 db, as measured.in a 2 cc 
coupler v when A. ( e,..,. S) = l O All experiments were carried out 
l 
withe= o, and with the value of y,choseh to mak~ the.6 db 
beamwidth i/J;i,,, equal to 90°.0 
2 
The subject was seated in a room adj,acent to the compu;ter 
laboratoryo• The head direction S was •monitored from a 
potentiometerv affixed to the headset upon which was mounted 
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a freely sliding vane that was restrained in.azimuth only. 
In this way ,pitch and roll movemen·ts of the head were not 
significantly restricted. Fig. 8.4 shows a subj~ct seated in 
the experimental apparatus with the EAI 590 hybrid computing 
syste~ in the background. The image direction indicator held 
by the subject was used in the .second and third experiments 
described below. 
8.4~1 Direct Control of a by the Subject 
In the ·first experiment the subjects were given direct 
control of ai through a poteritiometer, and.were instructed 
to ,find• the position of the -control at which the azimuthal 
I 
position of the auditory image re~ained fixed in space. The· 
method that they were told to use.was to note any shift in 
image position between the extremes of the head movement and 
to null this shift1with the control~ It was £ound that a 
j9y-stick or a thumb-wheel was. the-most convenie:pt method of 
i 
adjusting a. 
Although the author was able to give convergent and 
rep:ea table .estimates of a c, the 16 other subjects who took 
part in the experiment.were unable .to perform the required 
task at all. Ever,i, when given.detailed instructions on the 
' . ' 
effect of the contrdl.all subjects were unable to perform the 
• i 
task with any reliability. Estimates of a were~scattered 
C 




Pl a te 8 . 1 Equipment and computing fa cilities used in the interactive localization 
expe riments . The subject' s head p osi t ion is monitored by the s li d ing va ne a tt a c hed 
t o h is headset and the image d irection indica tor is aff ixed to the boom a bove t h e he ad . 
(The EAI 640 di g ita l computer is to the left, the EAI 693 hybrid linkage uni t i s 
beh i nd t he subj ect , and the EAI 580 analog ue computer i s at ri ght) . 
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It was therefore concluded the method was not a satis-
factory procedul'."e ':for estimating a because of the complex'i ty 
C 
of the interaction between the subject 0 s controlv the head 
direction and the imagedirectiono This method of controlling 
a was there fore abandone,d o 
8~4.2 Iµtegral of Respon~e Errot 
The subject 0 s task was modified·to that of simply 
tracking the image direction as the head was slowly turned from 
side to sideo The response. e O • was measured .with a 
potentiometer mounted above the subject 0 s head (J;>::t.ate Bdt) 
and the .difference between the desired response e and the 
actual respo~se was integrated in the direction required to 
force the· difference e-e O to zeroo The time dependerice of 
a was given-by 
t i. 
, q.(t) = C t (e-e 0 )sgn(S·~0)dt + a(O) 
where C is a constant d~fining the syst~m open~loop gaino 
The signuri of' .the effectiv~ ,'azimuth -{S-0) is necessary to 
force the strategy to converge upon a o 
C 
The complete feed-
back system and the analogue computer implementation of the 
strategy are shown-in Figo 8.So Substitution for 0° in 
Eq •. BoS shows that the strategy is the linear sum of a 
' deterministic a:qd a random processo Assume the head to be 
fixed- and let eO = 0 v so that for the· ideal (error free) 
observer differentiation of Eqo 8. 5 gi v~s 
re 
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C j ( 8-8) sgn(~-8) dt ~ e1(Q) 
i 0 
Fig. 8.5a The complete feedback loop for the integral 
of signed error method of controlling 
sgn (~ - 0) 
6l 
strategy logic control 
8' ex 
initial condition 
J?ig, 8.5b Analogue computer patching to control 
~a(t) + 4CKy(B-B)a(t) + CB = 0 
dt 
and if the ini t.tal · condition a ( 0) = 0 is . subs ti h:1ted the, 
solution becomes, 
a (t) = 1 4Ky [ 1 - exp (-4KCy ( B- e) t) ] 
so that 






sdt = 0 
the convergence will be unaffected by a noisy observer. 
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This strategy fbrces the.subject to.respond to some 
predetermined angle Bo Similar techniques coul,d be used in 
other psychophysical situations in.whidh it.is desired to 
measure the stiml,llus magnitude ·:r;-equired to evoke a response·· 
of a .given magnitude on some response continuum. Th.e supject 
need.not be:~ware of the response-magnitude being tracke4o 
The method is. 1 in.fact, sim~lar ~o that used in the Beke'sy 
164 · audiometer vvhere a constant. rate of change of.stimulus 
magnitude in the direction indicated·pya ·bini;iry response is 
i 
used to .measure auditory thresho14so 
A group of ten subjects was used to evai~ate'~he,method 
1:;>oth. with the head fixed, and .with free head movemento All 
subjects gave-convergent·results with.the head .fixeg but most 
failed to _do so whe'n free head movement .was allowedo• In these· 
cases lp.rge -amplitude fluctuations occurired in the recorded 
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vallle of a (t) • Two examples of the variati9n. of· a during an• 
experimental rtin are Bhowri in Fig~ 8~6~ The first is from 
one of the few subjects who. consistently gave convergent 
estimates -of a 
C 
with head movement, the .second is from a. 
subject who ,failed to_ give· any convergent. estimates -of a • 
C 
There were seve.ral fa,ctors that contributed to the 
failu:i::-e of this ;method. The fir 9 t was a lack of knowledge· of 
the. transf_er function· of each obs.erver in this tracking task 
so that the. gain C to produce stable operation had to be ,found 
by.trial .and error. The task. ,required-the constant attention 
of the subject, fbr any lapse in attentiveness allowed the 
value of a to integrate·away fJ?oin ac~ Furthermore .the task 
was ·sen?itiive · to the ma.grii tm;l.e of S. (Note' that if S = e the 
subject will• be una¼Tare of crianges .• in a and divergent estimates 
will· occur.) The· major fa.ctor was-.the presence ·of e0 in. the 
local~zation function •. Unless e
0 
= O the~value of a to make 
e = e will be different for each value of S. Therefore, for 
successful ope~ation~of the method, any offset e0 must be com-
pe~sated as in Eq. 5.8, Although the\compensating IAQ could 
" be measured by an extension of this technique -in.which e was 
forced to zero, this was not investigated because. of the other 
di f ficult:i,es · mentioned above. 
8,4.3 Integral of the Signed Derivative.of the Response Error 
The· previous method was modified so tll.at the ·time -differ.,.. 
ential of the response error (and hence th~ response its~lf) 
~ 
BO sub)ect :AE 
frequency : 500 Hz. 
20 




frequency: 500 Hz. 
60 
~ 20 
40 80 100 120 
time (secs.) 
Fig. 8.6 Examples of stable and unstable experimental 
runs estimating the VFJlue of .x to match the display 
to the localization function. 
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was integrated_ with a correct sign to form ex,. The subj e-ct' s 
task ,was modifi'.ed-. slightly to include --the. addit~onal 
requiremerit that .definite•judgments of the.image direction. 
shoul.d be ',niade, ,~.ith the head directio11: alternating about. e o 
Then at each judgment the value of; ex was :incremented-by an. 
amount pro~ortional to the total. respc;,nse.changeo· 
Let, succes·sive judgments be •-de;fin~d by the zero-c,rossings 
of -the. angle· a-e, and let -the nth _such judgment be defined. by 
the· period- tn-l < t' < tri whei'e tn is the. time of the. nth 
zero-crossing~ Then the'·strategy increments <Y, by. ocxn 
according to . 
! .. 
I 
ae' . , 
~ sgn ( B- e) dt, 
so tJ.i.at ocxn __ is definec:l only by,' tJ::le respons,es• eri at the 
successive·zero-crossings of-B.,.0~ Thesubjeo-i:,'s +e~ponse 
str;-ategy between these times; d~es ,not· affect _the._ co,nve:r.:gen_ce 
of-a~ Let n 
e ' - . a -' : + · 4 Ky ex ( e.- B ) + e + I; 
n n · n n; , O n 8012. 




l + 4CKY1Bn~el ·_ 
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which is independeht of e0 •. Therefore this ,strat~gy does not 
depend upon prior, compensation for any offset in the. localization 
function. The• conveigence of-an may be~demonstrat~d by 
letting the µead-direction by symmetrically displaced about 
S = e, i.e. 
s - e = (-1~ 0 (s-e) n 8.14 





E{ ct } n. ;::: 
= 
2C IS I (1-41\yan-l) 
-- 1+4KCy I s- e I 
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= D [l + I (1-4KDy}p] + (l-4KDy)nao, 
p=l 
which is similar to_th~ expression for.an exponentially 
8~15 
8.16 
. 165 smoothed average • For the case of a noisy observer-, the 
estimation procedure may be viewed as the,above det~rministio. 
suqcessi ve approximation•· with a superimposed random component. 
Then the;procedure may be written in the form ofa 
generalised,stochastic approximation166 
a = T l ( aO , • • • , a, 1) + Z l n n- - n- n- 8.17 
where Tn-l ( a, 0 , • • • · , a,n-l) is the error- free - trans formation, 
and -Zn'.""'l is-the,random,noise·component. Becc;i.use, 
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= ( l;...4KDy) I a, · -a, I n-1 C, 8.18 
= 
if O < l--4KDy < 1 then the -procedure is convergent l,lpon 
with probability l.in the mean square sense if-
Cl, 
C· 
8 0 20, 
'and 
E{Zn} = O, 8. 21 · 
by Dvoretsky's theorem167 (Special Case 1). The first of 
these latter two condit:i,ons deperids. upon the supject' s strategy 
in that for absolute· -9onvergence (lim E{ (a,~ -a,c) 2 } = O) the 
n +oo 
response. error- ~n ml.1st be a monotonic function .. of the ma.gnitude 
of the response change~ In.the.present experiment this was, 
gene:r::ally.obse.rved to be.the case. Eqs 8.16 and 8.17·both 
indicate that 
lim q,n 
n • oo 
The rate of convergence will depend upon the factor (~~4DKy) 
and -wil 1 -. therefore be variable between su~j ects. It can .. be , 
~een from Eq. 8.19 that rapid co~verge~ce w~lJ result if 
4KDy_is made near to unity. 
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The strategy and its analogue c9mputer ,. implementation is 
shown.• in Fig. 8. 7. . The .only diff_erence to the previous 
st~ate~y is the inclusion of an analogue'differentiator. 
(The·usual problem.of high frequen6y noise in.a differentiator 
is eliminated by the.following int:egrator.) The constant c 
(Eq .• 8.10) which defines- the open~loop gain of the ~y~t~m was 
chosen.empirically as a comp_r()misE; between the rate of 
convergence and the d.i,squ:i,eting.effect of having the' image 
' position react violently. to any actionitaken with the image 
indicator. 
The· ::lame •grou,p of ten subjects wh_o took part in the 
evaluation of the previous method (Section 8,4.2) were -used. 
to evaluate this experimental procedure. All subjects gave· 
convergent estimates. of a c .al though the. rate of convergence · 
I 
varied widely between subjects. During this part of the ex-
periment. the ef.fect of different initial conditions a 0 upon 
the response was-investigate<i. J;twas co11cluded thatconver.,.. 
I 
gence was •most rapid for naive subjects' i:B a 0 _was made 
large,· so tl;lat identi:fiication of the -task -was obvious fro,m the. 
I 
·. rapid lateraliz9-tion- that occurred w,i th. small head. movements •. 
The_ convergence of an from di.fferent valll.es of a0 is 
. shown for two sul::>jects ,in. Fig. 8~ 8. Several subjects . 
reported spontaneously that in the convergefit condition 
(~-=a) the image appeared to originate from the indicator n C 






Fig. 8.7 Analogue computer patching for the integral 
of the signed derivative of response method for controlling 
<X • 
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time (secs.) 
Fig. 8.8 Examples of the variation of during an 
experimental run for two subjects. Note the different 
initial conditions, and the step-like change in~ at each 
response. 
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Four subjects were retained f0ran extended series .of 
tests to estimate the-within-supject variability of the estim-
ates of ac as: measured by this procedure. Each of these 
sessions consisted of 18 trials of one minute duration, with 
three trials-at each of the si~ frequencies in randomised 
order. An estimate of k = 8.686K(Eq. 5.1~) was made 0fromeac.h 
td,al. All four Sl:!bjects showed. a pronounced daily variation 
in. k at most _;frequencies. An F test was used. to compare the 
between-days variance with the estimated w:i:th;in-bell variance 
for a days x frequency analysis~ The· betwe~h days 
di,fference was generally significant·· at the O. 05 significance 
level for most frequencies. Fig. 8 •. 9 compares-tl).e daily 
estimates of.k with·the·overall mean of .four separate -sessions 
for each of two subjects •. 
Two subjects (PSB -and ARJ) had pax:-ticipated in the st.a tic 
dichotic localization experiment described in Section 4.3 
approximately 12 months earlier~ The· frequency dependence of 
the localiz·atio.n function as measured by the. two experiments 
is compared.in Fig. 8 0 10; there are·~learly pronounged, 
differences·betwee~ the ·results obtained in the two e~periments. 
It is. not' possinle/without further.corroborative· 
evidence,.to state whether thei static or-dynamic1localization 
methods is preferable in the. es,timc1,tion of a
0
_ to match the• 
display to an individual. It was found th9,t the variance 
between th~ estimates of k obtained in this experime~t was 
greater than- t};lat .of the r~gression coef.;ficient .S i:h the 
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Fig. 8.10 Comparison of mean results of the interactive 
method of estimating the localization function with those 
obtained in the dichotic experiment 18 months previously, 
for two subjects. (see Fig. ~--3a) 
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2~1 
static localization expeti~ents with constant stimuli 
(Chapter 4). Pollack and Rose 27 reportea a similar reduction 
in localization accuracy in. a free-field experiment when 
free head-movement was allowed. There is a need.for further 
investigation.of the effects of head movement upon auditory 
localization in order- to determine.which experimental method 
is, preferable. 
The day to'day variation in the.estimate,s of,k cannot 
be simply explained •. , The possibility bf a time.;..varying · 
localizatiqn function is ignored· in the classical psychoacoustic 
methods where the data is obtained _over a period of. ,many days. 
It. is conceivable l ho11,1ever,, that the variability between days 
could be· explaine<i in, _terms of subject motivation,. Experienc-
ed subjects rea],isethat the estimation procedure will 
eventually reduce ,the need for. changes·in. the ~ndicator 
position between.successive responses to zero~· Therefore 
lapses of attention to the·task_could lead to an app,rently 
convergent estimate of Ge• 
These factors should be'further investigated in a,set of 
experiments designed ,to con:ipare the classical an<;i dynamic, 
estimates of ,k within, each experimental session~.· 
I 
8. 5 , Discussion 
The author is not aware of any ,previous experiments 
using-. dichotic stimuJ,i, in which head movements provided, 
secondary· cues.. There does not .appear, to be any J.iterature. 
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on the perceptual .effects of distortions-in the variation 
of IAD.as a function -0f source dire6ti0ri. The availabl~. 
literature on binaural distortions only describes _the .effects 
of a uni~lateral attenuation168 • Experiments such as those 
described above therefore, provide a ,new method of studying 
the effects of secondary cues and the ,adaptation of·- the 
auditory system to distortions in ·the,binaural function. 
The use· of an analogue -computer simulation of the azi-
muthal display developed in this thesis demonstrated that_ 
subjects were able to perceive a qchotic image that -remained 
fix_ed. in space· irrespective of the. head direction.: The use 
of the parametric form of. thelocalization function,determined 
;i.n static experiments;.to specify a dynamic display: was there-, 
fore justified. 
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C H A P T E R 9 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this final chapter the principal results of the work 
presented in this thesis are summarised and possible areas 
for future research are indicatedo 
It was shown in Chapter 2 that the behavioural charac-
teristics of human audition place a severe restriction upon 
the.form of signal coding that can be used in a single 
dimensional auditory display. The use of the normal .echo-
location range display of direct propagation dekay is pre-
cluded by the precedence effect, which is essential for 
passive listening in reverberant surroundings~. which inhibits 
the perception and, localization of all but the nearest of a 
field of correlated sound sources. For this reason it was 
concluded that a frequency domain range coding is optimal 
for the auditory display of-multiple objects. The linear 
F.M. aids for the blind as proposed by Kay have an auditory 
displayin which the·stimu;Lus frequency is directly proport-
ional to object range. 
In Chapter 3 a set·of experiments on the localization 
phenomena associated with the prototype binaural mobility aid 
is described. The first of these experiments gave the first 
quantitative evidence that the display from this system con-
tained binaural differences that could be recognized by the 
localization mechanism. It was then shown that of the three 
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binaural differences in the system specification only IAD was 
effective in displacing the image from the median planeo 
From the results of these experiments it was concluded that. 
the frequency domain range coding had destroyed coherence in 
the microstructure of the binaural stimuli for an object not 
on the median planeo The IFD itself was ineffective•in 
shifting the image .and the nature _of the stimuli was such that 
envelope delays were not recognized by the locali;1:ation 
mechanismo The IFD did not destroy binaural fusion for all 
subjects, demonstrating that coherence in the microstructur~ 
is not a necessary condition for fusion of pulsed tonal 
stimuli, however fusion was intermittent for some subjectso 
These experiments provided;a basis for the display 
specification. It was decided that those binaural differences 
that were dependent upon propagation delays (ITD and IFD) 
should be eliminated, and the requirement was set that the 
display should be matched to the natural localization function 
for IAD. Be.cause the literature contained few quantitative 
data on localization with IAD it was necessary to design and 
complete a series of experiments to verify the linear relat~ 
ionship between IAD (expres,sed in logarithmic uni ts) and the 
image azimuth.. The "within subject" and "between subjects" 
variation in the.coefficients of the localization function 
were estimated over a wide range of stimulus parameters. It 
was found that the slope of the localization cu~ve was 
dependent upon the stimulus frequency for all subjects, with 
a pronounced dip in the· region. of lOOOHz. Furthermore these 
experiments showed that wide·variations existed in the magnitude 
of the slope of individual localization functions~ indicating 
that the display should be adjusted to each individual. 
The linear relationships between IAD and image azimuth 
was used to de fir,e the form of the transducer angular response 
func;::tions to p:-eserve equality between object and image 
azimuth angles in an echolocation display. It.was shown that 
under the constraint that the angular response should be .an 
even function about the normal to the aperture surface, the 
required form was Gaussian, with the· two recei ve:irn displaced 
by a fixed angle in opposite directions about the median 
plane. Differences in. individual. localization functions can 
be accommodated by varying the splay angle to match the slope 
of the localization function and the relative channel gains 
to match the intercept" Further analyses demonstrated the 
sensitivity of the azimuthal display to perturbations in the 
angular response of the aperture; in particular the monotonic-
nature of the object>-image azimuth was shown to be destroyed 
by sidelo~es .or zeroes in the response. 
The effect of additive Gaussian nois.e in the two channels, 
upon the azimuthal display,was examined by deriving the 
probability density functions for the·azimuth estimator for 
an idealized model of the localization process~ It.was shown. 
that .the no.ise biases estimates toward the median plane. No 
attempt has yet been made to verify the applicability of the 
model to human .localization of tones contaminated by noise. 
In Chapter 6 a set of analyses relates the signals of 
the linear FoMo echolocation system to the display. A 
frequency domain signal to noise criterion was defined and 
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used to show that the multiplicative signal processing 
maximises the si~nal to noise ratioo The signal to noise ratio 
attainable with this form of processing is identical to that 
at the output of a linear matched filter. 
A discrete point reflector model of an extended reflect-
ing object was used to .show that a reflecting object of finite 
extent in range and azimuth gives rise to display signals 
described by Rayleigh statistics. The target's azimuthal 
extent was then shown to bias estimates of its "centre of 
gravity" ·toward the median planeo 
The response of a linear aperture to generate ,a far-
field anguJar response of the required Gaussian form was then. 
derived. Present technology does not allow accurate control 
of the response of air-borne ultrasonic transducers (solid-
dielectric electrostatiq) of the type used in the mobility 
aids, therefore no attempt has been.made to control the 
a11gular responseo However, measurements upon the transducers 
has ,shown that they can be selected, with a high yield, to 
clos~ly approximate the required angular response. Future 
attention should be directed toward the manufacture of. 
repeatable and controlled transducers. 
The final section of this thesis is devoted to psycho-
physica+ measures of the display performance. In Chapter 7 
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the attainable resolution in a static two component environ~ 
ment was investigated in two separate experimentso In the 
first experiment subjects demonstrated that the minimum 
frequency separation between two tones required to allow each 
to be heard sepa.~ately could be approximated by a power law 
with an exponent near unitya The second experiment showed 
that a much greater frequency separation was necessary before 
the lateralization of one tone could be deterrnineda Even·at 
separations greater than one octave the lateralization ability 
of some subjects was impairedo Neither of these experiments 
allowed the subjects the kinaesthetic factors associated with 
headmovemento A set of experiments is required that will 
estimate the improvement in.azimuthal resolution when free 
headmovement is alloweda 
A computer simulation of the idealised auditory display 
was described in Chapter Bo The purpose· of this simulator 
was to study localization phenomena associ~ted with the dis-
play when headmovement was allowedo This type of study has 
the advantage over direct use of the mobility aid. that the 
display parameters can be controlled and changed at willu and 
the subjects responses can be monitored arid processed in 
real timea The simulation was extended to include the subject 
in a feedback loop with an adaptive strategy controlling the 
angular displacement of the two simulated aperture response 
functionso It was found that by incrementing the angular 
displacement by an amount proportional to the change in 
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the indicated image directi.on betwee;n successive judgements a 
rapid and convergent estimate could be made of the coefficients 
of the localization functiono Howeverv these estimatesshowed 
a pronounced day to day variation for all subjects which 
indicated that the localization function might.not be static:o 
Furt0er research is necessary to establish the stability of 
the localization functiono 
The author recommends that the following areas of research 
be investigated to further the work presented in this thesis~ 
i) Localization of tones with IAD~ There is a need for 
further study of the IAD localization in order to determine 
the ,stability of the ·coefficients of the localization function 
an.d to define a "clinical" testing procedure ·to enable the. 
system to be matched to each individuaL These studies should 
compare.· and correlate the localization function as measured 
by classical and adaptive methods within .each session to 
eliminate·biases caused by the experimental methodso 
,. ' 
ii) The localization function for Rayleigh noise~ It was 
shown in Chapter 6 tha.t for an extended target the signals 
at the ,display are described by Rayleigh statisticso The 
relationship between the localization function for tones and 
narrow band Rayleigh noise sh,ould be investigatedo Al though 
the author can see no reason why the two cases. should differ. 
this should be verified• 
iii) The. effect of ambi.ent noise upon localization:. The 
effect of both wide band and narrow band noise upon the 
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loca1iza.tion of tones should be studied to determine the 
sensitivity of this display form to ambient environmental 
conditions. Such a study would provide a,possible method of 
·testing the validity of the localization model presented in 
Chapter 5 o 
iv) Azimuthal resolution with headmovement: It is 
suggested that the computer simulation described in Chapter 
8 be extended to a multiple ,object environment so that the 
resolution capabilities of the display may be studied in 
conditions of free headmovement; 
v) The relevance of this display to the sensory require-
men ts for human mobility~ It is suggested that experiments 
involving motor actions in a simulated environment be conduc-
ted to determine the sensitivity of the sensory-motor system 
to the display parameters. The results of this study should 
be correlated with the results of-field evaluations of 
mobility aids designed around. the display presented here a 
vi} The . technology of the mobi,li ty aid:. Because the 
azimuthal information encoding takes place at the receiver 
transducers these elements must be -well controlled and 
repeatable in.their operation. There is a need for greater 
understanding of the operation of the solid-dielectric 
electrostatic transducers used in the mobility aidv and effort 
should be placed upon the manufacture of transducers with 
repeatable characteristics and methods of controlling the 




A Model of Binaural Spatial Localization 
The model presented.here was not conceived as a quanti-
tative model of the psychological process of localization; it 
is.intended to show that the action of the known binaural 
phenomena retains the.spatial:information impressed upon 
wideband sigµals by the head and pinnaeo 
The R9le of the Oµter Ear.~ Consider a remote. sound source 
with a power density. spectrum <I>(w). Directional information 
is impressed upon wideband signals by the head and pinnae as 
a linear operation on the input signal. 
<I> u • ( w) 
., l . = 
2 
<I> (1.u) I Hi (u.i; 8) I ALl 
where·<I> 6 i(u.1) 1 i = lr21 are the excitation at the two eardrums 1 
an·d.Hi (wv8) is the traisfer.function of the outer earo It has 
been shown that this function is extremely dependent upon the 
spatial coordinates 8 of the source. The .model states that the 
coordinates are -inferred from some monotonic function of the 
ratio of the two.power spectrau for ex~mple 
G(w;e) = 
<I> l ( w) 
<I>2 ( w) = Al.2 
The Function of the.Cochlea: The transducer mechanism from 
vibrational to neural energy i,s located in the cochlea 5 
shown schematically in, Fig. Alo lo Although shown stretched 
out the cochlea is ·in fact.a spiral cavity in, the temporal· 








outer ear ______ < ear > ,,..,·.c:'----=:Lrn=-=er=--ea=r,__ _ --;,..,..,, 
belie otrerna 
FIG Al a 1 ~ . SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF ,THE E;AR· 
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membrane in the cochlear partitiona This membraDe has inter-
esting mechanical properties in that it is light ,and stiff in 
the basal .(stapes) region and tapers to become mor.e mas-siv.e · 
and compliant at the apical (helicotremp.) end70 a This 
featur~ causes maximal vibrational amplitude at the basal end 
for high fr~quency tones f and a movement of the maximum 
toward the helicotrema as the frequency is lowered71 a The 
membrane acts as a form of mechanical frequency analyzer with 
the peripheral neurons responding to shear stress between the 
tectorialmembrane and the organ of Corti 72 a 
The motion of a point·on the membrane distance Z from 
the stapes , (Fig a AL 1) may be.written as a convolution 1 
wher.e y 7,, (t) 
f'( t) 
h(t) 
the stape(:> a. 
y i {t) = f ( t) 0 hz (t) AL3 
is the shearing. mqtion 
is the excitation at the stapes 
is. the response of the point Z to an impulse at 
73 Flanagan has derived the .form of the impulse· · 
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takes place only between fibres originating from correspond-
ing points on :the two cochlaef Leo P'lace is preserved in 











pinna ~ -~1--- -4------2--., primary cochlear innervation 
FJ;:G Al.a 2: SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC OF PERIPHERAL BINAURAL INTER- · 
ACTION 
It is generally acc~pted that binaural differertces are 
resolved at the lowest level of interaction, namely the · 
accessory nuclei in the~superior olivarj complexo The 
interaction at this .level has been,investigated;by se:veral 
75 76 groups .. 1 Both nuclei receive afferents from the ipse-
and contralateral cochlear nucleic It has been.found that 
contralateral stimulation 1 will excite the efferents from the. 
accessory nuclei while ipsilateral stimuli will inhibit 
these efferentsa .. The -results of Ha11 76 indicate that it is .. 
reasonable to write the.outputs of the two separate nuclei 
in the form 
N. (Z) 
1. . = Alal0 
response hz, (t) and has. shown that the frequency domain 
transfer function of the. point Z may be expressed·in 
normalised form as 
- . H(~) 
w z, ' ' 
where wz, is the .. angular frequenc;::y of maximum vib.rational 
amplitude of the point L Then if,the spectrum <P! (w) is, 
' 1. ' 
slowly ·varying with w the power. density spectrum of the, 
vfbration at the point Z will be 
and ·the.power .of the.vibration will·be by Parseyals theorem 
where E ( l,) = 
As a further 
loo IH(~) 12dw -oo w z, 
simplification Fechner's Law 74 is, assumed to 
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describe• the neural transduction process, ioe~ .we write the 
neural output as being proportional to the. logarithm of the 
exc::itation, which i,s taken as either lthe energy of vibration' 
or the po~er density spectrum at w = w2• 
Then the activity N. (Z); i = 1,2, may be written. 
1. ' 
N.(Z,) =· a log[b<P!(w)] 
1. ' • 1. 
where a and bare constants of proportionalityQ 
I 
The Ascending Auditory System: A simplified schematic 
representation of the peripheral cent~es of binaural inter-
action is given in Figo Al.2. It is. assumed that.irtteraction 
\vhere the subscripts C and I refer to the cont.ralateral and 
ipsilateral stimulL, and where f z ( T) is an. odd function of 
the interaural delay T. 
It suffices. to show, ·for this model, that the direct-.-
ional information has not been, destroyed and can be derived, 
from a .. direct comparison of activity at some ,higher centre. 
For example, consider the modulus of,the difference of 
activities,N. (Z) and define 
]. 
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G(l;e) = I N 1 ( Z) - N 2 (Z) I Al.11 
H1 (wz,8) 2'. 
t . - 2f (T) 
H
2
(wz,8) Z · I (a+2d) log Al.12 
from. substitution of Eqs,Al.l in ,Eq. ,Al.10 •. 
Consider the case of headphone listening. The modifi-. 
cation of the input spectra by ,the pinrtae will contain ,no 
spa ti.al information· and only. the nortnal dichotic binaural 
cues -of time ·and amplitude difference may be res_olved. · True 
spatial localization, ·in terms of this, model, is then 
impossible and only the 'sidedness.' -may bE¥ reported·. 
APPENDIX .2 
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x .... y plotter 
FIG. A2 .1 THE ELEMENTS. OF THE. BASIC SPECTRQM ANALYZER-
The method of spectral analysis described here wa~ 
developed by the·author to resolve the,fine line structure of 
the spectra of the auditory display from the linear FM 
mobility aids.· AJ.,though simple in c9ncept, it, is. capable · 
of greater resolution than any knowncommerc,ial instrument. 
Let the signal to be analysed.be written. 
V (t) s . 
00 
= l Anc~s(nwst + en) 
n=O 
A2.l 
where An and en are the amplitude an~ phase ·of the nth. 
spectral component and ws is. the angular repetition frequency. 
Let this signal be multiplied by a reference.signal 
= A2.,2 
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where AR is the•· constant ampli tµde ;. w
0 
is the instantaneous 
angular f~equency when ·t = O, mis the rate of change of 
angular frequency and ¢ 0 is the phase angle. The. difference 
component of the product is 
V (t) = 
m 
00 A A 
\ ~ ( ( ) t 1 t 2 · 0 ,I, ) l ~ cos. nws-wo - ~m + n - To 
n=O · 
A2.3 
and each component of this may be examined in -turn by passing 
V (t) through a low-pass filter with a cut.:...off· frequency w 
m . C w . ' s 
such that w c < Z . Then,, a quasi.,..stc'.;ltic analysis of· the 
filter output v0 (t) shows that 
v O (t) 
ARAm 
( (nw wo)t 
2 = -· -2- cos - - ½mt + 0 -s n 
i 
for· any n satisfying I nws ,- w0 - mtl ~ wc and 
V
0
(t) = Q. 
> w for all n~ 
C 
¢0 )_ 
The amplitu9,e·of the oscil],ating voltage v0(t) is, 
directly proportional, to An and.may ):)e-.displayed to coI)'.lpl19te 
the·spectrum analyzer. The system shown in Fig. A2,l used. 
a full wave rectifier to giv$ the-oscillating voltage the 
appearance of a spectral ~ine~. 
In practice the response of the. lov1-pas s f;i.l ter to the· 
transient frequency excitation sets a limit on the.usable 
sweep rate m. 
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An analogue computer patching diagram for the spectrum 
analyzer is given. in Fig~ A2.2~ The~filter used in the 
analysis of-the,audio spectra was an active•:f;ilter.with a 
c~t-off frequehcy of 1 Hz 78 , thus ~iving a resolution of 2 Hz. 
The sweep generator was a Hewlett-Packard 3300A function 
generator used, in.the voltage controlled mode. ThE;:!.display 
used-in the, initial measurements was an x ... y-_plotter, but it 
is.recommended that a storage osci1lqscope"be used-for. 
future application$ because of the faster response. 
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APPENDIX 3 
Analysis -of-Variance _to Test the Significance of Differences· 
in the Linear Regression Slopes of Data derived from a 
Three Factor Variation of Parameters 
Given a total of N groups of data, in which observations 
are ~ade of a linearly dependent variable y at fixed levels 
of an independent variable x~ from a three.way ,facitorial 
experiment where the number- of leve;Ls in each factor a:re 
n., n., nk (i.e~ .N ~ n,n.nk), for-th~ pth observation a 
l J . : 1 J 
suitable model is 
y ijkp = A3.l 
whe:i:;:e the random. variable,,~ is normally distributed· with. 
d · · 
2 d O l' zero .mean an variance o , -•an_ a. 'k' µ, 'k are inear lJ -. lJ · . 
regression coefficients. The. problem is _to test null ·hypo-
theses as to the -significance of differences between the 
estimates of B. 'k for the main effects and interactions of-1.J .. 
the factorial design~ 
If there is a t0tal of _t ol::1servations ofthe.dependent-
variable in each of the N groups, . with the same number of 
observations at any level.of the independent vari 9ble in-all 
groups, the standard algebraic-identity split.ting the ,,total 
sum of squares into petween and.within groups components may 
be written 
\ \ - 2 
l l . (yijkp - y •••• ) 
ijk p 
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= l - - 2 I I - 2 t(y .. 'k - y ) + (y .. 'k. - y. 'l, ) 
ijk lJ • ~!"• ijk p lJ P . 1 J~• 
A3.2 
where. the dot notation is ,usedcto denote:means. The within 
groups sum of squares may be further subdivided; for, the 
analysis of variance for each .line·shows that 
and summing over the-N -groups giyes. 
\ \ - 2 
l l (yijkp ,,. yijk•) 
ijk p 
= l s . . k J ( ~p' -x. ) 2 -
ijk lJ ·· p 
+ ' ' [y-. 'k - Y.;J·k• -._ S. 'k:(x. -x.·) J. 4 A3. 4 
i jk -~ 1J p ... . 1J ' p • 




l - 2 (x -x ) p • 
p 
\ - 2 
l. (S.;.J.'k - ~ •• J· 
ijk ... 
• •• 
the. term I S~ 'k I (x -x ) 2 in Eq-. A3. 4 may be written 
ijk lJ p p • 
w Is~ 'k 
ijk lJ · 
= W ' (a. ;k-s ) 2 - Nws2 
I 4 1 J, • • • • •• • 
l.Jk -. 
A3.5 
so that the total sum.of squares, Eq~ A3.2, may be written 
\ \ - 2 
l. l (yijkp - Y~ ••• ) 
ijk p 
- . NWF2 + • • • 
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' - 2 
}:t(y.;J'k•.,. ,Y ••• ,) 
. 'k ... l.J. 
I ( - ) 2 I I [ -. - J 2 + W /3 .. k-13 · t' y. 'k .... y., 'k ... 13, 'k(x -x) ·l.'J'k ,J..J ·• ••. p' l.J p l.J • l.J p • . ijkp 
A3.6 
The 'between group slopes' sum of \ - 2 squares. W • L ( 13. 'k..,.13 ) 
. 'k l.J • • • 
l. J 
and ~ts corresponding N-L degre~s of ·freedom may- be partit-
ioned in .components representing the mai11 effects. and the.: 
inter~ctions, as in a normal anc;llysis of varia,nce-fo.r a 
factorial design. The complete ana;I.ysis _ of variance is . 
summ~rised in Table A3.l~ 
TABLE A3.l ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LINEAR REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS IN A 3 WAY FACTORIAL 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
SOURCE OF VARIANCE I SUM OF SQUARES 
Common Slope~:==1' -2 NWl3 ... 
Between Group Means: 
I 








Interaction ( jxk) 
Interaction (ixjxk) 
I t (y. -iik ijk•-Y •••• )2 
T// )' (-
10, L. 13. -~ )2 
ijk l•• ,-, ••• 
W l (S . - - 2 . • 13 ) 
i-ik J' • •. _, 
w \' (- -,L. 13 -f~ )2 
l 'k ··k, J ••• 
w I cs .. -- -ijk lJ' l3i •• -S,.,+$ )2 J ••• 
1·J 1;' - -L ((3. -3 -i j k l • k I i .. - f3 •• k+ i3 ) 2 . . . 
w. ~ (s. . -s -- -l]k Jk •j• s,.k+s •• .)2 
~ - - - - - - - 2 
T,;J \ ( f3 . • k- B . . - f3 . k- ;3 • k+ s . + f3 . + B k- 13 ) 
.~ lJ lJ• •J l• · l•• •J• •• ••• 
l7k . · 













( n i -1) ( nk -1 ) 
( n j --1) ( nk -1) -
(n. -1) (n. -1) (nk-1) l J ,. 
N(t-2) I Residual I H (y. 'k -y .. , ) - 13- .k(x -x ff 
i ·cc."I -1-i ~k PI lJ p - l~K. 2 lJ p • •rec 
:TOTAL ) {y. '} - y ) Nt-1 
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I1(x) 
An App r.oxima t.io.n .to . .I. . (.x.). .f.o.r. .L.ar.g.e. Arg.umen ts ( x > 3) 
0· 
The confluent hypergeometric- function 1F1 (a;y;B) 
defined as 136 
may be expressed i~ terms of the modified Bessel 
function of the first kind, in particular 
and 
1F1 ( ½;l;-2x) 
Therefore 
-x = e I (x) 
0 
Now if la! >> ial + 1 and 
r (y) 
r(y-a) 
I a I > > h- a I 
a -a 
where r (x) is the Gamma function, so that if x>> 3 
or 
I 1 (x) . 





- ( 1 + 2~) 
Il(x) .- 1 
Io (x) • 1 - 2x 
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APPENDIX 6 
An Analogue Computer Implementation of UDTR 
Fig. A6 •. 1 shows a possible a:palogue computer configur.,. 
ation that ,could be us.ed, to estim~te a single ,DL in, IAD 
using . the UD.TR technique~. Modified analogue accumulators 
are used. to store and increment the stimulus level. The 
le,ft l:land T/S amplifi,er of each pair is normally in the \ 
store mode and the right hand one is in the, track mode. At 
each -change of stimulus level this order is reversed. for a 
period•T2 as set by a monostable ,timer. The output from 
each of the left hand T/S amplifiers is the~ multiplied by a 
fixed· fra.ction . of the previous leve], '<whioh is. then trans-
ferred to the ·.right-:-hand T/S amplifier .when the menostable 
. timer reverts to its resting state. In this way the· analogue 
stimulus level· for each channel· is stored in the right hand. 
T/S amplifiers. 
The bir1ary responses are processed by th.e •logic shown 
at the top of tµe figure. A decimal down-counter is -used to 
count the -n positive responses nec(2lssary to decrement the 
s;timulus level; this cqunter is res-et to it~ original state 












stimulus level 1 







F:hg. A6.1 Analogue computer implementation of the 
U.D'I'R technique to estimate the difference limen in IAD. 
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